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Abstract
This thesis details the outcome of a study of non-thermal radio emis-
sion from a sample of massive protostellar jets. The jets are ionized
and can interact with magnetic fields within their vicinity to generate
non-thermal emission. A search for the emission was conducted on
a sample of fifteen massive protostars, observed using the JVLA at
1.5 GHz in 2015. Emission from the objects was characterised based
on their spectral indices and spectral index maps, generated from
their 1.5 GHz (L-band) data, and previous observations at 6.0 GHz
(C-band) and 44.0 GHz (Q-band). 40% of the jets have characteristic
non-thermal lobes, associated with synchrotron emission, especially
sources of higher bolometric luminosity. All the cores, on the other
hand, were found to be thermal, driving out material at rates that lie
in the range 3× 10−7 to 7× 10−6 Myr−1.
Spectral energy distributions (SEDs) and spectral index maps of some
of the protostellar jets displayed evidence of variability. As a result,
four protostellar jets, previously observed in 2012 at C-band were
identified and re-observed in 2018, at the same frequency, to study
their variability property. Two of the protostars, S255 NIRS3 and
W3 IRS5, displayed significant flux and positional variabilities re-
spectively. S255 NIRS3 was in outburst while W3 IRS5 manifested
clear proper motions and precession.
Lastly, some of the observable properties of the protostellar cores were
used in simulating their features. Numerical calculations of their hy-
drodynamic properties were performed, followed by computation of
their spectra using a ray-tracing code. Examples of the properties that
were used to initiate the hydrodynamic simulations include; mass-loss
rates, velocities and opening angles. The radio emission of the cores
were generally found to be stable unless the input parameters were
varied. Indeed, a change in the velocities and mass-loss rates of the
thermal jets led to a corresponding change in their fluxes.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
A look at the sky on a clear night brings to light a spectacular view of stars,
planets, nebulae and clusters of stars. These objects are the building blocks of
our universe. A closer look at the stars divulge some of their properties which
can be used to classify them e.g. brightness, colour and size. The differences
in stellar masses, for example, provide an opportunity to categorise them into
two broad classes namely massive stars and low-mass stars. The boundary mass
of the two categories is a mass equivalent to eight times the mass of the sun
(8 M). A main-sequence star whose mass M > 8 M (or bolometric luminosity
L > 5000 L) at solar metallicity (Carroll & Ostlie 2006, Caratti o Garatti et al.
2017) is classified as a massive star.
Massive stars differ from their low mass counterparts on two accounts; one,
they undergo Type II supernova at death and two, they produce energetic UV
radiation that can ionize their ambient HI gas to form HII regions at birth. Their
high mass and stronger gravity can provide enough temperature and pressure
that is needed to fuse heavy elements (Clayton, 1983). The stars, therefore, can
be described as the main energisers, chemical enrichers and sources of turbulence
in the universe (Oey & Clarke, 2009). Indeed, they inject large amounts of energy
as well as synthesised chemicals to the interstellar medium as they die, during
the supernovae phase.
The stars have significant impacts in astrophysics. First, their strong radiation
pressure can influence star and planet formation within their surroundings (Ken-
nicutt, 2005). Also, the mechanical energy of their jets and supernova may either
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trigger star formation (Prialnik, 2000) or inhibit it by disrupting a nearby molec-
ular core. In the larger scale, they influence structure, evolution and luminosity
of galaxies as they convert galaxies’ gas into stars. The objects also influence the
chemistry of their environment by heating dust particles around them, prompt-
ing evaporation of ice on the dust surfaces. Despite the aforementioned benefits,
their formation processes are still unclear (Beuther et al., 2007a).
The slow growth in the understanding of their formation is due to several
factors. They are rare compared to sun-like stars. For instance, the ratio of
20 M to 1 M stars is ∼ 1 : 100, 000 and that of a 100 M : 1 M stars is
∼ 1 : 1, 000, 000 in the Milky Way (Massey, 2003), a clear sign of their scarcity.
Apart from their rarity, they are typically far away from us and are heavily
obscured by clouds of dense ambient gas and dust. This limits the ability to study
them observationally, especially at shorter wavelengths of the electromagnetic
spectrum. The stars, due to their high mass, burn their fuel faster hence have
short evolutionary phases, limiting the number of samples per evolutionary stage
needed to achieve statistical significance. Finally, they are mostly born in binaries
and higher multiples complicating the estimation of their intrinsic quantities e.g.
luminosities (Zinnecker & Yorke, 2007).
1.1 Star Formation Sites
1.1.1 Molecular Clouds
Star formation takes place within the cold and dense parts of the interstellar
medium (ISM) called molecular clouds (Larson, 1994). The clouds are com-
plex environments comprising dense clumps, dust and ionized regions called HII
regions. Such environments are ubiquitous in the observable universe with thou-
sands found within our Galaxy (Scoville & Solomon, 1975) e.g. the G305 star-
forming complex shown in Figure 1.1 (Hindson et al., 2013). Most of the clouds
display evidence of ongoing star formation except in a few cases e.g. the Pipe
Nebula (Forbrich et al., 2009).
Molecular clouds are transient, self-gravitating, turbulent, magnetic and com-
pressible (Blitz & Williams 1999, Larson 1994). Their lifespans, masses, number
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Figure 1.1: 5.8µm GLIMPSE image and 5.5 GHz radio emission contours (shown
in red) of the star forming complex G305 (Hindson et al., 2013).
densities and temperatures are ∼ 10−40 Myrs (Murray 2011, Lada & Kylafis 1991
& Larson 1994), M∼ 10− 106 M, n∼ 102 − 104 cm−3 and T ∼ 5− 300 K respec-
tively. These physical properties, however, change within dynamical timescales
(Larson, 1994) due to tidal and radiation disruptions.
Molecular clouds are semi virial (Solomon et al., 1987) even though they
show evidence of turbulent interiors and rotating cores (Goodman et al., 1993).
Kinematic study of the clouds by Larson (1981) shows that their internal velocity
dispersions σv correlate with their sizes R and masses M as shown in equation
1.1. Where p = 0.5± 0.1 and q = 0.25 for clouds within our Galaxy.
σv ∝ Rp
σv ∝M q(M)
(1.1)
Being semi virial, the ratio of gravitational potential energy of the clouds to twice
their total kinetic energy is ∼ 1 (see Figure 1.2) and GM2
R
∼ Mσ2v , where G is
the gravitational constant and M is the cloud mass. This means that the clouds
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are gravitationally bound and tend to have masses that are much larger than
their Jeans masses, MJ (Larson 1981). According to Figure 1.2, for example,
clouds with sizes larger than 1 pc have masses M & MJ . It is clear, therefore,
that molecular clouds of comparable masses share similar properties, σv, R and
N(H2), and may have related formation and evolution mechanisms.
1.1.2 Giant Molecular Clouds
Molecular clouds are subdivided into diffuse molecular clouds (also called Cirrus;
Blitz & Williams 1999), the Bok globules (Clemens & Barvainis, 1988) and the
giant molecular clouds (GMC). Massive star formation takes place within the
giant molecular clouds. The GMCs are characterised by high number densities
∼ 100 cm−3, low temperatures ∼ 10− 20 K, high masses ∼ 104 − 107 M and ex-
tensive sizes ∼ 50− 200 pc (Miura et al. 2012, Zinnecker & Yorke 2007). A good
example of a GMC is the nearby star forming region, Orion, located ∼ 410 pc
(Reid et al., 2009) away from the Sun. The Bok globules are isolated, small and
dense molecular clouds whose average sizes ∼ 0.3 pc. They are seen as silhouettes
against bright background stars or emission nebula. Their sizes and masses are
comparable to those of cores within the GMCs, i.e., M & 100 M. They show evi-
dence of star formation activities since they harbour newly forming stars (Smith,
2004). The Cirrus, on the other hand, are extended, diffuse and filamentary
clouds with low number densities, n ∼ 30 cm−3 (Gillmon & Shull, 2006), and
masses, M ≤ 100 M . They are mainly observed at the high latitudes since
lower latitudes are dominated by the globules and GMCs which outshine them.
Formation of the GMCs can be explained using either of the two models
namely; ‘bottom-up’ and ‘top-down’ (McKee & Ostriker, 2007). In the bottom-
up model, smaller clouds undergo multiple inelastic collisions that coalescence and
form a larger cloud of higher density and mass. The pitfall with the bottom-up
process is that it takes a longer period to form a GMC compared to observational
estimates, ∼ 107 − 108 years (Kwan 1979, Blitz & Shu 1980). Kwan (1979), for
example, estimates that it takes more than 2 × 108 years for a 105 M cloud to
form through this model. Top-down model, on the other hand, occurs due to
large-scale instabilities within the diffuse ISM. The model was proposed to take
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Figure 1.2: An illustration showing how the virial ratio, 2GM
σ2L
, of clouds varies
with their sizes, L, i.e., 2GM
σ2L
= 0.92L0.14. The sizes are in parsec, masses in solar
mass and velocity dispersion in km s−1 (Larson, 1981).
care of the long formation periods in the bottom-up mechanism. In the model,
atomic or molecular gas flows from larger scales and settles within a smaller
region. The large scale instabilities are brought about by changes in magnetic
field strength (Parker instability) and self-gravitation within the clouds (McKee
& Ostriker, 2007). According to Parker instability, interstellar gas, frozen in
magnetic field lines, slide along the lines to the lowest potential zones until they
form denser and larger molecular clouds, giving rise to GMCs whose formation
timescales are comparable to observations. The mechanism also accounts for the
presence of excess atomic hydrogen in the clouds (Blitz & Shu, 1980). Finally,
self gravitation instabilities, also called Jeans instabilities, build up the GMCs as
clouds of different masses attract. Besides ‘bottom-up’ and ‘top-down’ formation
mechanisms, large scale colliding flows (Heitsch et al., 2005) where streams of su-
personic atomic gas collide and compress isothermally may lead to higher density
zones which are conducive for the formation of molecular gas.
Giant molecular clouds have substructures called clumps, the over-dense re-
gions where most of their mass reside. The clumps are considered the building
blocks of the GMCs. Observations show that the clumps harbour young OB stars
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(Blitz, 1979), implying that they are the locations of star formation. A clump
may disintegrate into more dense and compact regions called cores. This means
that a single clump can harbour one or more cores, making them the precur-
sor of either an isolated massive star, a binary system or a star cluster. Some
properties of the clumps which may form massive stars include; masses that lie
in the range ∼ 100 M − 1000 M, number densities ρ∼ 105cm−3, temperatures
T ∼ ∼ 10− 20K and typical sizes r ∼ 0.5 pc (Tan et al., 2014). Table 1.1 sum-
marises the physical properties of GMCs, clumps and cores.
Star formation sites are associated with dense molecular gas, collisions due
to accretion or outflows, ionization by protostars, and presence of dust particles.
These features can be traced by carbon sulfide molecules, ammonia molecules,
methanol and OH masers, water masers, free-free emission, synchrotron emission
and dust continuum emission. For example, carbon sulfide lines CS J = 7→ 6,
CS J = 5 → 4 (Knez et al., 2002), ammonia molecules (Smith, 2004) and water
masers (Knez et al., 2002) trace clouds of number densities n ∼ 2.8× 107 cm−3,
n ∼ 8.9× 106 cm−3, n ∼ 108 cm−3 and n & 1010 cm−3 respectively. Besides,
water masers and class I (Cragg et al., 1992) methanol masers are indicators of
collision while class II (Fontani et al., 2010) methanol masers are associated with
radiation.
1.2 Star Formation
The formation of stars is a complex process. It takes place within clouds that span
a wide range of mass and size (Shu et al., 1987). The end products of the processes
Table 1.1: A table showing a summary of properties of GMC, their clumps and
cores (Zinnecker & Yorke, 2007)
Property GMC Clump Core
Mean radius (pc) 50-200 2 0.08
Number density n(H2) cm
−3 100 103 105
Mass (M) 105 103 102
Linewidths (km s−1) 7 2 0.3
Average temperature (K) 15 10 10
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are equally diverse, ranging from stars whose masses are just enough to trigger
thermonuclear fusion at the core, i.e., M & 0.08 M (Hayashi & Nakano, 1963) to
extremely massive counterparts e.g. R136a1 (M ' 315± 50 M; Crowther et al.
2016). This makes the origin of the different stellar masses one of the fundamental
questions in star formation. The range in mass can be due to fragmentation of
clumps into cores of different masses. Alternatively, it may result from a process
that halts accumulation of mass by a protostellar core e.g. radiation pressure (Shu
et al., 1987). It is not clear if the formation mechanism for such a broad spectrum
of stellar masses is common but the clouds that form massive stars (early B and
O type stars) seem to be warmer, i.e., > 20 K (Solomon et al., 1985).
Furthermore, the stellar initial mass function (IMF), which quantifies the
distribution of masses of stars at birth (see Figure 1.3), suggests a bimodal star
formation process (Shu et al., 1987). Some IMF plots show evidence of two
maxima (Drass et al., 2016); at the substellar regime, i.e., M ∼ 0.025 M and
the low mass regime, i.e., M ∼ 0.25 M, exhibiting the existence of different
populations whose formation processes may be distinct. On the contrary, there
is a clear match between stellar IMF and prestellar core mass function (Motte
et al., 1998), suggesting that the final masses attained by stars are perhaps set
at the time when the cores are being formed or even earlier.
Clearly, there are fundamental similarities and differences between low and
high mass stars. Some of the differences include; non-identical birthplaces, dis-
similar evolutionary paths and distinct nature of death. Despite the differences,
the models that explain the formation of both low (Larson, 1969) and high mass
(Hosokawa & Omukai, 2008) stars begin with the collapse of a prestellar core.
For a molecular cloud to collapse, it must have a minimum mass called the Jeans’
mass, MJ. The Jeans’ mass for a cloud of number density ρ, particle mass m and
temperature T is given mathematically as:
MJ =
(5kT
Gm
) 3
2
( 3
4piρ
) 1
2
M (1.2)
where G and k are gravitational and Boltzmann’s constants respectively. This is
a simplified case of MJ given that only gas pressure is considered. Other forms of
pressure, present in a molecular cloud, that can oppose gravity include magnetic,
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Figure 1.3: A plot showing initial mass function and prestellar core mass function
(Andre´ et al., 2013). The shapes are comparable.
turbulence and rotational pressure. Any isothermal collapse under the influence
of gravity of a cloud takes place within a period of time called the free fall time
tff , given as:
tff =
( 3pi
32Gρ
) 1
2
= 3.4× 107n− 12 years (1.3)
where ρ and n are the mass and number densities of the cloud in kg m−3 and cm−3
respectively. As an illustration, clumps and cores of number densities ∼ 100 cm−3,
103 cm−3 and 105 cm−3 will have free fall timescales of ∼ 3.4 Myrs, 1.0 Myrs and
0.1 Myrs respectively.
The core of a protostar undergoes contraction as it forms. This contraction is
accompanied by energy changes which the core radiates away within a timescale
called the Kelvin Helmholtz time, tKH . The time taken to radiate away all the
energy from an object of mass M , radius R and luminosity L after contraction is
given by equation 1.4:
tKH =
GM2
RL
(1.4)
In low mass stars, tKH is higher than tff (see Figure 1.4), implying that accretion
ends before the start of hydrogen burning. As a collapsing core radiates energy, it
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contracts within the Kelvin - Helmholz period and joins the main sequence when
the core is hot enough. On the contrary, tKH < tff in high mass stars, as a result,
their protostars evolve to the main sequence while still accreting material. An
effect of this property is the obscuration of young high mass stars by the dusty
in-falling clouds.
1.2.1 Low Mass Star Formation
The formation of low mass stars is relatively well studied compared to that of
high mass stars. Certainly, their relative abundance and the avalanche of data
from recent observations have led to this. Despite known fundamental differences
between low and high mass stars, the knowledge gathered from low mass star
formation may provide some insight into the study of high mass star formation.
Models that explain the formation of low mass stars have evolved over the
years, however, nearly all the models begin with the collapse of an unstable
molecular cloud. In a model by Larson (1969), an optically thin spherical cloud
collapses isothermally (Gaustad, 1963). The collapse is accompanied by compres-
sional heat which is conducted away by dust grains within the optically thin cloud
(Bhandare et al., 2018). A collapsing cloud forms into a core, its interior, and
an envelope. At any given time, the density ρ of the core is relatively constant
while that of the envelope changes with the radius r, i.e., ρ ∝ r−2 (see Figure
1.5). Shu (1977) noted that the gravitational stability of the cores changes as
they evolve, classifying them as sub-critical when their masses are lower than the
Bonnor-Ebert mass (Bonnor 1956, Ebert 1955) and super-critical otherwise. A
super-critical core is prone to collapse due to its gravity.
As a cloud collapses, the density and opacity of the interior grow with time
until radiative cooling becomes ineffective. Further compression of the core is
largely adiabatic, as a result, the temperature and pressure of the core halt any
additional collapse. The core then approaches hydrostatic equilibrium as its tem-
perature rises to 2000 K, when hydrogen molecules dissociate to atomic hydrogen.
The dissociation is endothermic and the temperature of the core remains rela-
tively constant as more material piles up around it. Gravity due to the increased
mass overcomes the pressure and the core collapses a second time. This second
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Figure 1.4: An illustration showing how Kelvin-Helmholtz time (tKH) and ac-
cretion time tacc vary with mass. The four roman numbers represent four evo-
lutionary phases: (I) adiabatic accretion, (II) swelling, (III) Kelvin-Helmholtz
contraction, and (IV) main-sequence accretion phases (Hosokawa et al., 2010).
Figure 1.5: Left: A plot showing how density distribution within a collapsing
cloud varies with time (Larson, 1969). The times on the plots are in units of
1013 s.
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collapse generates a denser and more opaque core whose temperature increases
up to 104 K. The difference in temperature and density between the core and
the surrounding region occasions the formation of convective zones and radiating
shocks (Shu, 1977) respectively. These shocks eventually disappear as the proto-
star radiates heat convectionally, giving way for the collapse of the whole cloud
towards the core to form a protostar.
The nature of collapse outlined, and detailed in Shu et al. (1987) and Shu
(1977), can be described as ‘inside out’, meaning that the interior falls before the
envelope of the cloud. Densities of the different regions of the collapsing cloud can
be approximated as ρ ∼ c2eff/2piGr2, where ceff is the effective sound speed. The
inside thus collapses before the outer parts since free fall time tff ∝ 1√ρ , implying
that the dense innermost part collapses faster than the outer parts. Other models,
e.g. Hartmann et al. (1996), considered a molecular cloud whose morphology is
cylindrical. The core of the resultant protostar collapses spherically, producing
some of the observed features e.g. cavities in the in-falling envelopes and a mini-
disk. A more recent model by Tomisaka (2002) included rotation and magnetic
fields on a collapsing cloud, replicating observable characteristics like a central
dense core, an accretion disk and an outflow.
Theoretical as well as observational studies of low mass star formation have
made numerous advances and it is now clear that the process takes place in stages
as shown in Figure 1.6. It begins with the collapse of a molecular cloud and ends
when a dusty natal cloud is cleared by the outflows and radiation pressure from
the protostar. The collapse is also accompanied by the formation of a disk around
the protostar as well as an outflow that drives out material back to the ambient
medium. After a given period, a protostar and a residual circumstellar disk,
where planets are formed, is what remains.
The different evolutionary stages provide a framework of classifying low mass
protostars (Gao & Lou 2017, Schulz 2012). The earliest stage is class 0, charac-
terised by a dense envelope. The majority of the mass of a protostar is accreted
at this stage in a quasi-spherical manner and via a small disc. The protostar then
evolves to a class I source where it accretes at a slower rate. This source is charac-
terised by a remnant envelope and a larger circumstellar disk. The class I source
advances to a class II object. At this stage, the envelope is missing, exposing an
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Figure 1.6: Left: A model illustration how low mass stars are formed (Hogerheijde
1998, Shu et al. 1987). Right: Changes in SED of a low mass protostar with time
(Dunham et al., 2010).
accretion disc that is characterised by excess infrared emission. The final stage
of evolution is known as class III. This stage is characterised by a fully photo-
evaporated disk and a star that is free from circumstellar material (see Figure
1.6). This classification layout makes use of accretion rates of the sources, and
some protostellar features e.g. episodic accretion may lead to misclassification
(Gramajo et al., 2014).
1.2.2 Massive Star Formation
The processes involved in the formation of massive stars are still actively debated.
Whether they form like their low mass counterparts or not is yet to be fully es-
tablished. Compared to low mass sources, they are relatively rare, have shorter
lifetimes, form in complex environments and have larger distances, complicating
a deeper understanding of their formation mechanisms. Some of the main un-
resolved challenges in massive star formation are i) how the extreme radiation
pressure from the central protostar can either escape or be overcome by in-falling
material and ii) why massive protostellar cores do not fragment during collapse.
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1.2.2.1 Radiation Pressure Problem
Theoretically, a particle of mass m and dust opacity κ at a distance r from the
centre of a protostar of mass M and luminosity L will only be accreted by the
protostar if the force of gravity per unit mass fgrav =
GM
r2
is greater than the
outward radiative force frad =
κL
4pir2c
(Krumholz, 2015), i.e.,:
L
M
<
4piGc
κ
= 2500
(
κ
5cm2/g
)−1
L
M
(1.5)
In spherical collapse, it is estimated that any protostar of mass M & 20M
has L
M
> 4piGc
κ
= 2500 L
M
implying that M ' 20 M is the maximum mass
limit. Of course, the value of the estimate depends on the abundance of dust
grains in the cloud hence a higher estimate of 40 M by Kahn (1974). Yorke &
Sonnhalter (2002) made use of a rotating molecular cloud in their simulation and
realised a mass limit of 43 M, part of which was accreted via an accretion disk.
Recent work by Kuiper et al. (2010) considered accretion of material through
circumstellar disks, generating a star of mass M = 137.2 M from a core of mass
M = 480 M in their simulation. The question then is do massive stars have disks
and are jets the evidence of their existence? This question was partly answered
by Kraus et al. (2010) when they imaged a disk around a massive young stellar
object, however, more MYSOs with disks are needed to support this accretion
mechanism.
Observations, as well as simulations, suggest that massive protostars could
accrete matter via accretion disks although their radiation pressure is so extreme
that it can disrupt or blow away any tenuous disks. This implies that very
high accretion rates and an outlet through which part of the radiation pressure
escapes are needed. Indeed the simulation by Banerjee & Pudritz (2007) points
to higher accretion rates in massive protostars, i.e., Macc > 10
−3 Myr−1. Both
Banerjee & Pudritz (2007) and Kuiper et al. (2014) also showed that part of the
accreted materials get excreted through their jets. The jets form cavities through
which part of the radiation pressure escapes with minimal interaction with the
protostellar accretion disk.
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1.2.2.2 Fragmentation Problem
The typical temperatures and number densities of GMCs are; T∼ 10 − 20 K
and n ∼ 103 − 105 cm−3 respectively, implying that clumps and cores within the
GMCs should have masses that lie in the range 0.5 . M . 2 M. The collapse of
a massive core, therefore, should be accompanied by fragmentation as the cloud
tends to form objects whose masses are comparable to the Jeans mass (Krumholz,
2015):
MJ =
pi
6
c3s√
G3ρ
= 0.5
(
T
10 K
) 3
2 ( n
104 cm−3
) 1
2
M (1.6)
Fragmentation of a collapsing massive core can be inhibited by the rise in tem-
perature due to in-fall (Krumholz et al., 2005). Clouds of higher temperatures
are associated with higher Jeans masses (see illustration in Figure 1.7). Clearly,
the actual process that leads to the formation of a massive star is still debat-
able. Whether they form from the collapse of massive cores, merger of low mass
protostars or accumulation of mass by low mass cores is unclear.
In summary, the radiation pressure problem, core fragmentation and other
challenges, encountered in the study of massive star formation, can be circum-
navigated in many ways e.g. disk-fed accretion, high accretion rates (Kuiper
et al., 2010) and a rise in temperature of a collapsing core. The other factors that
may affect massive star formation are ionization feedback (Xu et al., 2019) and
stellar winds.
1.2.3 Models of Massive Star Formation
Three models; core accretion (also known as monolithic collapse), competitive
accretion and mergers & collisions (Zinnecker & Yorke, 2007) were proposed to
explain how massive stars form.
1.2.3.1 Core Accretion (Monolithic Collapse) Model
This is a scaled-up version of low mass star formation. In the model, also known
as the gravo-turbulent method, a cloud fragments hierarchically under the influ-
ence of its turbulence, magnetic field and gravity. This process can lead to the
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Figure 1.7: Variation of Jeans mass with number density of molecular clouds at
different temperatures made using equation 1.2.
formation of a high mass core (Ballesteros-Paredes et al., 2007) which cannot un-
dergo any further considerable disintegration. The core can then collapse under
its gravity, forming a massive star. Ordinarily, a collapsing cloud undergoes a
significant change in angular momentum. To conserve the momentum, the cloud
material concentrates around the equatorial region before eventually spreading
out to form an accretion disk that is oriented approximately perpendicular to the
protostar’s rotation axis (Larson 1978, Sicilia-Aguilar et al. 2013). This model
can be used to explain the formation of the high mass stars which are found in
relatively isolated environments.
The main characteristic of the core accretion model is localised accretion ac-
tivities (He et al., 2016). In the model, a protostar can only accumulate materials
from the core that harbours it, i.e., localised accretion field. The final mass of a
star is thus largely controlled by the mass of the core. Inclusion of other factors
like the magnetic field of a cloud can result in more massive cores and correspond-
ing stars. Kuiper et al. (2010), for example, modelled a star of mass M ∼ 140 M
by introducing magnetic fields and feedback in their simulation. Another concept
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that was introduced in the model by McKee & Tan (2003) is turbulence and high
accretion rate, of up to M˙ ≥ 1.1× 10−3 M yr−1. The high rates are linked with
higher infalling pressure, capable of overcoming radiation pressure. In a more
recent simulation of massive star formation, Hosokawa et al. (2010) revealed that
high accretion rates, i.e., M˙ > 10−4 M yr−1, result in a protostellar phase where
the envelope of the accreting core is swollen. The envelope of the swollen core
shields in-falling matter against pressure from the protostar, allowing further ac-
cretion until a massive star is formed. The ‘puffed up’ gas becomes the reservoir
of the protostar. Presence of accretion disks around some massive protostars
(Carrasco-Gonza´lez et al., 2012) and the close similarity between core and stellar
initial mass functions (Alves et al., 2007) supports this model.
1.2.3.2 Competitive Accretion
In competitive accretion (Bonnell et al., 1997), a star’s final mass is connected
with the size of its protostellar core and its location in a protocluster. This
accretion model favours the massive cores that are located at the densest parts
of a protocluster, usually the centre of its potential well. Gravitational collapse
of a dense cloud gives rise to a protocluster that is buried in a gas reservoir. It
actuates accretion of matter from the reservoir using its combined potential as
illustrated in Figure 1.8. Once the gas that is accreted by a protocluster is within
the reach of its stars, they compete for it, effectively causing massive cores at
the centre of the potential well to accrete more (He et al., 2016). This model
effectively explains why high mass stars have masses that are significantly higher
than the Jeans’ masses of their molecular clouds.
To explain the accretion mechanisms responsible for the high masses observed,
three possibilities were proposed namely; Bondi accretion, gravitational focusing
and mass segregation. Mass segregation impels massive cores to be together
creating a high potential well for accretion, which together with Bondi accretion
enhances the accumulation of matter (Bonnell et al., 2001). In the Bondi accretion
model, a core of Bondi radius R, would move about a gas of density ρ with velocity
v to accrete mass at a rate M˙ = 4piR2ρv. These mechanisms are normally
accompanied by gravitational focusing which intensifies collection of mass due to
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Figure 1.8: An illustration of the competitive accretion process. Highest potential
zone accretes more mass (Krumholz & Bonnell, 2009)
large cross-sections of massive cores σgrav = piR
2
min
(
1 + 2GM
V 2infRmin
)
. Here Rmin is
distance of closest approach of particles and Vinf is the relative velocity at infinity.
1.2.3.3 Mergers and Collisions
In this model, stars of a cluster of a high stellar density can collide and merge
into a massive star. Stars within a cluster of stellar density & 103 stars pc−3 have
the potential of merging into a massive star. The timescales of the collisions,
however, depend on the stellar densities of the cluster as shown in Figure 1.9
(Bonnell & Bate, 2002). The densities needed for shorter collisional timescales
have never been observed in Galactic clusters, seeing that the current highest
estimate is ∼ 106 stars pc−3 (Megeath et al., 2005) in W3 IRS5. The difficulty in
mergers can be reduced by the presence of gas around the stars which have the
potential of increasing the effective collision cross-section (Mannings et al., 2000)
in clusters of lower stellar densities. Besides, binary stars in a cluster of a lower
stellar density e.g. ∼ 106 stars pc−3 can tighten as they accrete mass until they
collide and merge (Bonnell & Bate, 2005). Despite the challenges surrounding
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this theory of massive star formation, it may be the model that is responsible for
the formation of the very massive stars e.g. R136a1 (M ' 315± 50 M; Crowther
et al. 2016)
1.2.4 Evolutionary Stages in High Mass Star Formation
Star formation is a gradual process that takes place in stages. Massive proto-
stars, for example, spend a considerable part of their life (& 10%) embedded in
natal molecular clouds, as a result, it is possible to categorise their formation into
evolutionary stages (van der Tak, 2004). Infrared dark cloud (IRDC), defined as
extinction features against the bright Galactic mid-infrared background, harbour
compact cores that represent the earliest stage of massive star formation (Rath-
borne et al., 2010). The cores may be classified as ‘active’ or ‘quiescent’ based
on their star formation activities (Chambers et al., 2009). Quiescent cores are
starless while their active counterparts are star-forming (Chambers et al. 2009,
Battersby et al. 2017). Active cores are characterised by an excess infrared emis-
sion at 4.5µm (Cyganowski et al., 2008), a tracer of shocked gas. The active
cores are also known as high mass protostellar objects (HMPOs), described as
point-like infrared sources of bolometric luminosity Lbol & 103 L.
Some protostellar condensations of the IRDCs, e.g. IRDC 18223-3, drive
molecular outflows and show evidence of inflow via a disk (Fallscheer et al., 2009).
The accretion heats up the objects, giving rise to hot and dense molecular cores
known as the hot molecular cores (Shimonishi et al., 2016). These cores are
characterised by small sizes . 0.1 pc, high densities ≥ 106 cm−3 and temperatures
& 100 K (van der Tak, 2004). Continued accretion by the hot molecular cores
occasion heating of their environment until UV photons, responsible for ionizing
gas, induce ultracompact HII regions (UCHII) around them. The UCHII regions
are ionised bubbles which are small in size . 0.1 pc, dense n & 104 cm−3 and
bright ∼ 105 L (Jin et al. 2016, Beuther et al. 2007c). Accretion stops at the
UCHII region phase. The region then expands until an optically visible star is
exposed. Normally, the star reaches the main sequence while at this stage. An
illustration showing the earliest stage of evolution is shown in Figure 1.10.
The age of the different phases cannot be estimated accurately since they
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Figure 1.9: A plot showing the relationship between stellar density of a cluster
and the collisional timescales of its stars (Bonnell & Bate, 2002).
evolve quickly and occur one after another. Besides, the stars are normally born
in clusters where multiple phases are present at once. This, coupled with the fact
that they are embedded in their mother clouds, complicates the estimation. A
rough estimate, however, puts the ages of hot molecular cores at t ∼ 103 − 104
years (Millar & Hatchell, 1997) and those of UCHII regions as ∼ 104 − 105 years
(de Pree et al. 1995, Smith 2004) meaning that they form almost concurrently.
1.3 Jets and Outflows
1.3.1 Introduction
Any astrophysical object that is accreting matter, rotating and has magnetic
fields, ejects materials in the form of a bipolar outflow or a collimated jet (Bally,
2016). Examples of the astrophysical objects that drive jets include protostars,
planetary nebulae, accreting neutron stars e.g. SS433 and active galactic nuclei.
The morphologies of the jets are similar irrespective of the source, however, their
outflow speeds and sizes show significant differences.
Jets and outflows are ubiquitous in protostars of all masses. Their discovery
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Figure 1.10: A three colour (blue: 3.6µm, green: 8µm, and red: 24µm) image of
IRDC, the filamentary structure seen in black. The red/yellow points represent
young stars within the clouds while the blue points are foreground stars. (Peretto
& Fuller, 2010).
in the protostars, in the early 1980s (Snell et al. 1980, Rodriguez et al. 1980),
revealed a new model of star formation where both infall and ejections coexist
(Frank et al., 2014), replacing a model that was purely associated with infall
(Huang 1957). Indeed, it was later realised that ejections stem from infall via
accretion disks (Pudritz et al. 2007, Hartigan et al. 1995b). The jets are therefore
indicators of disk-fed accretion (Reipurth & Bally, 2001), tracers of accretion
history (Kuiper et al., 2015) and pointers of stellar birthplaces. The jets also
provide a vent through which part of the high radiation pressure from a forming
protostar is released (Kuiper et al. 2014, Banerjee & Pudritz 2007). Another
fundamental role played by the jets and outflows is the removal of excess angular
momentum from a protostar to its ambient medium, giving room for further
accretion (Anglada et al., 2018). Jets and outflows can also be used to categorise
evolutionary stages of the MYSOs (Beuther & Shepherd, 2005).
Jets are detectable at different wavelengths of the electromagnetic spectrum
e.g. at the X-ray (Favata et al., 2002), optical, infrared (Zinnecker & McCaugh-
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rean, 1997) and radio (Anglada, 1995) wavelengths. They can be categorised
according to the wavelength at which they are detected e.g. radio jets are de-
tectable in the radio wavelengths. Some jets are detectable in more than one
wavelength e.g. HH1-2 (see Figure 1.11). In the optical and near-infrared, they
are characterised by Herbig-Haro (HH) objects (Reipurth & Heathcote, 1997) and
molecular hydrogen emission-line objects (MHOs; Davis et al. 2010, Wolf-Chase
et al. 2017) which are tracers of supersonic shock waves (Bally, 2016).
Figure 1.11: Optical map, shown in grey (Herbig & Jones, 1981) and contours of
radio continuum emission (Pravdo et al., 1985) of HH1 and HH2 field.
Jets and outflows are composed of molecular, atomic and ionised particles
(Cabrit 2002). Molecular outflows, associated with the youngest protostars (age
∼ 104 yrs), are poorly collimated and slow-moving (v ≤ 10 km s−1), however,
their interiors are characterised by warm and fast-moving (v > 10− 100 km s−1)
gas (Gueth & Guilloteau 1999, Bachiller & Tafalla 1999, Cabrit et al. 2011).
Morphological differences between the molecular outflows and ionized jets may
provide hints about their origin and driving mechanisms. The highly collimated
ionized jets are either magnetically (Blandford & Payne 1982, Shu et al. 1994a)
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or radiatively (Frank & Mellema, 1996) driven, and their particles are believed
to originate from any of the three locations; the stellar surface, the inner edge
of a disk or the extended region of a disk (Cabrit, 2007). The poorly collimated
molecular outflows, on the other hand, are entrained (Klaassen et al., 2013) by
the collimated jets through; ploughing of the molecular gas by jet heads, mixing
of jet particles with ambient molecular gas due to hydrodynamic instabilities, and
deflection of in-falling particles due to rotation of a protostar (Arce et al., 2007).
The driving mechanism of the outflows gives them their wide-angle morphology.
Atomic jets, driven by more evolved protostars where accretion activities have
subsided (Smith, 2004), may also be magnetically driven (Frank et al., 2014).
These jets are weak but highly collimated compared to molecular jets.
1.3.2 Roles of Protostellar Jets
Formation of stars takes place within dusty and obscured environments, hindering
direct observation of the process at shorter wavelengths. However, at the longer
wavelengths, protostellar jets emit radio waves that penetrate the dust, revealing
the signatures of accretion and accurate locations of protostellar cores. Owing
to the connection between protostellar ejections and accretion (Pudritz et al.,
2007), jets can be used to estimate accretion rates. In addition, the objects can
be observed at different epochs to study their precession and proper motions
(Rodr´ıguez et al., 2010). With the advent of the low radio frequency instruments
e.g. LOFAR, it is now possible to estimate the emission measure of most of
the sources, including the ones whose free-free turn-over frequencies lie in the
low-frequency regime (Coughlan et al., 2017).
Jets and outflows also have an astrochemical impact. They influence the
chemical composition of their environments by dragging gases of higher metallic-
ities from a protostellar neighbourhood to the ambient cloud. Other chemicals
may also be generated through collision-induced dissociation at the jet shocks.
The jets also inject energy and momentum into the clouds (Bally et al., 2007).
Finally, the flow of their particles creates cavities through which more materials
are swept away, influencing the shape of their environments (Dionatos & Gu¨del,
2017). Such cavities deprive the forming protostars of gas reservoirs and influence
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their upper mass limit (Wang et al., 2010).
1.3.3 Properties of Jets
1.3.3.1 Size and Proper Motion
Protostellar jets exhibit a wide range of sizes spanning ∼ 0.1 pc to a few parsecs
across (Mundt & Ray, 1994). The sizes can be used to estimate their kinematic
ages if velocities of propagation vj are known. vj can be calculated from the
proper motion of a jet knot or approximated using equation 1.7 (Panoglou et al.,
2012), where ro is the ejection radius and M∗ is the mass of the protostar. Typical
velocities of the jets are approximated to lie in the range 100 ≤ vj≤ 1000 km s−1.
vj' 100
( ro
1 AU
)− 1
2
( M∗
0.5M
) 1
2
km s−1 (1.7)
If a jet is observed at different epochs, separated by a few years, it is possible to
estimate the proper motion of its core as well as resolved jet lobes. The movement
of the core can provide information about the displacement of its protostar with
respect to neighbouring objects (Anglada et al., 2018) while the proper motion
of the lobes tells about the velocity of jet materials. Some observations have
captured the ejection of jet lobes from the core, permitting a rough estimate of the
launch velocity (Marti et al. 1995, Mart´ı et al. 1998). In the study by Marti et al.
(1995), inner knots have lower velocities compared to outer lobes, demonstrating
that they get accelerated as they flow away from the core. However, jet lobes
also seem to decelerate with time (Anglada et al., 2018) as earlier estimates of
lobe velocities by Marti et al. (1995), Vj ∼ 600−1400 km s−1, are higher than
Heathcote et al. (1998)’s estimates for the same lobes, Vj ∼300 - 500 km s−1.
1.3.3.2 Opening Angles
Jet materials are understood to be launched through conical openings (Reynolds,
1986) whose angular sizes θo are approximated to be a few tens of degrees
(Moscadelli et al., 2016). On the contrary, the sizes of HH objects and MHOs
which are located farther away from the launch radius display smaller cross-
sections that are expected from narrower jets, suggesting that the sources are
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re-collimated along the jet. The jets channel out a combination of molecular,
atomic and ionised gas, from which the mass of materials flowing through them
can be inferred. The mass of ionized matter passing through radio jets in a year
is estimated to lie in the range 10−9 ≤ M ≤ 10−5 M (Konigl & Pudritz 2000,
Purser et al. 2016), but may vary based on the mass of the core. These estimates
are approximately an order of magnitude lower than values derived from molecu-
lar outflows, suggesting that radio jets are only partially ionised, i.e, ∼ 1− 10 %
(Bacciotti et al. 1995, Hartigan et al. 1994).
1.3.3.3 Rotation and Precession
Reports indicate that ejections from protostars may be rotating about the out-
flow axis, especially at the early stages of formation (Launhardt et al. 2009,
Chrysostomou et al. 2008). As transporters of angular momentum, the rotation
of ejections provides a mechanism through which the momentum is taken away
from the vicinity of the central object. Besides rotation, there is evidence of
precession in a considerable number of protostellar jets e.g. IRAS13484− 6100
(Purser et al., 2018) and IRAS 16547− 4247 (see Figure 1.12; Rodr´ıguez et al.
2008), another avenue through which angular momentum is transported away
from a protostar. Precession may also be a pointer to binarity or presence of a
wobbling accretion disk (Sheikhnezami & Fendt, 2015).
1.3.3.4 Variability
Some protostellar cores show moderate (Mart´ı et al., 1998) and, in some instances,
extreme (Cesaroni et al., 2018) variation in flux. Moderate changes are within
10-20 % (Reipurth 1990, Herbig 1966) of an object’s flux while in extreme cases,
also known as outbursts, the change is higher, i.e., > 25 % (Choi et al., 2014).
An example of a plot showing how the flux of a protostar, NGC2071 IRS3, vary
with the epoch of observation is shown in Figure 1.13. Changes in the flux of
a protostellar core are attributed to fluctuations in accretion rates (see equation
1.8). M∗, R∗ and M˙ , in equation 1.8, are the mass, radius and accretion rate of
the protostar respectively.
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Figure 1.12: VLA image of IRAS 16547− 4247, a precessing jet, at 8.46 GHz
(Rodr´ıguez et al., 2008).
Figure 1.13: Variations of 3.6 cm flux of NGC2071 IRS3 between the years 1995
and 2000 (Anglada et al., 2018).
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Lacc ' GM∗M˙
R∗
(1.8)
Flux outbursts are also known as FU Orionis phenomenon. They only occur
within a short period of protostellar evolution. As already mentioned, they are
characterised by brightening of protostars and are considered a reflection of an
increase in the mass accretion rate through a circumstellar disk. The occurrence
dates back to the year 1937 when a protostar named FU Ori (Hoffleit, 1939) went
into an outburst. Other known FU Orionis stars are; V 1057 Cygni (Gieseking,
1973), V 1647 Orionis (Walter et al., 2004) and V 1515 Cyg (Herbig, 1977), all
of which are low mass stars. Protostars in outburst manifest IR excess emission,
change of spectral type to F or G supergiants in the optical and M supergiant in
the IR (Hartmann & Kenyon, 1996), strong Balmer absorption lines, broadened
spectral lines and P-Cygni profiles at Hα (Bastian & Mundt, 1985). The outbursts
are characterised by sharper rise, longer decay periods and are expected to repeat
after a period of about 104 years in T-Tauri stars (Hartmann & Kenyon 1996,
Herbig 1977).
Flux variabilities are attributed to accretion activities, yet the mechanisms
responsible for the outbursts are not well-known (Hartmann & Kenyon, 1985).
One of the mechanisms proposed is thermal instability. An increase in the flux of
accreted materials from the outer to the inner part of a disk heats it (Bell & Lin,
1994), ionizing hydrogen gas in the disk. The ionized gas, as well as sublimation
of dust particles that are responsible for extinction (Turner et al. 1997, Hartmann
& Kenyon 1985), activates a rise in the flux of the disk. Other mechanisms that
can cause an increase in accretion rates and reproduce some of the observed prop-
erties of FU Ori stars (Hartmann & Kenyon, 1996) are gravitational instabilities
and magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) turbulence (Armitage et al., 2001). A grav-
itationally unstable accretion disk (Liu et al. 2016, Vorobyov & Basu 2005), for
example, can fragment into clumps which are then accreted episodically. In radio
jets, a rise in the flux of thermal cores is directly related to the number density
of ionized particles. Given the link between accretion and ejection in protostars
(Stepanovs & Fendt 2016, Konigl & Pudritz 2000), higher accretion rates should
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correspond to a rise in the amount of materials ejected, thus brighter jets.
Until recently, the FU Orionis phenomenon was largely observed in low mass
protostars. However, the latest reports of outbursts in two 20 M MYSOs, S255
NIRS 3 (Caratti o Garatti et al., 2017) and V723 Carinae (Tapia et al., 2015),
suggests that it may equally be common in high mass protostars. Other variable
MYSOs are; NGC 6334I (Hunter et al., 2017) and V645 Cygni (Clarke et al.,
2006).
1.3.3.5 Radio Emission From Jets
Protostellar jets can radiate continuum, radio recombination line (RRL) and
maser emission at centimetre wavelengths (Rosero et al. 2016, Jime´nez-Serra
et al. 2011, Burns 2018). Both line and continuum emission are essential in
understanding star formation models. Line emission, just like the other radio
emissions, penetrates the dusty envelopes of forming protostars, divulging in-
formation about their kinematics. However, the low sensitivity of the current
instruments and the weak nature of the emission has complicated its detection in
radio jets, especially at lower frequencies.
Centimetre radio continuum radiation can be classified as thermal or non-
thermal emission. Thermal and non-thermal emission, also known as free-free and
synchrotron emission are due to the acceleration of charged particles by electric
and magnetic fields respectively (Rybicki & Lightman, 1979). The emissions are
distinguishable by their characteristic slopes in a flux density versus frequency
plot, in logarithmic scales. The slope of the plot, also known as the spectral index
can be used to characterise continuum emission. Spectral index αν of thermal
emission is ≥ −0.1 while the index of non-thermal radiation αν < −0.1. Thermal
emission whose spectral index is -0.1 is further classified as optically thin while
one whose index is ≥ 0 is said to be optically thick. Models (Wright & Barlow
1975, Reynolds 1986) indicate that the flux density of radio continuum emission
and the frequency of emission are related by equation 1.9.
Sν ∝ ναν (1.9)
Emission from ionized spherical winds has a characteristic spectral index of 0.6
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(Wright & Barlow 1975, Reynolds 1986). Ionized winds are said to be spherical
if they move at a constant velocity, are isothermal, have a constant ionization
fraction and their density varies with the radius of flow r according to equation
1.10, where ro is the launch radius of the winds. The major axes of thermal jets
also exhibit a decrease with frequency of observation as θν ∝ να−1.3 (Reynolds,
1986).
ρ ∝
( r
ro
)−2
(1.10)
Most protostellar jets radiate thermal emission whose spectral indices are
moderately positive, i.e., 0.1 ≤ α ≤ 1.0 (Anglada et al., 2018). The average
spectral index of thermal emission, expected from the cores of protostellar jets, is
0.5 (Rosero et al., 2016). A few young stellar objects e.g. IRS 5 (Feigelson et al.,
1998) are known to be dominated by synchrotron emission. In this example,
however, the orientation of the YSO is approximately 0◦ to our line of sight, i.e.,
its pole is facing the earth and the emission could be from its jet lobes. T Tauri
stars also display strong magnetic activities and non-thermal properties (del Valle
& Romero, 2011).
1.3.4 Models of Protostellar Jets
It is clear, from observations, that protostars of all masses drive out well-collimated
jets. However, the mechanisms responsible for ejection, acceleration and collima-
tion of the jet materials are not well known. There are two mechanisms, magnetic
(Shu et al. 1994a, Pudritz & Norman 1983) and radiative (Frank & Mellema,
1996), that are currently used to explain how protostellar jets are driven (see
illustration in Figure 1.14). Examples of magnetically and radiatively driven jets
are HH 80-81 (Carrasco-Gonza´lez et al., 2010) and W75N B (Carrasco-Gonza´lez
et al., 2015) respectively.
High mass stars, however, are not expected to have the magnetic field strengths
seen in low mass counterparts (Shultz et al., 2015) since they have radiative en-
velopes. This conundrum may be overcome through a star formation model by
Hosokawa & Omukai (2009), where a massive protostellar core of mass 10 M ≤
M ≤ 30 M, accreting mass at a high rate, > 10−4 Myr−1, goes through a phase
where its envelope is swollen and convective, and therefore capable of generating
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Figure 1.14: Illustrations showing how protostellar jets are magnetically and
radiatively driven (Hoare, 2015).
magnetic fields.
1.3.4.1 Radiatively driven jets
Radiatively driven jets are launched due to radiation pressure and collimated
when protostellar wind bubbles interact with the ambient medium. The collapse
of protostellar cores is accompanied by rotation to conserve angular momentum.
The rotation occasions toroidal distribution of material around the protostars. As
protostellar winds collide with the toroidally distributed matter, a collimated and
pressure confined prolate-like bubble is formed (Frank & Mellema 1996, Konigl
1982, Koo & McKee 1992).
Launch of the materials takes place at the poles of the shell through a nozzle
similar to a de Laval nozzle. The collimated winds undergo converging conical
flow, colliding adiabatically, and giving rise to high pressure at the poles (Canto
et al., 1988). The pressure at the poles can launch jet materials at high veloci-
ties. This model has two shortcomings; heat dissipation through the high-density
materials and an unstable nozzle (Frank & Mellema, 1996).
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1.3.4.2 Magnetically Driven Jets
Today, two models describe how MHD jets are driven, i.e., X- and disk- wind.
In an X-wind model, both the central core of a YSO and its accretion disk are
magnetised while in the disk wind, only the disk requires the presence of magnetic
fields.
X-Wind Model: In an X-wind jet model, jet materials are ejected from an X-
region that is located on the inner part of a protostellar disk (Shu et al., 1994a).
This region is an interface between the magnetosphere of the protostar and the
magnetic field of its accretion disk. It is formed when magnetic field lines of a
strongly magnetised protostar thread its partially conducting accretion disk; in
effect, interacting with the disk’s shielding surface current and magnetic field.
Protostellar field lines can only slip into the disk’s inner part where it co-rotates
with the protostar. Any particles to the interior of the X region are funnelled
to the star while those to the outer part are ejected off the disk in a magneto-
centrifugal manner (see Figure 1.15).
Disk-Wind Model: This model, originally proposed by Blandford & Payne
(1982) to describe how galactic jets are driven was later modified by Pudritz &
Norman (1983) to explain jet driving mechanisms in protostars. According to
the model, if a protostellar disk has poloidal magnetic field lines, threading it
at an angle θ < 60o to the surface of the disk, then disk winds can be launched
magneto-centrifugally from its surface (Smith 2004, Blandford & Payne 1982).
Such winds begin to form when a protostar is in a position to ionize the inner
part of its accretion disk, also known as the disk core region (Pudritz & Norman,
1983). Rotation of the protostar aids twisting of the magnetic field lines, leading
to the formation of a helical field pattern that is capable of collimating the jet.
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Figure 1.15: An illustration of X-wind model by Shu et al. (1994a) showing the
location of X region and its distance from the star Rx.
1.4 Instruments and Techniques of Radio As-
tronomy
The detection of radio emission from the centre of the Milky Way by Jansky
(1933) opened a window of observing the universe at radio wavelengths. Since
then, better radio telescopes, with expanded frequencies of observation, improved
sensitivities and higher resolutions have been developed (Wilson, 2011). Indeed,
the baseline and sensitivity of the next generation of telescopes, e.g. the Square
Kilometre Array (SKA; Keane 2018) and the next-generation VLA (ngVLA;
McKinnon et al. 2019) will greatly improve the capabilities of their precursors.
For example, the SKA will have a baseline that extends across the African con-
tinent and an effective collection area of one square kilometre after completion.
A radio telescope can image as a single-dish or an array of antennas called
an interferometer. Interferometers have higher resolutions, defined by their max-
imum baselines (Thompson et al., 2001), unlike in single-dish telescopes where
the maximum resolution is set by the diameter of the dish. As a result, this study
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was conducted using data from the Jansky Very Large Array (JVLA; Perley et al.
2011), a sensitive and a high-resolution interferometer. The JVLA has movable
antennas and is re-configurable in four principal arrays; A, B, C and D. Its A-
configuration has the longest baseline, b=36.4 km, capable of resolving some of
the jets of the distant protostars.
The functioning of an interferometer involves two steps; collecting signals from
an astronomical object through its antenna and matching them through a cor-
relator. The correlator matches the signal to generate power values (Thompson
et al., 1986) by multiplying and integrating voltages received by the antennae.
Cross-correlation of signals, say vi(t) and vj(t), from two antennae, i and j respec-
tively, can be written as Xij(τ) = vi(t)vj(t+ τ), where τ is the time delay due to
antenna separation (D’Addario, 1982). The working principle of an interferome-
ter can be illustrated using the simplest radio interferometer, a pair of antenna
separated by a distance d, normally represented by a vector called the baseline ~b
(see Figure 1.16). Plane waves from a distant object arrive at the two antennas at
different times causing a path difference (phase) due to the time delay (Condon
& Ransom, 2016). The path length between the signals is given as cτ = ~b.sˆ,
where sˆ is a unit vector in the direction of the source and c is the speed of the
wave. The phase difference (φ) can also be written in terms of the wavelength of
the incident radiation λ and path length ~b.sˆ using equation 1.11 or 1.12, out of
which interferometric quantities called visibilities can be calculated. Visibility is
a measure of variations in interference pattern (fringes), giving information about
the brightness and location of the source of the radio wave. Mathematically, the
visibility, Vij, due to two antennas i and j, can be represented by equation 1.13
where Iν is the brightness of the source at the frequency of observation ν.
φ =
~b.sˆ
λ
(1.11)
φ = e−2pii
~b.sˆ
λ (1.12)
Vij = Iνe
−2pii~b.sˆ
λ (1.13)
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Figure 1.16: An illustration of a two element interferometer and how correlator
multiplies signals (Thompson et al., 1986).
Conventionally, interferometric elements are represented in a Cartesian coor-
dinate system with axes (u, v,w), where u and v axes are in the east-west and
north-south directions while w is an up-down axis. If an interferometer lies on
a plane, which is normally assumed to be the case, then w = 0. Correspond-
ing to the interferometric (u,v,w) coordinate system is a target’s sky coordinate
system whose axes are denoted by (l,m,
√
1− l2 −m2), with l and m axes in
east-west and north-south directions as well, while
√
1− l2 −m2 is an up-down
counterpart.
The baseline vector ~b, in units of wavelength λ and the unit vector in the
direction of the source sˆ can be written in terms of the coordinate systems of an
interferometer and a target, i.e.,
~b
λ
(u, v, w) and sˆ(l,m,
√
1− l2 −m2) respectively,
to yield equation 1.14. The visibility Vij due to a single baseline and time delay
is given by equations 1.15 while the equations describing the sum of visibilities
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are 1.16 and 1.17.
~b.sˆ
λ
= (u, v, w).(l,m,
√
1− l2 −m2)
~b.sˆ
λ
= (ul + vm+ w
√
1− l2 −m2)
(1.14)
Vij = Iνe
−2pii~b.sˆ
λ
Vij = Iνe
−2pii(ul+vm+w√1−l2−m2) (1.15)
V = ΣVij = ΣIνe
−2pii(ul+vm+w√1−l2−m2) (1.16)
V (u, v) =
ˆ ˆ
I(l,m)e−i2pi(ul+vm)dldm (1.17)
Seeing that the visibility is related to the brightness of the source of incident
signals as shown in equation 1.17, i.e., a u − v plane; the visibilities are a 2-
dimensional Fourier transform of the sky brightness Iν(l,m), and it is possible
to recover sky brightness from the visibilities. The sky brightness Iν(l,m) can,
therefore, be recovered from the visibilities V (u, v) through performing an inverse
Fourier transform on the visibilities (see equation 1.18).
Iν(l,m) =
ˆ ˆ
V (u, v)ei2pi(ul+vm)dudv (1.18)
Interferometers cannot fill in the entire Fourier domain that corresponds to
a true sky image. They only sample part of the sky, with a single baseline
only sampling a single spot on the sky unless rotated. Thus, imaging the sky and
recovering its brightness Iν(l,m) is influenced by the distribution of the visibilities
on the u− v plane (also known as sampling the u− v plane). The distribution of
the visibilities on the u− v plane is directly related to the amount of information
they give about the sky. Each visibility has information about the phase and
magnitude of the sky’s spatial frequencies. Ideally, recovery of every part of the
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observed sky requires a u− v plane that is totally filled with the visibilities. This
is not the case as radio telescope arrays only sample part of the sky, giving rise
to sampled u-v planes. Sampling of the u− v plane has a function that convolves
with the visibility function, giving rise to a dirty map I ′ν(l,m) of the observed
sky, represented mathematically by equation 1.19.
I ′(l,m) =
ˆ ˆ
S(u, v)V (u, v)ei2pi(ul+vm)dudv (1.19)
Here, S(u,v) is the sampling function of the visibilities on a u-v plane. S(u,v) is
assigned a value of one where V(u,v) is present and zero otherwise.
The dirty map, equation 1.19, is the inverse Fourier transform of a product
of the sampling function S(u,v) and the visibility function V(u,v). It is equiva-
lent to the convolution of the point spread function or synthesised beam b(l,m)
and the sky brightness Iν(l,m), i.e., I
′
ν = b(l,m) ~ Iν(l,m), where b(l,m) =´ ´
S(u, v)e−i2pi(u+v)dudv. The convolution theorem of Fourier transforms allows
us to disentangle the sampling effect to recover a model of the sky brightness
Iν(l,m).
1.5 Thesis Outline
Jets are indirect indicators of accretion disks, and their presence points to disk-fed
accretion in protostars. Their driving mechanisms are still debatable, especially
in massive protostars, however, simulations of magnetically driven jets can re-
produce observable features of the protostars. This thesis, therefore, investigates
the radio properties of a sample of massive protostellar jets, using a combina-
tion of observations and modelling, specifically to establish the prevalence of
non-thermal emission in massive protostars. The thesis is subdivided into five
chapters. Chapter 1 details a review of the relevant literature. In Chapter 2, the
results of a search for the non-thermal (synchrotron) radio emission from a sam-
ple of massive protostars as well as the procedures used in conducting the search
are presented. The emission was characterised as thermal or non-thermal based
on spectral index maps and spectral energy distribution (SEDs) of the sources.
During the study of the sample, some of the protostars displayed evidence of vari-
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ability, as a result, the property was explored in a sample of four protostars (see
Chapter 3). Both flux and positional variabilities were considered. In Chapter 4,
the procedure and results of numerical hydrodynamics simulations of ionized jets
are presented. Typical values of observable quantities were used to initialise the
simulations. Fluxes of the simulated jets were also calculated using a ray-tracing
code. Finally, in Chapter 5 the conclusions and possible areas of future work,
drawn from the study, are presented.
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Chapter 2
Non-Thermal Emission From
Massive Protostars
2.1 Introduction
Any interaction between a moving charged particle and magnetic field causes
radial acceleration (Rybicki & Lightman, 1979). For non-relativistic particles,
the radiation emitted due to the interaction is called cyclotron emission and the
frequency of emission is equivalent to the frequency of gyration of the particles
around the field. Relativistic particles, on the other hand, produce synchrotron
emission (Condon & Ransom, 2016), characterised by a broad spectrum, high
intensity, both circular and linear polarisation and high collimation (Winick &
Doniach, 1980).
Synchrotron radiation is ubiquitous in astronomy and is significant in point-
ing out the presence of magnetic fields and relativistic charged particles. It is
usually referred to as non-thermal emission, i.e., radiation whose characteristics
are not influenced by the temperature of the source. However, it is significant
to note that there are other non-thermal emissions, e.g., stimulated emission and
emission from Compton scattering. Examples of astrophysical sources that emit
synchrotron radiation include; active galactic nuclei (AGNs), stars, protostars
(Girart et al., 2009) and even planets, e.g., Jupiter. The processes involved in
generating the emission are unique to the objects. In Jupiter, for example, the
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emission is due to an interaction between its relativistic charged particles, accel-
erated adiabatically (Kollmann et al., 2018) and magnetic fields, generated via
the dynamo effect (Russell, 1993).
Protostars are known to emit synchrotron radiation irrespective of their masses
(Lee et al., 2018) or stages of evolution (Girart et al. 2009, Carrasco-Gonza´lez
et al. 2010). Nonetheless, the details of how magnetic fields and relativistic
charged particles are generated by protostars are not yet clear. A model for gen-
erating magnetic fields in a protostar was proposed by Latif & Schleicher (2016).
In the model, the field is generated via fluctuations in protostellar plasma and
amplified through the dynamo effect. This model is effective in low mass proto-
stars whose envelopes are convective and can generate strong magnetic fields via
the dynamo effect. High mass protostars, on the other hand, have high surface
temperatures and radiative envelopes (Hoare, 2015), a difficulty which may be
solved through the star formation model by Hosokawa & Omukai (2009) where a
massive protostar goes through a swollen and convective phase as it evolves.
The mechanism responsible for accelerating the charged jet particles to rel-
ativistic levels is known as first-order Fermi acceleration or diffusive shock ac-
celeration (Bell 1978, Blandford & Eichler 1987). This mechanism takes place
in collisionless shocks where energy is only dissipated through wave-particle in-
teraction and not particle-particle collision. The shocks enhance acceleration by
amplifying magnetic fields through compression, current-driven instabilities and
turbulence (Ji et al., 2016). Actual acceleration of a charged particle occurs as
it crosses a shock-front through gain of energy. The energy of a particle after
crossing a shock-front downstream and back is given by equation 2.1 (Bell, 1978),
where Ek is the initial energy of the particle upstream, vk1 is the velocity with
which the particle crosses the shock from upstream to downstream and θk1 is
the angle between the direction of motion of the particle and the normal of the
shock-front. vk2 and θk2 are the return velocities and angles upstream.
Ek+1 = Ek
1 + vk1(u1 − u2) cos θk1/c2
1 + vk2(u1 − u2) cos θk2/c2 (2.1)
Two conditions are necessary for the acceleration of the charged particles to
relativistic velocities; (i) a mechanism that constrains the particles to cross the
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shocks repeatedly and (ii) particles whose energies are higher than the thermal
energy of the shock. Movement of a shock through a jet cavity or the interstellar
medium is accompanied by disturbance of jet plasma which can cause magnetic
turbulence. As the turbulence dissipates downstream, it can scatter any energetic
charged particles to bounce back upstream at larger gyroradii, capable of crossing
the shocks. This process can repeat several times until relativistic energies are
achieved.
Spectral indices are a key element in determining the presence of synchrotron
emission in protostellar jets, for example, the spectral index analysis of HH 80-
81 (Rodr´ıguez-Kamenetzky et al. 2017, Vig et al. 2018) and the triple radio
source in the Serpens star-forming region (Rodr´ıguez-Kamenetzky et al., 2016).
Ionised thermal jets have spectral indices ∼ 0.6 (Reynolds, 1986), but as shown
by Brooks et al. (2007) and Vig et al. (2018) the terminal shocks in the jet can be
non-thermal. Vig et al. (2018) demonstrated the value of studying the spectral
index for non-thermal emission at lower radio frequencies by using the radio flux
of non-thermal lobes to derive equipartition magnetic fields. A more spectacular
example of a non-thermal jet was reported by Carrasco-Gonza´lez et al. (2010),
where polarized synchrotron emission was seen in an extended jet arising from the
MYSO GGD27 and showed magnetic field lines parallel to the jet’s outflow axis
(see Figure 2.1). This jet does show a thermal inner region, however. Indeed,
of the three components of a protostar, i.e., the central object, the disk and
the jet, non-thermal emission is largely expected from the jets and, in some
low mass cases, the central object (White et al., 1992). In massive protostars,
the envelopes of the central objects are dusty (McKee & Chakrabarti, 2005),
capable of absorbing the energetic electrons which are responsible for generating
the emission. The jets of both low and high mass protostars are thus the major
emitters of non-thermal radiation (Carrasco-Gonza´lez et al. 2013, Lo´pez-Ca´mara
& Raga 2010, Velusamy et al. 2007).
Motivated by the need to establish the prevalence of non-thermal emission in
jets of massive protostars, a sample of MYSOs were observed at L-band (frequency
range 1-2 GHz and central frequency ν =1.5 GHz) where synchrotron emission is
dominant and easily detectable. Previous C- and Q-band observations by Purser
(2017) were also used in the study. The C-and Q-band observations were of
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Figure 2.1: HH 80-81 field showing its 850µm dust emission and 6 cm continuum
emission as a grey map and grey contours respectively. The green and red bars
represent the directions of magnetic fields, inferred from synchrotron- and dust-
polarisations respectively (Carrasco-Gonza´lez et al., 2010).
bandwidths 2 GHz and 8 GHz, centred at 6 GHz and 44 GHz, respectively.
2.2 Sample Selection
Fifteen objects, listed in Table 2.1, were selected from a sample of 63 MYSOs that
were previously observed in C-band at 6 GHz using the NRAO’s 1 Jansky Very
Large Array (JVLA) telescope (Purser, 2017). These objects were the brightest
in the C-band sample and had the highest likelihood of being detected in L-
band at 1.5 GHz. All of the fifteen objects were chosen from the RMS catalogue 2
(Lumsden et al., 2013). The sample spans a wide range of bolometric luminosities
(2, 600 ≤ Lbol ≤ 44, 620L) and infrared colours (4 . F21µmF8µm . 22), suggesting
that they represent different evolutionary stages. A plot of known infrared dark
clouds, MYSOs and HII regions, shown on the e-MERLIN Legacy programme web
1National Radio Astronomy Observatory
2http://rms.leeds.ac.uk/cgi-bin/public/RMS_DATABASE.cgi
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page1, clearly shows an evolutionary pattern (see Figure 2.2). The trend manifests
the shift in the peak of the spectral energy distribution (SED) of MYSOs towards
shorter wavelengths as they evolve towards the main sequence (Molinari et al.,
2008). The plot, however, cannot be used to distinguish between YSO and HII-
regions since their infrared properties overlap. An alternative plot, that may be
effective in selecting MYSOs is the radio- versus bolometric- luminosity graph,
assuming that collisional ionization is the only mode of ionization in both low
and high mass protostars.
Finally, the distances to the sources were considered during the selection and
only the sources at a distance d . 7 kpc from the Sun were selected. Given the
typical sizes of MYSO jets which lie in the range ∼ 0.1 pc to 2.4 pc (Mundt &
Ray, 1994), it is only possible to resolve some of the lobes within the jets at the
frequency of observation and telescope configuration (i.e resolution of 1′′.2) if they
are nearby.
2.3 Observations and Data Reduction
2.3.1 Observation
The 15 objects were observed on the 8th, 19th and 22nd of August 2015 using
the JVLA in the A configuration array under project code 15A-218. All the
observations were done using the telescope’s 27 antennae at a resolution θHPBW
of ∼ 1′′.2. Both continuum and maser emission were observed. Four OH maser
lines of rest frequencies 1612 MHz, 1665 MHz, 1667 MHz and 1720 MHz (Wright,
2001) were observed at a spectral resolution of 1 MHz to assist in the phase-only
self-calibration of the data. Continuum data were observed in sixteen spectral
windows (SPW), each of bandwidth 64 MHz. The spectral windows were further
subdivided into 64 channels, each of width 1 MHz to ease the flagging procedure
and control the spread of RFI (radio-frequency interference) across the observed
frequencies. The sources observed at L-band were also observed at C-band in
2012 and some of them at Q- band in 2014/15 (Purser, 2017) using the JVLA’s
A configuration. Synthesised beams of C- and Q-bands are typically 0.′′33 and
1http://www.e-merlin.ac.uk/legacy/proposals/e-MERLIN_Legacy_MassiveSF.pdf
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2.3 Observations and Data Reduction
Figure 2.2: A plot showing the distribution of the different phases of massive
protostars on an infrared colour versus a bolometric luminosity plot. The green,
blue and red points represent the infrared dark cloud (IRDC), hypercompact HII
region and the MYSOs that drive jets respectively.
0.′′04 respectively. Noise levels in the C- and Q-band maps lie in the range
∼ 6.5− 10µJy and ∼ 35− 60µJy at full uv−range i.e 13-800 kλ and 100-5300 kλ
respectively.
The average duration of the individual scans for the flux calibrator, phase
calibrators and targets were ∼ 7 minutes, 2 minutes and between 3-7 minutes
respectively. The phase calibrators were used to correct for instrumental and
atmospheric effects on the phases and flux densities of the science sources. Each
of the science objects had a total integration time of ∼ 30−40 minutes. Table 2.2
shows the calibrators and their fluxes at L-band. All the calibrators are point-like
at L-band (see Figures 2.3 and 2.4).
2.3.2 Calibration and Imaging
Calibration and imaging were done using NRAO’s CASA (Common Astronomy
Software Applications; McMullin et al. 2007). Image reconstruction was done us-
ing the CASA task CLEAN in the multi-frequency synthesis (mfs) mode. CLEAN
components of the fields were identified from defined regions, specified by clean
masks. The masking was done hierarchically with the brightest objects in the
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Table 2.2: Calibrators, their fluxes at L-band and the corresponding objects that
they were used to calibrate.
Calibrator Type RA (J2000) DEC (J2000) Flux (Jy) Calibrated Objects
3C286 Flux 13h31m08.29s +30◦30′33.0′′ 14.91±0.05 G083.7071+03.2817
G094.2615-00.4116
G094.4637-00.8043
G094.6028-01.7966
G103.8744+01.8558
3C48 Flux 01h37m41.30s +33◦09′35.1′′ 16.7±0.1 G108.5955+00.4935C
G110.0931-00.0641
G111.2552-00.7702
G111.5671+00.7517
G114.0835+02.8568
G126.7144-00.8220
G136.3833+02.2666
G138.2957+01.5552
G139.9091+00.1969A
G141.9996+01.8202
J0019 + 7327 Phase 00h19m45.78s +73◦27′30.0′′ 0.610±0.004 G114.0835+02.8568
J0102 + 5824 Phase 01h02m45.76s +58◦24′11.1′′ 2.181±0.008 G126.7144-00.8220
G136.3833+02.2666
J0303 + 4716 Phase 03h03m35.24s +47◦16′16.3′′ 2.058±0.002 G138.2957+01.5552
G139.9091+00.1969A
G141.9996+01.8202
J2023 + 5427 Phase 20h23m55.84s +54◦27′35.8′′ 0.884±0.001 G083.7071+03.2817
J2148 + 6107 Phase 21h48m16.05s +61◦07′05.8′′ 1.923±0.004 G103.8744+01.8558
G108.5955+00.4935C
G110.0931-00.0641
G111.2552-00.7702
G111.5671+00.7517
J2202 + 4216 Phase 22h02m43.29s +42◦16′40.0′′ 2.615±0.002 G094.2615-00.4116
G094.4637-00.8043
G094.6028-01.7966
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Figure 2.3: Images of flux calibrators at L-band
field masked first. If an object or a nearby source was bright enough, notably a
signal-to-noise (SNR)&10 (Brogan et al., 2018), then a phase-only self-calibration
(Pearson & Readhead, 1984) of between 1-3 iterations was carried out until a
much smaller phase scatter was achieved, i.e., minimal variations in phase vs
time plot are realised. Qualities of some of the images were further improved by
performing an amplitude self-calibration on them, especially if the dynamic range
of an image was higher than 1000 (Brogan et al., 2018).
While CLEANing the data, the uv visibilities for most of the objects were
weighted using Briggs weighting with a robustness parameter of 0.5 (Briggs,
1995), resulting in synthesised beams with an average size 1.4′′ × 1.1′′. In some
circumstances, where a source was faint or highly affected by a diffuse and bright
emission, other appropriate robustness parameters were adopted. Briggs weight-
ing of robustness r = 0 provides a balance between resolution and sensitivity. A
weighting of robustness parameter of 2, also known as natural weighting, gives
equal weights to all samples. This weighting results in a higher sensitivity since
the lower spatial frequencies are normally well sampled compared to higher spa-
tial frequencies. Uniform weighting which corresponds to a Briggs weighting of
robustness parameter -2, on the other hand, gives equal weights to all the fre-
quencies leading to a higher resolution but lower sensitivity.
The rms noise levels of the cleaned maps of full uv− coverage, ∼ 2− 220 kλ,
lie in the range 18 − 40µJy with objects close to bright and extended sources
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Figure 2.4: Images of the phase calibrators at L-band.
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having higher rms noise. A list of the objects, local rms noise and properties of
synthesised beams is shown in Table 2.1.
2.4 Infrared Emission
Massive protostars are embedded in natal clouds containing dust particles. The
particles can be distributed into various geometries by jets and outflows, creating
cavities and shells within the clouds. Light from the embedded sources can then
scatter off the dust, at NIR wavelengths, tracing their structure. The jets also
have shocks that radiate molecular hydrogen emission at the infrared, i.e 2.12µm.
As a result, infrared images were relied upon to provide helpful hints for the
presence of protostellar outflows and jets.
Most of the infrared images used in the study were generated by the Wide
Field Camera (WFCAM; Casali et al. 2007) of the United Kingdom Infrared
Telescope (UKIRT; Lawrence et al. 2007) as part of the UKIDSS Galactic Plane
Survey (Lucas et al., 2008). UKIRT is a 3.8-m telescope whose typical angular
resolution is ∼0.8′′ (Lucas et al., 2008). WFCAM has a pixel scale of 0.4′′ and ob-
serves at five IR wavebands; Z, Y, J, H and K of wavelength range 0.83−2.37µm.
However, only three of the bands; J, H and K of central wavelengths 1.2483µm,
1.6313µm and 2.2010µm respectively (Hewett et al., 2006) were used in the
study since they are the bands which are least affected by dust. Besides, 2MASS
(Two Micron All Sky Survey) images of some of the objects were inspected, es-
pecially if their declinations are above the region of the sky covered by UKIDSS
i.e δ >60o, even though the images are of a lower resolution (i.e a pixel size of 2′′)
and sensitivity (Skrutskie et al., 2006). Also used were findings from H2 emission
observations of the MYSOs e.g. Navarete et al. (2015), Wolf-Chase et al. (2017),
Varricatt et al. (2010) and Davis et al. (1998).
GLIMPSE’s mid-infrared band, centred at 4.5µm, detects the excess 4.5µm
emission besides radiation from dust. The extended emission is a tracer of ionized
gas and shocked molecular gas (H2 and CO), a feature that was used to identify
a class of MYSOs described as the extended green objects (EGO; Cyganowski
et al. 2008). These objects, characterised by shocked molecular outflows, are
thought to be massive protostars which are still embedded in infalling envelopes
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(Cyganowski et al., 2008).
2.5 Results and Discussion
2.5.1 L-Band Results
L-band images of all the sources are shown in Figure 2.5. Positions, fluxes, sizes
and position angles of all their components are presented in Table 2.3. The com-
ponents can be classified as cores or lobes. A core is detectable in the near/mid
infrared, brighter at higher radio frequencies, e.g. Q-band, and is likely to be
located between lobes, if the components show a linear orientation. Lobes, on
the other hand, are seen a few arc-seconds away from the cores, aligned in the di-
rection of the outflow cavities. Thermal lobes are detectable at higher frequencies
while non-thermal lobes are more prominent at lower radio frequencies.
The L-band images display a variety of morphologies ranging from emission
that comes from cores with radio lobes and partially resolved cores to point-
like counterparts. G094.4637, G094.6028, G111.5671, G114.0835, G138.2957 and
G141.9996 have radio lobes, suggesting that they harbour cores that drive the
jets. G110.0931, on the other hand, is resolved, displaying an extended and jet-
like structure but does not have radio lobes at L-band. However, it encloses
multiple components at higher resolution, in C-band. Some of the components
may be lobes. Other sources whose L-band emission encloses multiple components
at the higher resolution, in C-band, are G094.2615, G094.4637 and G139.9091.
Four sources; G083.7071-A, G108.5955C, G111.2552 and G139.9091 are partially
resolved while three; G103.8744-A, G114.0835-A and G126.7144 are point-like.
The cores of all the protostars were detected at L-band except for G103.8744,
G136.3833 and G138.2957. None of the detections in the field of G103.8744 appear
to be its core; they are all located a few arcseconds away from the position of
the IR source. G136.3833’s field has a bright source that is approximately 6′′
to the west of its IR emission. This radio source does not manifest an explicit
association with the MYSO. G138.2957, on the other hand, has two non-thermal
lobes that are approximately 2′′ apart. Each of the lobes is located ∼ 1′′ away
from the position of the core (see Figure 2.5). All the L- and C-band emission
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have a positional match that agree within ∼ 0.3′′. However, NIR positions, taken
from 2MASS, show slight offsets from the radio emission, perhaps because the
emission is from a section of an outflow cavity that is further away from the source
and is less obscured. In some cases, no radio emission coincides with the NIR
position, e.g. in G103.8744, where the peaks of the radio source are positioned a
few arcseconds away from the peak of the IR emission.
The flux densities and peak fluxes of the sources that lie within a radius of
5-10′′ from the MYSOs’ position were estimated by enclosing a box or a polygon
around a source. Uncertainties on the fluxes were calculated by averaging fluxes
from five different locations of a source’s field which were devoid of emission,
estimated using a box of the same size. An additional error, approximated at
10% of a source’s flux density was incorporated, in quadrature, to include the
uncertainty associated with calibration of absolute flux. Besides the use of an
enclosing polygon to estimate the flux of a radio source, other techniques e.g the
use of CASA task imfit or measuring the integrated flux enclosed by a 3σ contour
are normally employed. The results from imfit and 3σ contours were compared
with the enclosing box method and found to be consistent, i.e., agree within
their uncertainties, however, the values of the box techniques show an average
difference of 10% with the measurements from the other techniques (see Figure
2.6). The results also show that measuring fluxes from 3σ contours generally
underestimates the fluxes of the sources.
Sizes of the sources θS were calculated as θS =
√
θ2FWHM − θ2B, where θS is
the deconvolved size of the source, θFWHM is the full width at half maximum
of a source’s flux distribution and θB is the full width at half maximum of the
beam. The sizes were all found to be smaller than the largest angular size of the
observation θLAS = 36
′′. Table 2.3 lists the the sizes and their position angles,
estimated by inspection. A source’s radio emission was considered real if its peak
flux is at least three times higher than the root mean square noise in the field
(i.e at least 3σ detection). Sources were considered resolved if their structures
are extended with respect to the beam (i.e larger than the beam) otherwise they
are compact.
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Figure 2.5: L-band maps of the sources together with their L- and C-band con-
tours of levels −3σ(dashed), 3σ, 4σ, 5σ,... and −3σ(dashed), 3σ, 5σ, 9σ, 13σ,
17σ, 21σ,... shown in blue and white colours respectively. All the cores were
detected at L- band except for G138.2957 and G136.3833, both of which were
detected at C-band. The red asterisks show the Q-band locations of the MYSOs’
cores. The locations agree with the positions of the IR emission from the MYSOs
within 1′′. IR locations of MYSOs whose Q-band positions are unavailable are
indicated with a plus sign. Synthesised beams for both L- and C- (Purser et al.
2020 in prep) bands are shown on the lower left corner of each frame.
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Figure 2.5: continued.
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Figure 2.5: continued.
Figure 2.6: Comparing the measured fluxes of the sources and the techniques used
in estimating the fluxes. The black, blue and red dots represent fluxes derived
from 3σ contours, enclosed boxes and gaussian fits respectively.
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2.5.2 Spectral Indices and Maps of the Sources
Spectral indexing provides a means of classifying radio emitters as either thermal
(α ≥ −0.1) or non-thermal (α < −0.1) e.g Rodr´ıguez-Kamenetzky et al. (2017),
Vig et al. (2018). However, it is difficult to distinguish between optically thin
thermal emission and non-thermal emission if the value of the spectral index
is closer to -0.1 and the uncertainties are large. Non-thermal emission is thus
claimed with certainty only when α << -0.1 and the uncertainty on the index
does not allow for overlap with -0.1.
The integrated fluxes of the sources at L-, C- and Q-bands, together with
any others available in the literature, were used to estimate their indices even
though data collection was not contemporaneous and MYSOs may be variable
e.g. S255 NIRS 3 (Cesaroni et al., 2018). Moreover, the observations are of
different resolutions and are clearly sensitive to different spatial scales. To ensure
the accuracy of the method, both L- and C- band data were re-imaged using a
common range of uv−wavelength i.e 15-200 kλ, to use emission from comparable
spatial scales in estimating the spectral indices of the sources. Nonetheless, a
full range of uv−wavelength was used in Q-band even though it traces a different
spatial scale as the overlap between its uv-coverage and 15-200 kλ is insufficient.
Further caution was exercised by estimating L- and C-band fluxes from a similar
enclosing box, regardless of the morphology of a source, to provide uniformity by
measuring the fluxes from the same region of the sky.
A high-resolution observation at Q-band can result in missing flux (van der
Tak & Menten, 2005), but at the same time dust emission contributes about
43±11 % (Purser, 2017) of the flux at Q-band. For example, the flux of G111.5671
at 44 GHz (Purser et al. 2020 in prep), observed using the VLA’s A configuration
is lower than the C-configuration flux (van der Tak & Menten, 2005) by 18%.
Thus, the quantities of free-free emission at Q-band, essential for estimating the
spectral indices, are unknown and some of the indices may have large uncertain-
ties. However, the indices are used since the SEDs of most of the cores, shown in
Figure 2.7, do not show strong evidence of unexpected behaviour.
The indices were estimated to be equivalent to the slopes of the lines of best
fit of a plot of the logarithm of flux density and frequency of an object, generated
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by minimising chi-squares (shown in Figure 2.7). In cases where a source’s flux
density could not be estimated (i.e too faint to detect), an upper limit, evaluated
as three times its field rms (i.e 3× rms), was set as its peak flux. An upper
limit on the integrated flux of such a source was estimated from a polygon whose
size is similar to that of the source at a frequency where it is detected. Some
sources are extended at L-band but are resolved into multiple cores and lobes e.g
G094.4637 or a core and a lobe, e.g G094.2615, in the higher resolution C- and
Q-bands. For the extended sources, the flux at L-band and the sum of the fluxes
of the components in the higher resolution observations were used to estimate
the index. If a source was only detected at one frequency, a limit on the index
was calculated. Table 2.4 shows a list of the objects, their spectral indices and
the fluxes used in estimating the indices. Details of the components incorporated
in the calculation of the spectral indices of L-band sources are indicated in Table
2.4.
Spectral index maps of the MYSOs were generated from L- and C- band
images using CASA task immath, in spix mode, to display the distribution of the
indices across a source. The maps used are of uv−wavelength range 15-200 kλ.
Only pixels whose values are more than 3σ in both L- and C-bands were used in
creating the maps. The re-imaged C-band maps show varied morphologies, some
of which are comparable to L-band emission e.g. G110.0931 while others are not
e.g. G111.2552 and G108.5955 (see Figure 2.8). Uncertainty in the spectral index
of a given pixel on the map was approximated by assuming that the error on the
flux of each cell is equivalent to the rms of the field. This error was propagated
while calculating the spectral index of the corresponding L- and C-band pixels.
The maps and the corresponding errors are shown in Figure 2.8. Whereas the
beams of L- and C-band maps that were used in generating the spectral index
maps are largely similar, a few maps were generated from C-band images of
smaller beams. The smaller C-band beams can result in slightly lower fluxes at
C-band and more negative spectral indices on the pixels of non-thermal sources.
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2.5.2.1 Spectral Indices of the Cores
The L-Q band spectral indices αLQ show that all the detected cores are thermal
radio emitters (α > −0.1). To decipher the nature of the objects further, their L-,
C- and Q-band fluxes, among others from the literature, were used to compare
their spectral indices as derived from L- to C- bands αLC with those from C-
to Q- bands αCQ. Table 2.4 shows three possibilities: αLC that is lower than
αCQ e.g. G094.2615, G094.4637 and G141.9996; αLC that is higher than αCQ e.g.
G110.0931 and G094.6028-A and αLC which is comparable to αCQ e.g. G139.9091
and G126.7144.
Sources whose αLC < αCQ have overall spectral indices that are flattened
by L-band fluxes. This may be due to steepening of αCQ by dust emission at Q-
band or contribution of non-thermal emission at L-band. Purser (2017) estimated
that dust emission is, on average, ∼ 43±11 % of the total emission at 44 GHz,
capable of steepening the C-Q band slope, however, the values of αCQ are ∼ +0.6,
consistent with thermal jets.
Spectra of sources whose αLC are higher than αCQ exhibit an HII region-like
feature due to the apparent turnovers of their SEDs. In G110.0931, this can
be attributed to the loss of flux at Q band where one of its components (A)
was not detected. Finally, sources whose αLC are comparable with αCQ seem to
have thermal cores that are separated from the lobes (e.g. in G111.5671-A) or
cores with no clear lobes (e.g. in G111.2552 and G126.7144). In conclusion, L-Q
band spectral indices (αLQ) of the MYSOs are largely positive (α > 0) and the
radiation from what one can consider a central component of a MYSO is also
primarily thermal, making it a substantial radio emitter at higher frequencies.
The average αLC , αCQ and αLQ of the sources are 0.42±0.34, 0.43±0.33 and
0.42±0.27 confirming that the cores are thermal.
2.5.2.2 Spectral Indices of Lobes
Four sources, G094.6028, G103.8744, G111.5671 and G141.9996, have non-thermal
lobes of spectral indices α ≤ −0.42. The lobes were detected at L- but not
C-band. G138.2957 has non-thermal lobes of spectral indices −0.46±0.31 and
−0.38±0.33 to the east and west of its thermal core respectively (see Figure 2.8).
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Two sources; G114.0835 and G136.3833 have nearby non-thermal sources that
are aligned with the orientation of NIR emission in their fields. G094.4637 has
a thermal lobe whose L- and C-band emissions are displaced in the direction of
the outflow. It also has a component, D, that is non-thermal. Besides the lobes,
two sources; G094.2615 and G108.5955 show tentative indications of non-thermal
emission to the south-east and east of their cores, respectively.
These findings suggest that six of the sources, equivalent to 40 %, have non-
thermal lobes which indicate the presence of magnetic fields. It is, however, not
clear if the magnetic fields are generated in the surrounding interstellar medium
or by the protostars themselves. The non-thermal emission, present on an ob-
ject’s spectral index map, is mainly seen further away from the central source,
confirming that the central sources are thermal while the jet lobes are not.
2.5.2.3 Magnetic Field Strength of the Jet Lobes
Owing to the minimum energy requirement for synchrotron radiation (Longair,
2011), it is possible to set limits on the magnetic field strength and the energy
required by the relativistic particles of a radio lobe to emit synchrotron emission
of a given flux and energy spectrum. The luminosity Lν of a synchrotron source
at a given frequency ν has a known correlation with the energy spectrum of its
relativistic electrons and magnetic flux density ~B. Given that the radio luminosity
of a synchrotron source of volume V can be produced when a large flux of electrons
interact with a weak magnetic field and vice versa, identifying the dominant
form of energy in such a source is not straightforward. However, in between the
extreme options of a strong magnetic field and dominant particle energy is a total
minimum energy requirement (Ainsworth, 2016).
The total energy Wtotal, in Joules, of a synchrotron source can be approxi-
mated from equation 2.2, where η ' 40 (Beck & Krause, 2005) in strong shocks
is the ratio of proton to electron population, V is volume of the source, µo is
permeability of free space and G(α) is a quantity that is defined by the spectral
index, minimum frequency and maximum frequency of the observation (see equa-
tion 2.3). In equation 2.3, a(p) is given by equation 2.4 (Ainsworth, 2016) and
p = 1 − 2α. Minimizing equation 2.2 with respect to magnetic field B gives the
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Figure 2.7: A plot showing how the flux densities of the L-band cores vary with
frequency. The core of G103.8744 was not detected and the spectrum of a HII-
region that is closest to its location was used. In some sources, additional data,
available in the literature and listed in Table 2.4, were used in estimating their
indices. The red data points represent values that were considered to be too low
or high due to variability and were not used in the fit.
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Figure 2.7: continued.
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Figure 2.7: continued.
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Figure 2.8: Spectral index maps of the sources shown on the left panels and
their corresponding error maps on the right. L- and C-band contours of levels
3, 5, 7σ, ... and 3, 7, 11, 15σ, ... are overlaid in grey and black colours respectively.
The maps were generated from L- and C-band maps of similar uv-wave coverage
(i.e 15− 200 kλ). Colour-scales show L-C band spectral indices αLC of the sources
and corresponding errors. Locations of sources that lie within the L-band emission
are indicated by their names. The dashed lines are the approximate directions
of known emissions that are associated with outflows. Asterisk and plus symbols
are the Q-band and IR locations of the MYSO cores. The synthesised beams are
shown in the lower left corner.
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Figure 2.8: continued.
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Figure 2.8: continued.
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Figure 2.8: continued.
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Figure 2.8: continued.
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minimum energy Wmin in Joules and corresponding B, Bmin in Tesla, shown in
equations 2.5 and 2.6 respectively.
Wtotal = G(α)ηLνB
− 3
2 + V
B2
2µo
(2.2)
G(α) =
1
a(p)(p− 2)[ν
−(p−2)/2
min − ν−(p−2)/2max ]ν(p−1)/2
× (7.4126× 10
−19)−(p−2)
2.344× 10−25 (1.253× 10
37)−(p−1)/2
(2.3)
a(p) =
√
pi
2
Γ(p
4
+ 19
12
)Γ(p
4
− 1
12
)Γ(p
4
+ 5
4
)
(p+ 1)Γ(p
4
+ 7
4
)
(2.4)
Wmin =
7
6µo
(V f)3/7
[3µ0
2
G(α)ηLν
]4/7
(2.5)
Bmin =
[3µ0
2
G(α)ηLν
V f
]2/7
(2.6)
Equations 2.5 and 2.6 were used to estimate the minimum energies and mag-
netic fields of the non-thermal lobes, assuming that they occupy spherical volumes
whose radii are equivalent to the average value of their semi-major and semi-minor
radii. Lobes whose sizes could not be measured directly were assigned the size of
their deconvolving beams. f in equations 2.5 and 2.6 is known as a filling factor,
a fraction of the volume that contains the synchrotron emitter. It was assumed to
be 0.5 (Ainsworth et al., 2014). The average values of the minimum energies and
magnetic fields, estimated from the spectral indices and flux densities of the lobes
at 1.5 GHz, were found to be ' 5.07×1041 ergs and ' 0.57±0.07 mG respectively.
Minimum energies of the sample range from 1.2×1040 ergs to 1.5×1042 ergs, two
orders of magnitude difference. Magnetic fields, on the other hand, are more sim-
ilar i.e 0.40 mG ≤ Bmin ≤0.64 mG and approximately two to three times higher
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than the field in HH 80-81 (Carrasco-Gonza´lez et al., 2010), a difference that can
be attributed to uncertainties in objects’ distances, assumed volumes and fluxes
as well as the use of upper limits of four of the indices. The analysis of Zeeman
splitting of OH maser emission, from massive star forming regions, shows that
the B-fields of the regions lie in the range 0.1≤ B ≤10 mG (Fish et al., 2003) i.e
in agreement with the estimates.
2.5.3 Nature of the Cores and Their Radio Luminosity at
L-Band
The nature of the cores and their L-band emission were examined further by
exploring the distribution of the cores on a bolometric-colour plot and the rela-
tionship between bolometric- and radio- luminosities at L-band.
2.5.3.1 Relationship Between Infrared Colour and Bolometric Lumi-
nosity
The infrared colour of young stellar objects is likely to be related to their evolution
as they become bluer with age. A plot of mid-infrared colour versus bolometric
luminosity of the sample, shown in Figure 2.9, suggests that MYSOs of higher
bolometric luminosities are more likely to have lobes compared to their lower lu-
minosity counterparts, especially at lower values of F21µm
F8µm
. Whether this property
of the jets is related to their evolution or driving power is not clear. However,
the radio luminosity of a jet is correlated with its bolometric luminosity and force
(Anglada et al., 2015), implying that sources with higher bolometric luminosity
are likely to have more powerful lobes that are easily detectable in the radio
compared to sources of lower luminosity.
2.5.3.2 Relationship Between L-Band Radio Luminosity and Bolo-
metric Luminosity
The radio luminosities of thermal radio jets show a correlation with bolometric
luminosities. Different studies find that the slope of the correlation lies in the
range 0.6− 0.9, in a log-log plot. Cabrit & Bertout (1992) and Anglada (1995)
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Figure 2.9: An illustration showing how mid-IR colour of MYSOs varies with
bolometric luminosity.
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estimated it as 0.8 and 0.6 respectively. Recently, Shirley et al. (2007) found the
slope to be ∼0.9 and 0.7 at 5 GHz and 8.3 GHz respectively, in low mass stars. At
L-band, the slope was found to be 0.64± 0.03. This slope is for all the objects on
the plot shown in Figure 2.10, consisting of cores of L-band sources and thermal
radio jets taken from the literature. Fluxes of the sources from the literature
were scaled to L-band frequency using a spectral index of 0.6. High mass sources
in the plot show a slope of ∼ 0.57± 0.15, consistent with the lower end of the
previous estimates i.e ∼ 0.6-0.9. Despite the presence of non-thermal emission
at L-band, the cores are largely thermal, manifesting the properties of free-free
emitters and showing no significant effect on the slope. The lower slope of high
mass sources may be due to a smaller range of luminosity and uncertainties in
their distances and fluxes. Clearly, the slopes are comparable to Anglada et al.
(2018) who derived an empirical equation relating the two quantities at 8.3 GHz,
for objects of bolometric luminosities ∼ 1L ≤ Lbol ≤ 106 L (see equation 2.7):( Sνd2
mJy kpc2
)
= 10−1.90±0.07
(Lbol
L
)0.59±0.03
(2.7)
The slopes, as seen in Figure 2.10, demonstrates the similarity between low and
high mass protstellar jets, owing to the comparable radio-bolometric luminosity
correlations, implying that they have a common ionization, and perhaps driving
mechanism.
2.5.4 Derived Properties of the Radio Jets
Quantities such as the jets’ mass-loss rates, injection radius and opening angles
can be estimated from the fluxes and angular sizes of their cores. Fluxes and
angular sizes of the cores at L-band, together with their spectral indices, were
used to calculate some of these properties in accordance with the Reynolds (1986)
model.
2.5.4.1 Mass Loss Rate
Reynolds (1986) modelled free-free emission from an ionised jet. The model can
be used to calculate the mass loss rate through the jet if its ionization fraction,
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Figure 2.10: Relationship between L-band radio luminosity and bolometric lumi-
nosity for thermal radio sources. The asterisks represent the MYSOs under study
while the empty circles and triangles represent the cores of low and high mass
jets from Anglada (1995) and Anglada et al. (2018) respectively.
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electron temperature, terminal velocity and an inclination angle to the line of
sight are known. The model estimates the mass loss rate through a conical jet of
pure hydrogen, electron temperature Te = 10
4 K and inclination angle i = 90o, in
units of 10−6Myr−1, to be:
M˙−6 = 0.938vtx−1o
( µ
mp
)
S0.75mJyυ
−0.75α
o d
1.5
kpcυ
0.75α−0.45
m θ
0.75
o F
−0.75 (2.8)
where α, µ, mp, vt, xo, SmJy, υo, υm, dkpc and θo are the derived spectral index,
mean particle mass per hydrogen atom, proton mass, terminal velocity of the
jet in 103 km/s, ionization fraction, observed flux density in mJy, frequency of
observation (here L-band) in units of 10 GHz, turn-over frequency in units of
10 GHz, object’s distance in kpc and the opening angle (in radians given as
θo = 2 tan
−1( θmin
θmaj
), Eisloffel et al. 2000) respectively. F is a quantity that depends
on the opacity and spectral index of a jet given as (Reynolds, 1986):
F ≡ F (qτ , α) = 2.1
2
qτ (α− 2)(α + 0.1) (2.9)
where qτ is a quantity that describes how opacity varies along the jet. F was
calculated using the parameters of a standard spherical jet model if the spectral
index of a source lies in the range 0.4 ≤ α ≤ 0.8 and standard collimated model
if 0 < α < 0.4. qτ was taken to be -3 if 0.4 ≤ α ≤ 0.8 and -2 for 0 < α < 0.4.
The ionization fraction of MYSO jets is determined by collisions within the jets
(Bacciotti 2002, Hartigan et al. 1994, Bacciotti & Eislo¨ffel 1999) and perhaps
ionising radiation from the central source. Typical values of jet ionization frac-
tion xo are ∼ 0.02 to 0.4 (Bacciotti 2002, Bacciotti & Eislo¨ffel 1999), a quantity
that varies along a jet in accordance with recombination models. The maximum
value of ionization fraction in the literature (xo = 0.4) was used in the calcula-
tion of mass loss rate in this work as all the YSOs considered here are massive
and are expected to have more powerful jets that are better collisional ionis-
ers. The terminal velocity of jet materials (or simply jet velocity) was estimated
from its range i.e. ∼ 270 km/s in low-mass stars to ∼ 1000 km/s in high-mass
stars (Anglada et al., 2015). The average velocity of optical jets is ∼ 750 km/s
(Mundt & Ray, 1994), a value comparable to Jime´nez-Serra et al. (2011) and
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Mart´ı et al. (1998) estimates of ∼ 500 km/s in Cepheus A HW2 and HH 80-81
respectively. Whereas the average velocity in optical jets is ∼ 750 km/s, a value of
vt = 500 km/s, estimated via proper motion of a radio jet (Mart´ı et al., 1998) was
adopted as a reasonable approximation of the sample’s jets’ terminal velocity, in
calculating the mass loss rate. A turn-over frequency of 50 GHz was assumed as
the value is generally expected to be higher than 40 GHz (Anglada et al., 2018).
Finally, a semi-opening angle of 31◦±3, the average semi-opening angle for nine
sources whose angles were calculated directly, was adopted for sources whose an-
gles could not be estimated from θo = 2 tan
−1( θmin
θmaj
). The range of the calculated
semi-opening angles, 25− 35◦, is comparable to the estimate by Moscadelli et al.
(2016) i.e 20◦ ± 5◦.
The sample’s mass loss rates M˙ lie in the range ∼ 2.8 ± 0.6 × 10−7 to 6.6 ±
0.9× 10−6 Myr−1 (see Figure 2.11), typical of rates from MYSOs (Poetzel et al.
1993, Mundt & Ray 1994, Purser et al. 2016) and ∼ 102 − 103 times higher than
low mass counterparts. Mass loss rates of the MYSOs were found to be related to
their bolometric luminosity by the equation M˙ ' 10−7.5±0.9L0.4±0.2bol . Although low
mass YSOs are expected to have lower mass loss rates (∼ 10−10 − 10−8 Myr−1;
Hartigan et al. 1995a, Konigl & Pudritz 2000, Mundt & Ray 1994), some of
them have rates that are comparable with high mass ones, in effect implying
that distinguishing such jets from high mass ones (Ceccarelli et al., 1997) is not
straightforward.
2.5.4.2 Accretion Rate
Stellar jet outflows are considered to be closely related to accretion inflows (Pu-
dritz et al., 2007), therefore it is reasonable to estimate accretion rates of YSOs
from their mass-loss rates. Hartigan et al. (1995b) empirically established a cor-
relation between accretion and ejection rates of low mass stars where they demon-
strated that 8×10−5 ≤ M˙
M˙acc
≤ 0.4 with an average value of 0.01. Matt & Pudritz
(2005) also modelled MHD jets and found that the stellar angular momentum
problem in YSOs can only be solved if jet outflow rates are ∼ 10% of accretion
rates although the magnetic field strength can influence the ratio. This value lies
within Hartigan et al. (1995b)’s range, albeit a factor of 10 above the average.
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Figure 2.11: A plot showing how mass loss rates of the sources vary with their
bolometric luminosity.
The average value of M˙
M˙acc
∼ 0.01 in Hartigan et al. (1995b)’s work was
therefore used in estimating accretion rates resulting in M˙acc ∼ 10−4.6±0.3 −
10−3.2±0.2 Myr−1 which is consistent with high rates theoretically expected from
the sources i.e ∼ 10−4 − 10−3 Myr−1 (McKee & Tan 2002). The accretion rate
of one of the sources, G094.6028, 1.5± 0.4× 10−4 Myr−1 was found to be com-
parable to ∼ 1.2± 0.06× 10−4 Myr−1 (Pomohaci et al., 2017), derived using
hydrogen Brγ spectral lines.
2.5.4.3 Ejection Radius
The ejection radius of protostellar jets cannot be observed directly due to the low
resolution of current instruments. However, it is possible to estimate the quantity,
in units of 1015 cm, using equation 2.10 (Reynolds, 1986), assuming that a jet has
a temperature of 104 K and is inclined at an angle of 90o to our line of sight.
In the equation, the symbols have their usual meaning, as described in section
2.5.4.1.
r15 = 0.56S
0.5
mJyυ
−0.5α
o θ
−0.5
o υ
0.5α−1
m dkpcT
−0.5F−0.5 (2.10)
The ejection radii of the sources range from 5.1×1013 cm to 1.5×1015 cm, with
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an average value of ∼5±3×1014 cm. It shows a correlation with the bolometric
luminosity of the sources (see equation 2.11).
( r
cm
)
= 1012.1±0.8
(Lbol
L
)0.6±0.2
(2.11)
2.6 Discussion of Individual Objects
2.6.1 G083.7071
Two sources, A and B were detected in the field (see Figure 2.12). Source A
whose spectral index α =0.44±0.10 is the MYSO. The L-band emission of A
is elongated, perhaps signifying the presence of a jet. Apart from the MYSO,
source B, located ∼ 3.5′′ to the SW of A was also detected in the field. This
source was detected in UKIDSS’s IR K band just like A but not at Q-band where
the rms noise ∼ 29µJy/beam. It is a thermal radio source of L-C spectral index
αLC ∼ 0.60± 0.13, perhaps another MYSO.
2.6.2 G094.2615
G094.2615 is made up of two sources, A1 and A2 (Purser et al 2020 in prep),
clearly seen in the C-band map of high resolution (see Figure 2.5). Its L-C band
spectral index is lower than that of C-Q band which could be due to non-thermal
contribution at L even though the overall spectral index shows that it is thermal
i.e αν = 0.23 ± 0.18. A1 was detected at both C- and Q bands giving it a C-Q
spectral index of 0.47±0.24, consistent with the MYSO core. UKIDSS map of the
field (Figure 2.13) shows emission that is largely aligned in a SE-NW direction
similar to that of C-band. The UKIDSS emission, 2.12µm H2 line emission (Wolf-
Chase et al. 2017, Varricatt et al. 2010) and CO molecular outflow (Fontani et al.,
2004) all point to a source that drives a jet in a SE-NW direction. There is also
NIR emission to the west of the MYSO but its source is unclear.
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Figure 2.12: UKIDSS K band IR image of the field with L- and C-band contours
shown in red and blue lines respectively.
Figure 2.13: G094.2615 UKIDSS K band map with L- and C- band contours
shown in red and blue lines respectively.
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2.6.3 G094.4637
Two sources, G094.4637 (A+B+C+D) and a lobe (source E), of spectral indices
0.53±0.09 and 0.21±0.45 respectively were detected at L-band. The spectral
index of G094.4637 (A+B+C+D) suggests that it is thermal but one of its com-
ponents, D, shows non-thermal property (Figure 2.8). Lobe E is aligned with
components A, B and D in such a way that they exhibit a central thermal core
and associated jet lobes. Its C- and L-band emission are slightly offset in a NE-
SW direction, similar to that of the outflow, consequently giving it a non-thermal
nature towards the SW where the L-band emission is stronger and a thermal char-
acteristic towards the NE. The displacement of its L-band emission is consistent
with that of a jet originating from A and directed towards E.
Of the four sources, only A appears to be the core given its proximity to
the IR source. Again, it is the only source in the group that was detected at
Q-band (Purser, 2017) where it splits into two thermal sources, A and A2 of C-Q
band spectral indices 0.39±0.12 and >1.47±0.17, suggesting that it is a binary
and A or A2 drives the jet. The morphology of L-band emission, as well as the
alignment of the sources in C-band, suggests the presence of a jet. The results
of Smith & Fischer (1992) and Navarete et al. (2015) indicate the presence of
multiple jets. Navarete et al. (2015), for example, detected a monopolar and two
bipolar outflows in the field. Two of their outflows, 2a and 3a, have position
angles that are comparable to the position angles of D and C from the location of
the IR source i.e ∼ 210o and 330o respectively. Despite the evidence of multiple
outflows in the field, the driving sources are not clear from both L- and C-band
emission. Source C, detected at Q-band (Purser, 2017) may also be a thermal
core. Its C-Q band spectral index is αCQ ∼ 0.86 ± 0.05. The source is located
at a position angle of ∼ −30o from A and is aligned with the main K-band NIR
emission (Figure 2.14) hence is a potential thermal core. A 12.5µm image of the
field also display two sources 1, possibly A and C, aligned in a SE-NW direction,
confirming that there are two cores.
1http : //rms.leeds.ac.uk/cgibin/public/RMS DATABASE.cgi
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Figure 2.14: G094.4637 UIST map together with L- and C- band contours shown
in red and blue respectively. Both L- and C- band contours start from 3σ and
increase in steps of 2σ and 4σ respectively.
2.6.4 G094.6028
G094.6028, also known as V645 Cyg, has a thermal radio core of spectral index
0.44±0.15. The source, named A is a known variable protostar of spectral type
∼O7 - O9 (Cohen, 1977). Earlier observation of the source by Di Francesco
et al. (1997) at 8.3 GHz registered a higher flux, perhaps confirming its variability
(Clarke et al., 2006). Apart from the MYSO, a nearby source, B, of flux density
0.07±0.02 mJy was also detected ∼ 4′′ away to the NW at L- but not C-band.
It appears to be a non-thermal lobe of spectral index < −0.42. The MYSO is
known to emit Brγ, accrete material, drive a bipolar CO outflow and harbour
a circumstellar disk (Eisner et al. 2015, Hamann & Persson 1989, Clarke et al.
2006, Schulz et al. 1989).
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Figure 2.15: G094.6028 UKIDSS K band map with L (3,4,5σ) - and C(3,5,
9,15σ)- band contours shown in red and blue continuous lines respectively.
2.6.5 G103.8744
G103.8744 is associated with the IRAS source 22134+5834. It has seven radio
sources in its field, three of which are within a radius of ∼ 3′′ from the location
of the IR source (white asterisk in Figure 2.16). Both A and B are thermal and
are close to the location of the MYSO but their SEDs suggest that they are
HII-regions (see Figure 2.17; SED of G103.8744-B). Indeed, A is a known ultra-
compact HII-region (Wang et al., 2016) whose turn-over frequency seems to lie
between 5 and 8.3 GHz (see Figure 2.7). B has a weaker but more compact IR
emission, suggesting that it is a core, perhaps a low mass YSO or an obscured
massive protostar. Source G, on the other hand, was not detected at C-band
where the rms noise is ∼15µJy/beam, implying that it is a non-thermal radio
source of spectral index α < −0.44.
Seeing that B has an IR counterpart and sources B, D, E, F and G are all
aligned in a SE-NW direction, reminiscent of jet lobes, B could be the jet driver.
Wang et al. (2016) imaged the source at radio frequencies but could not separate
the MYSO from the HII region. They estimated a combined flux for the sources
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as 2.1±0.2 mJy, 3.5±0.11 mJy and 2.9±0.70 mJy at 1.3 cm, 6.0 cm and 20 cm
respectively. These fluxes were also used in generating the SED of source A as it
is the dominant emitter in the field. A map of H2 line emission at 2.12µm does
not reveal any clear evidence of shocks or photo-dissociation locations (Kumar
et al., 2002), however its C18O (J = 1− 0) map displays an outflow (Dobashi &
Uehara, 2001) in a direction similar to that of the IR emission i.e a position angle
PA∼45o.
2.6.6 G108.5955C
L- and C- band emission of G108.5955C show different morphologies. Its L-C
band spectral index αLC = 0.20± 0.16 shows that it is thermal but the spectral
index map displays evidence of non-thermal emission on the eastern part. Both
Wu et al. (2009) and Xu & Wang (2010) detected molecular outflows in the field,
however, the 2.12µm H2 line map (Wolf-Chase et al., 2017) does not show any
evidence of knots which may be associated with the source.
2.6.7 G110.0931
G110.0931’s field contains two L-band sources, the MYSO and source D (see
Figure 2.5), whose L-C band spectral indices are 0.36 ± 0.14 and −0.08 ± 0.15
respectively. The MYSO encompasses three sources; A, B and C of spectral
indices αν = -0.14±1.49, 0.33±0.14 and -0.11±0.07 respectively (Rodr´ıguez et al.
2012b, Purser 2017).
Unlike B and C, A was not detected at Q-band (Purser, 2017) consequently
giving G110.0931 the overall HII region-like spectrum. The detection of sources
B and C at Q-band suggests that they could be cores, however, only B is detected
by NOEMA1 at 1.3mm (Bosco et al. 2019 in prep), whereas it is expected that
any core at this evolutionary stage should be detectable in the mm. Overall it
seems likely, therefore, that B is the core and A and C are jet lobes. Source D,
detected on the eastern part of G110.0931 was not detected at Q-band where the
field rms is ∼ 0.044 mJy/beam, setting a limit on its spectral index as α ≤ −0.12,
1NOrthern Extended Millimeter Array
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Figure 2.16: UKIDSS K band image of G103.8744 field with L- and C- band
contours shown in red and blue lines respectively. The contour levels both start
at 3σ. C-band ones increase in steps of 4σ while L-band in steps of 2σ.
Figure 2.17: SED of G103.8744-B.
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suggesting that it may be an optically thin HII region. This source does not show
any clear association with G110.0931 which is approximately 3.3′′ away from it.
Navarete et al. (2015) detected a bipolar outflow that is aligned in a direction
similar to that of both L- and C- band emission. 2MASS IR- emission as well
as the IR K-band continuum emission shown in Navarete et al. (2015) are also
oriented in the same direction. Lu et al. (2014) detected NH3(1, 1) emission that
is aligned in a direction perpendicular to the jet and passing through the location
of the central source, B. The orientation of NH3(1, 1) emission, which is a tracer
of dense molecular gas (Levshakov et al., 2013) and that of the molecular line
at 2.12µm suggests that the source may be a disk-jet system. Finally, source C
has higher radio flux compared to A, perhaps an indicator of an E-W density
gradient.
2.6.8 G111.2552
G111.2552, also known as I23139 (Trinidad et al., 2006) is a thermal radio source
of spectral index α ∼ 0.67± 0.04. Its L- and C-band emission are largely aligned
in a SE-NW direction (see Figure 2.8). Its Q-band flux appears to be lower than
expected (see Figure 2.7) when compared to estimates from Trinidad et al. (2006)
i.e a flux density of 0.98±0.24 mJy and 0.53±0.13 mJy at 23 GHz and 8.5 GHz
respectively. Furthermore, Trinidad et al. (2006) detected a nearby source of flux
density 0.22±0.07 mJy, approximately 0.5′′ to the south, at 8.5 GHz, which they
suppose is I23139’s companion. Finally, molecular outflows (Wouterloot et al.,
1989) and water maser emission (Tofani et al. 1995; Trinidad et al. 2006), detected
in the field, suggests presence of outflow activity (De Buizer et al., 2005).
2.6.9 G111.5671
Three sources, A, B and C were detected in the field at L-band (see Figure 2.18).
Source A, also known as NGC 7538 IRS9 (Mitchell & Hasegawa, 1991) seems to
be the core of G111.5671 while B and C, located ∼ 2.8′′ and 1.7′′ away to the
SW and NE of the core respectively are its lobes. L-C spectral indices (αLC) of
B and C are < −0.6 and 0.60 ± 0.21 suggesting that B is a non-thermal source
while C is thermal. Also, B seems to be more diffuse, bow-shaped and extended
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towards A as seen in the C-band image of higher resolution, suggesting that it is
a bow shock.
A has a flux density of 1.00±0.44 mJy, 0.76±0.15 mJy (Sandell et al., 2005)
and < 0.51 mJy (Rengarajan & Ho, 1996) at 4.86 GHz, 8.46 GHz and 15 GHz
respectively. van der Tak & Menten (2005) used both C and A configurations
of the VLA to estimate its flux density at 43 GHz, obtaining 2.9 ± 0.3 mJy and
1.1±0.3 mJy respectively. The fluxes give it a spectral index α = 0.84±0.09. The
three sources were previously detected by Sa´nchez-Monge et al. (2008) as a single
source at 1.3 cm. The source, aligned in a NE-SW direction has a spectral index
of > +0.1. They also detected another source to the SW of A, B and C whose
spectral index is > −1.2. The orientation of the sources suggests the presence of
a jet in a NE-SW direction.
Both a highly collimated HCO+ outflow observed by Sandell et al. (2005) and
2.12µm H2 emission by Davis et al. (1998) are aligned in a NE-SW direction,
similar to the alignment of the radio sources. An offshoot of the IR emission
that is directed towards the south is also seen in both 2MASS and Sandell et al.
(2005)’s map. This emission is in the same direction as a CO outflow (Sandell
et al. 2005, Davis et al. 1998), perhaps implying the presence of two outflow
drivers. Furthermore, the CO J = 2− 1 observed by Mitchell & Hasegawa (1991)
shows a blue outflow lobe that is aligned in a NE - SW direction and a red one
in the SE-NW.
2.6.10 G114.0835
Two sources, A and B were detected at L-band (see Figure 2.19). B is a non-
thermal source of spectral index α ∼ −0.42 ± 0.19 while A is a thermal source
whose spectral index is 0.40±0.20. A high-resolution image of A at C-band
reveals two partially resolved sources, A1 and A2, that are oriented in a NE-SW
direction. The two sources (Figure 2.5) are likely to be thermal. It is not clear if
A and B are associated but B is elongated in the direction of IR emission in the
field (Navarete et al. 2015, Skrutskie et al. 2006) signifying the likelihood of the
presence of a jet. Also, A and B are aligned in the direction of IR emission.
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Figure 2.18: Left panel: 2MASS Near IR colour image (R,G,B colour-scale of
K,H,J bands) of G111.5671’s field. Right: L- and C- band contours of G111.5671,
shown in red and blue lines respectively. The contour levels both start at 3σ. C-
band ones increase in steps of 4σ while L-band in steps of 1σ.
Figure 2.19: Left panel: 2MASS Near IR colour image (R,G,B colour-scale of
K,H,J bands) of G114.0835 field. Right: L- and C- band contours of the MYSO,
shown in red and blue lines respectively. The contour levels both start at 3σ.
C-band ones increase in steps of 4σ while L-band in steps of 2σ.
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2.6.11 G126.7114
G126.7114 is a thermal source of spectral index α = 0.82±0.02. Its L-band and C-
band emission are largely aligned in a SE-NW direction. Apart from G126.7114, a
weak source (4σ detection) of flux density 0.08±0.02 was also detected at C-band,
approximately 4.5′′ away to the SE at (α = 01h23m33.29s; δ = +061◦48m44.7s).
NIR K-band emission (Jiang et al. 2001; Navarete et al. 2015) of the source is
aligned in a direction similar to that of L- and C-bands suggesting the presence of
a SE-NW outflow. Navarete et al. (2015) also detected knots that are typical of a
bipolar jet with a similar orientation i.e at a position angle PA∼ 160o. Moreover,
Jiang et al. (2001) detected a polarization disk that is oriented in a direction
perpendicular to that of the outflow, suggesting a disk-jet case.
2.6.12 G136.3833
G136.3833-A was detected at both C- and Q- but not L-band where the field rms is
∼ 50µJy/beam. It is a thermal radio source whose C-Q band spectral index αCQ
is ∼ 1.22± 0.11. A non-thermal source, B of spectral index αLC = −0.68± 0.08,
was detected approximately 6′′ to the west of A at L-band. The source whose
position angle is 60 ± 12o at L-band is elliptical at L- but irregular at C-band.
The IR nebula in the field is oriented in an east-west direction (Skrutskie et al.,
2006), just like the alignment of sources A and B (see Figure 2.20). Both A and
B have 2MASS counterparts at K-band and B may, therefore, be a non-thermal
lobe or a star.
2.6.13 G138.2957
G138.2957, also known as AFGL 4029 (Ray et al., 1990) displays an extended
morphology at the C-band map of uv-range 15-200 kλ but splits into B and C
at L-band. Both B and C are non-thermal lobes whose flux densities at L-band
are 0.13±0.04 mJy and 0.10±0.03 mJy respectively. Polygons whose sizes are
equivalent to the size of the sources at L-band were used to estimate their fluxes
at C- band. The fluxes of B and C were approximated to be 0.07±0.02 mJy and
0.06±0.02 mJy respectively, at C-band, giving them spectral indices of -0.46±0.31
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Figure 2.20: 2MASS Ks-band map of G136.3833 field and over-plots of L- and
C-band contours shown in red and white lines respectively.
and -0.38±0.33 respectively. Its spectral index map also displays evidence of non-
thermal emission, with some pixels having a non-thermal index of -0.6±0.2. The
central core of the source was not detected at L-band. It appears to be located
at the position of the peak emission at C-band (Figure 2.8). A polygon that is
equivalent to the C-band contour of level 7 (80µJy/beam), which encloses the
peak emission, was used in estimating the flux density of the core at C-band as
0.09±0.01 mJy. A similar polygon was used at L-band, approximating its peak
flux at the frequency as <0.06 mJy. The fluxes suggest that the source has a
thermal core of spectral index α >0.69.
G138.2957 is known to drive an optical jet (Ray et al., 1990) whose posi-
tion angle is comparable to that of C-band emission (∼ 75o). Navarete et al.
(2015) also mapped a bipolar outflow of position angle PA ∼ 90 degrees which
appears to be associated with it. Kurtz et al. (1994) and Carral et al. (1999)
observed the source using VLA’s B and D configurations respectively, estimating
its flux density at 3.6 cm to be ∼ 2.1 mJy and 0.60± 0.12 mJy, perhaps signifying
variability.
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2.6.14 G139.9091A
G139.9091A, also known as GL437S (Kumar Dewangan & Anandarao, 2010) is a
thermal radio source of spectral index α = 0.36± 0.04. It has a position angle of
∼ 50±8o, similar to the orientation of de Wit et al. (2009)’s mid-infrared emission.
Similarly, Manjarrez et al. (2012) imaged it using archival data from JVLA’s B,C
and D configurations at 3.6 cm and 2 cm getting a comparable position angle
i.e ∼ 60o. Its flux density at 3.6 cm and 2 cm are 1.5±0.4 mJy and < 2 mJy
respectively. Both infrared (Figure 2.21) and CO (Gomez et al., 1992) emission
of the field are aligned in a N-S direction, however, its 2.12µm map (Davis et al.,
1998) does not show evidence of outflow.
Apart from G139.9091A, an optically thin HII region of spectral index−0.11±
0.02, also identified as AFGL 437W (Manjarrez et al., 2012), was detected to the
NW of A. It has flux densities of 19.0±0.5 mJy and 16.3 ±0.4 mJy at L- and
C-bands respectively.
2.6.15 G141.9996
G141.9996, also known as AFGL 490 (Davis et al., 1998) is an extended source
that is largely elongated in a N-S direction. Two lobes, B and C, of flux densities
0.06±0.03 mJy and 0.07±0.03 mJy respectively were detected at L- but not at
C-band. The L-C spectral indices of B and C are αLC < −0.51 and < −0.63
respectively, suggesting that they are non-thermal lobes. The core, A, is thermal
and is elongated in a direction that is similar to the alignment of A, B and C i.e
PA ∼ 180◦. Both CO outflow (Mitchell et al. 1995) and 2.12µm emission (Davis
et al. 1998, Navarete et al. 2015) maps of the field are oriented in a NE-SW
direction. However CS J = 2→ 1 emission of the source has a position-angle of
-45o (Schreyer et al., 2002).
In addition, an optically thin source of spectral index -0.06±0.16 was de-
tected approximately 13′′ away, at both bands. The source, located to the west
of G141.9996, at α(J2000) ∼ 03h27m37.07s δ(J2000) ∼ +058◦46m59.4s, has flux
densities of 0.12±0.03 mJy and 0.11±0.02 mJy at L- and C-bands respectively.
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Figure 2.21: UKIDSS K band map of G139.9091A field and over-plots of L- and
C-band contours shown in red and blue lines respectively.
Figure 2.22: UKIDSS J band image of G141.9996 shown in grey together with L-
and C-band contours in red and blue respectively.
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2.7 Conclusions
At least forty per cent of the objects studied show evidence of non-thermal
emission. Six of the sources; G094.6028, G103.8744, G111.5671, G114.0835,
G138.2957 and G141.9996, have non-thermal radio lobes, implying that massive
stars form via disk-fed accretion, just like their low mass counterparts. Clearly,
non-thermal lobes were not detected in a significant fraction of the jets which
complicates the interpretation of their driving mechanisms. However, with the
rms of the L-band observation, ∼25 mJy/beam, it is likely that their lobes were
too weak to detect at the sensitivity of the observation. For example, the average
value of the upper limit of a detection in the L-band observation, estimated as
3×rms, is 0.075 mJy, a value comparable with the integrated fluxes of some of
the lobes. Therefore, any lobes with lower intensities were undetectable, perhaps
that is why sources of higher bolometric luminosities showed a higher likelihood
of having lobes compared to lower luminosity counterparts. Again, the presence
non-thermal lobes in both low and intermediate mass protostars (Rodr´ıguez-
Kamenetzky et al., 2016) suggest that the lobes are ubiquitous in protostars of
all masses.
The detection of non-thermal lobes in some of the jets is also a clear indicator
of the presence of synchrotron emission in the objects, in effect, implying the ex-
istence of magnetic fields and charged relativistic particles. This finding suggests
that magnetic fields play a significant role in the jets, perhaps in driving them
(Blandford & Payne 1982, Shu et al. 1994b), although a thermal jet can interact
with the ambient magnetic field to generate non-thermal emission. Certainly, the
similarity between the alignment of the non-thermal lobes and the orientation
of the IR outflow cavities, in most of the jets, strongly support the presence of
jet magnetic fields. A previous study of 46 MYSOs by Purser et al. (2016) also
detected non-thermal lobes in 50% of the objects, emphasising the significance of
magnetic fields in massive protostellar jets.
The driving sources, also known as cores, were all found to be thermal. Their
average spectral index is ∼ 0.42 ± 0.27, similar to the index of ionized winds,
i.e. α =0.6. They drive out mass at rates that lie in the range ∼ 3× 10−7 .
M˙ . 7× 10−6 Myr−1, approximately 102− 103 times higher than their low mass
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counterparts. On the other hand, when the radio luminosities of the jets were
plotted against the bolometric luminosities of their protostars, they were found
to scale in a manner similar to low mass protostellar jets. Again, supporting a
tight similarity between low and high mass protostellar jets.
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Multi-Epoch Study of Massive
Protostars
3.1 Introduction
Multi-epoch study of astrophysical objects is crucial in identifying any changes
that they display. Massive protostellar jets, for example, W75N B (Carrasco-
Gonza´lez et al., 2015), have shown evidence of changes in both size and shape.
Indeed protostars are known to manifest variability in many ways (Marti et al.
1995, Zwintz 2008). They show displacement through tidal interactions with their
neighbours (Paron et al., 2016) and jet proper motions. Knowledge of variability
of the objects can thus be instrumental in identifying their driving sources and
associated knots with minimal ambiguity (Caratti o Garatti et al., 2009). The
rates at which their jets accelerate and/or decelerate can also be estimated from
the proper motion of their knots.
Unlike in massive protostars where flux variability has been observed in a few
sources, ∼20% to 30% of low-mass protostars are estimated to manifest evidence
of variability (Choi et al., 2014), some of which may be associated with jet ac-
tivities. About 20 − 50% of the variable low-mass protostars experience mild
changes (Choi et al., 2014), attributed to an increase in their magnetic activities.
However, flux variability in protostars is largely linked to accretion activities
(Contreras Pen˜a et al., 2017). Indeed, some studies attribute flux variabilities to
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periods of accretion burst (Zhu et al. 2009, Vorobyov & Basu 2006, Zhu et al.
2009) that occur within relatively stable rates of inflows. Such accretion activ-
ities should manifest through their jets as outflows are tightly linked to inflow
activities. A piece of possible evidence for accretion burst in massive protostars is
the discrepancy between the observed and theoretical estimates of their accretion
rates (Purser et al. 2016, Krumholz et al. 2009). Intervals of high accretion rates,
in the form of bursts, could be responsible for their formation.
Massive protostars can experience the rare but intense outbursts of radio
emission. The phenomenon was reported in two 20 M MYSOs, S255 NIRS 3
(Caratti o Garatti et al., 2017) and V723 Carinae (Tapia et al., 2015). Other
known variable MYSOs are; NGC 6334I (Hunter et al., 2017) and V645 Cygni
(Clarke et al., 2006). Such observations are relatively rare in massive stars and
there is considerable scope for a large scale survey. However, the number of
objects of interest vis-a-vis the available instruments does not allow for systematic
monitoring over long periods, only permitting sporadic multi-epoch observations
(Teixeira et al. 2018, Thomas et al. 2013, Marti et al. 1995) of long baselines. In
view of the mentioned significance of multi-epoch observations, a sample of four
massive protostars, previously observed in 2012 was re-observed in March 2018
to search for and study variability in jets of massive protostars.
3.2 Observation and Data
3.2.1 Source Selection
Eleven objects were selected from a C-band survey that was conducted by Purser
(2017) in 2012, however, only four of the objects, G133.7150 + 01.2155, G173.4839
+02.4317, G192.6005− 00.0479 and G196.4542− 01.6777, were observed. These
sources, spatially resolved at C-band, were identified for re-observation at the
same frequency band in 2018 to search for evidence of positional variability.
The time difference between the two observations, approximately five and a half
years, allowed for detection of displacements within the jets at their distances i.e
2.0−5.5 kpc. For example, a jet located within a distance d=2.0−5.0 kpc, driving
out mass at a typical velocity v=500 km s−1 (Marti et al. 1995; Curiel et al. 2006)
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should manifest an angular shift of θs ∼0.12−0.3′′, detectable between the two
epochs. Calculations from astrometric precision of an image, ∼ FWHM
SNR
(Walker
1997, Monet et al. 2010), show that a 1σ shift of 0.03′′ should also be detectable
for components with a SNR=10. The difference in the epochs also provides an
opportunity for a search for evidence for flux variability and precession, features
that were noted by Purser (2017). The thermal cores were also selected for obser-
vation at 22.2 GHz to allow for a more accurate estimate of their free-free SEDs,
free from effects of dust and non-thermal emission. Table 3.1 shows a list of the
sources and some of their properties.
3.2.2 VLA Observation
The four objects were observed on the 29th of March 2018 using NRAO’s JVLA
telescope in A configuration at 6 GHz. Two of them, G192.6005− 00.0479 and
G196.4542− 01.6777, were observed again on the 05th of May 2018 at 22.2 GHz
to allow for estimation of spectral indices. The observations, done under the
project code 18A-158, are of angular resolutions, 0.33′′ and 0.089′′; bandwidths,
4 and 8 GHz; and integration times, ∼ 20 minutes and 30 minutes at 6 GHz and
22.2 GHz respectively. A list showing the observed sources and the calibrators
used in scaling their fluxes and phases at 6.0 and 22.2 GHz is shown in table
3.2. The same set of calibrators were used in the 2012 observation to minimise
calibration errors. Some of the physical properties of the calibrators, at the
frequencies of observations, are also shown in the table.
Calibration and imaging were done using the NRAO’s data reduction software,
CASA (Common Astronomy Software Applications; McMullin et al. 2007). C-
band images were created using Briggs (Briggs, 1995) weighting of robustness 0.5,
Table 3.1: A table listing RMS source names, positions, bolometric luminosities
and distances. The last column shows the references for the adopted distances.
Source RA(J2000) DEC(J2000) Lbol Distance
(L) (kpc) Reference
G133.7150 + 01.2155 02h25′40.77′′ +62◦05′52.4′′ 140000 2.0 Hachisuka et al. 2006
G173.4839 + 02.4317 05h39′09.92′′ +35◦45′17.2′′ 2900 1.8 Snell et al. 1990
G192.6005− 00.0479 06h12′54.01′′ +17◦59′23.1′′ 45000 1.8 Burns et al. 2016
G196.4542− 01.6777 06h14′37.06′′ +13◦49′36.4′′ 94000 5.3 Honma et al. 2007
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Table 3.2: Calibrators and the sources that they were used to calibrate. Fluxes
for both the flux and phase calibrators, together with the angular sizes of phase
calibrators are shown in the table. − means that a source is point-like. 3C48 is a
single source of angular size, 0.35±0.01′′ by 0.19±0.01′′ at 6.0 GHz. It splits into
two sources at 22.2 GHz. P shows that phase-only self-calibration was performed
on the objects. The number before P indicates the number of iterations of the
calibration.
Source Calibrators Self-cal
Flux Cal Sν (mJy) Phase Cal Sν (mJy) Size (
′′×′′) PA
At 6.0 GHz
G133.7150 + 01.2155 3C48 4450±50 J0228+6721 1280±5 − − −
G173.4839 + 02.4317 3C48 4450±50 J0555+3948 3980±10 0.05± 0.01× 0.05± 0.01 170 ± 30 2P
G192.6005− 00.0479 3C48 4450±50 J0559+2353 251±1 0.05± 0.01× 0.04± 0.01 160 ± 10 P
G196.4542− 01.6777 3C48 4450±50 J0559+2353 251±1 0.05± 0.01× 0.04± 0.01 160 ± 10 P
At 22.2 GHz
G192.6005− 00.0479 3C48 1130±50 J0559+2353 193±1 − − p
G196.4542− 01.6777 3C48 1130±50 J0559+2353 193±1 − − P
except in G133.7150 + 01.2155, where robustness was set at -1 due to the presence
of diffuse emission of its field. In K-band, imaging of G192.6005− 00.0479 and
G196.4542− 01.6777 was done with robustness parameters of 0.0 and 0.5 respec-
tively. G192.6005− 00.0479 was in outburst and its field was affected by strong
side-lobes which were suppressed by the Briggs weighting of robustness 0.0. The
HPBW of the synthesised beams, used in deconvolving the dirty maps at both
C- and K- bands, are shown in Table 3.3. Some of the images were generated
after self-calibration of their visibilities, either once or twice, to improve their sig-
nal to noise ratios (see section 2.3.2 for details). Phase-only self-calibration was
performed on the images to improve their dynamic range. The resultant images
have rms noise values shown in Table 3.3.
The average rms noise for three fields at 6 GHz is 6µJy/beam, however, in
G133.7150+01.2155’s field, the rms is higher i.e 21µJy/beam due to the presence
of diffuse emission in its field. At 22.2 GHz, the rms noise is slightly higher
than the rms noise at 6 GHz i.e an average value of 10µJy/beam. To check
on the effectiveness of the calibration process, the calibrators were imaged and
inspected, especially phase calibrators (see Figure 3.1). All the phase calibrators
are point-like at both frequencies, demonstrating the success of the process. The
flux calibrator, on the other hand, is resolved into two sources at 22.2 GHz.
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Table 3.3: Wavelength, synthesised beam, position angle and field rms of the
observations.
Source Synthesised beams
ν = 6 GHz ν = 22.2 GHz
θmaj × θmin (′′) PA (◦) rms(µJy/beam) θmaj × θmin (′′) PA (◦) rms(µJy/beam)
G133.7150 + 01.2155 0.29× 0.19 -64.12 21 − − −
G173.4839 + 02.4317 0.29× 0.26 -21.29 6 − − −
G192.6005− 00.0479 0.29× 0.27 15.08 6 0.10× 0.09 -51.23 9.5
G196.4542− 01.6777 0.29× 0.27 4.30 6 0.13× 0.10 76.45 11
Figure 3.1: Grey-scale and contour images of the flux and phase calibrators. The
grey maps represent 6.0 GHz emission while the contours are for 22.2 GHz.
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3.3 Results
3.3.1 Continuum Emission
All the sources were detected at the frequencies of the observations, four at
6 GHz and two of them at 22.2 GHz. At 6 GHz, all the fields of the objects
display evidence of multiple radio sources. Eleven were detected in the field of
G133.7150+01.215, three in G173.4839+02.4317, nine in 192.6005-00.0479 and
four sources in G196.4542-01.6777. In some cases, the 6 GHz emission manifested
elongated morphology, enclosing multiple components within it e.g in G196.4542-
01.6777. G192.6005-00.0479 and G196.4542-01.6777, observed at both 6 GHz
and 22.2 GHz, have radio sources that were detected at both frequencies. Four
sources were detected within the field of G192.6005-00.0479 and one in G196.4542-
01.6777’s field at both frequencies. These sources show more compact structures
at 22.2 GHz compared to 6 GHz, even though their emission at 22.2 GHz also
manifests extended features. In all the sources, the extended features have major
axes θmaj that are smaller than the largest angular sizes θLAS of the observations.
Typically, θmaj of the sources . 2′′ at 6 GHz and . 1′′ at 22.2 GHz while θLAS =
3.6′′ and 2.4′′ at 6 GHz and at 22.2 GHz respectively.
Besides the continuum emission, methanol and water maser emission of fre-
quencies 6.7 GHz and 22.2 GHz respectively, were also observed to aid in the cali-
bration of the data. The emission were detected in fields of both G133.7150+01.215
and G173.4839+02.4317, however, no detections were registered in the fields of
G192.6005-00.0479 and G196.4542-01.6777 where the rms noise estimates are
0.6 mJy and 0.4 mJy respectively.
Fluxes, sizes and positions of the sources were estimated using the CASA task
imfit except for the unresolved sources whose sizes could not be deconvolved.
Besides the uncertainties by imfit, additional errors, added in quadrature, were
included to take care of the errors due to calibration of the fluxes and positional
accuracy of the observations. The uncertainties due to calibration of the fluxes
were estimated to be 10% of a source’s flux. Likewise, a typical value of the
positional accuracy of the JVLA, estimated as 10% of the HPBW of a synthesised
beam, was used.
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3.3.2 Radio Sources
3.3.2.1 G133.7150+01.215
G133.7150+01.2155 is located in the W3 IRS5 high-mass star-forming region
(see Figure 3.2). This region is known to harbour compact radio sources, three of
which have mid-IR counterparts (van der Tak et al., 2005). All the radio sources
detected in van der Tak et al. (2005) and Purser (2017) were detected at 6 GHz
except Q10 (Purser, 2017). The labelling in van der Tak et al. (2005) and Purser
(2017) were adopted here. Table 3.4 lists all the sources detected above 3σ.
Table 3.4: Peak intensities, flux densities, deconvolved angular sizes and position
angles of the sources detected within the field of G133.7150+01.215 at C-band in
2018. − means that the source is a point source or its emission is elongated and
irregular such that its actual size and orientation is not clear.
Source Peak flux Sν Major Axis Minor Axis PA
(mJy/beam) (mJy) (arcsecs) (arcsecs) (deg)
C1 0.18±0.03 0.25±0.06 0.35±0.03 0.22±0.02 30±10
Q2+Q3+Q6 1.55±0.05 0.66±0.04 − − −
Q4 0.25±0.03 0.24±0.15 − − −
Q4b 0.24±0.04 0.59±0.07 0.36±0.09 0.17±0.09 41±25
Q5+Q7 0.96±0.13 3.26±0.57 1.2±0.1 0.36±0.04 20±10
K8 0.98 ±0.09 1.11±0.19 − − −
Q9 0.16±0.02 0.11±0.03 − − −
Q8 0.77±0.11 0.93±0.22 − − −
van der Tak et al. (2005) established shifts in the positions of some of the radio
sources, translating to an average transverse velocity of 116 km s−1, an estimate
comparable to the proper motion of K8 by Wilson et al. (2003). They also
observed that the position angles (PAs) of the shifts are different, implying that
the jet is undergoing precession. Comparing the locations of some of the radio
sources in 2012 (Purser, 2017) with their positions in 2018 confirms that they are
moving away from Q5, perhaps the core of the jet (see Table 3.5). Indeed Q5
has a mid-IR counterpart and its position, at Q-band, in both van der Tak et al.
(2005) and Purser (2017) only manifests a marginal offset of 0.040′′±0.006 after
a period of sixteen years. Moreover, the spectral indices of C1, K8, Q7, Q8 and
Q9 are negative, implying that they are non-thermal lobes (Purser, 2017) while
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Figure 3.2: Left: 2MASS RGB image of the field of G133.7150+01.215. Right: The silver contours show positions
and morphologies of the radio sources in the 2018 observation. Features of the radio sources in 2012 are also added,
i.e the colour map and black contours, to show how they changed within the period. The contour levels are 3, 5,
7, 11, 15, 25, 37, 48 and 70σ in both the 2012 and 2018 maps. The letters used in the naming of the radio sources
correspond to the frequency band of their detection.
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that of Q5 is thermal. Q4b also has a negative spectral index and may be one
of the lobes. Q4, on the other hand, appears to be a lobe but it has a mid-IR
counterpart and its spectral index (Purser, 2017) shows that it is thermal. Besides
the sources in van der Tak et al. (2005) and Purser (2017), a new source, denoted
as Q5Ejection, was detected in the 2018 observation. This source seems to be a
new ejection from the core of the jet.
Knowledge of positional variability in G133.7150+01.2155 can be used to es-
timate the proper motions of its lobes. The time gap of 1971.25 days permit-
ted considerable angular displacements of the lobes, ranging from θs =0.
′′08 to
θs =0.
′′31 as shown in Table 3.5. With the recent estimate of the distance to the
object, d = 2.3±0.2 kpc (Navarete et al., 2019), the lower limits of the proper
motions of the lobes, calculated on the assumption that the axis of the jet is 90◦
to the line of sight, lie in the range; v ∼ 170±70 km s−1 for θs = 0.08′′±0.01 and
∼ 650±50 km s−1 for θs = 0.31′′±0.02. Figure 3.3 shows that the inner lobes have
higher proper motions compared to the outer lobes. The inner lobes also depict
an acceleration, especially near the core. Further out, the velocities drop to lower
values, implying that the lobes get decelerated at the later stages of jet evolution,
either due to a drop in the energy of its particles or as a result of interaction with
ambient material. The average value of the proper motions of the lobes, therefore,
is ∼390±90 km s−1. However, considering only the first three lobes, least affected
by surroundings or loss of energy, gives an average value of 540±50 km s−1. In-
deed, K8, Q9 and C1 seem most affected by the impact of the ambient medium.
These objects also display the least displacement. For example, K8, detected in
three epochs, van der Tak et al. (2005), Purser (2017) and this observation, shows
a relatively stable position, i.e an overall angular displacement θs < 0.1
′′.
The distribution of C1, Q4, Q7, Q8, Q9 and K8 on the sky creates a pattern
that is point-symmetric about Q5. This, coupled with the directions of motion
of C1, Q8, Q7 and Q9 suggests the presence of a precessing jet (Purser, 2017). A
simple model, similar to the one described in Eisloffel et al. (1996), was adopted
in assessing the nature of the precession. In this model, the path of a jet head
follows a conical spiral whose projection on the plane of the sky is a sinusoid. If
the angle between the axis of precession and the line of sight is perpendicular,
then the model can be described mathematically by equation 3.1, where x and
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Figure 3.3: Proper motions of the different lobes of G133.7150+01.215.
y are the axial and radial displacements of the jet head from the location of the
driving source respectively. φ is the position angle of the jet, v is the velocity of
the jet, α is the precession angle, t is the time of evolution of the jet and p is the
period of precession.(
x
y
)
=
(
sinφ − cosφ
cosφ − sinφ
) (
vt cosα
vt sinα sin
(
2pi
p
t
)
.
)
(3.1)
This simple model does not consider the angle of inclination of the jet to the
plane of the sky and any variations in velocity along a jet, seen in G133.7150
+01.215, implying that the velocities are lower limits. A constant velocity of
500 km s−1 and an inclination angle of 90◦ were therefore adopted in the cal-
culations. The model, shown in Figure 3.4, was obtained for a position angle
φ = 72◦ ± 5, a period p = 40± 3 years and a precession angle α = 10◦ ± 2, quan-
tities that are comparable to estimates by Purser (2017) except the precession
angle. The model, fit by inspection (Eisloffel et al., 1996), seems to agree with
the positions of the lobes and the directions of the displacement vectors despite
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its simplicity.
van der Tak et al. (2005) noted a difference between the fluxes they derived
and estimates from Tieftrunk et al. (1997), in some of the radio sources e.g Q5 and
K8, suggesting flux variability. The flux densities of the radio sources, in 2012,
were compared with the fluxes in 2018 to identify the sources that experience flux
variability. K8 and Q7, the brightest lobes, also manifest the greatest change in
flux (see Figure 3.5), pointing to recombination and/or diffusion process following
an impact between the jet and its ambient medium. This form of variability,
associated with radio lobes, does not seem to have a direct relation to accretion
activities.
Radio sources Q2, Q3 and Q6, present in the field, do not seem to be as-
sociated with the MYSO. Their alignment and morphology of emission depict
Q2 as a thermal jet, with Q3 and Q6 as its lobes, however, their spectral in-
dices, 0.16±0.13, 0.76±0.10 and 0.58±0.20 (Purser, 2017) respectively, suggest
that they may be thermal cores. Purser (2017) classified Q3 as a jet with lobes
and both Q2 and Q6 as jet candidates. Of the three radio sources, only Q3 which
has a mid-IR counterpart may be a core.
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Figure 3.4: Precession model plotted over C-band contours of G133.7150+01.215
in white. Also included are the vectors of the proper motions which are shown
as black arrows.
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Figure 3.5: Flux densities of the radio sources that are associated with G133.7150
+01.215. Blue data points represent the fluxes of the sources in 2018 while black
points represent their peak fluxes in 2012 (Purser, 2017).
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Table 3.5: Displaced radio sources, their locations in 2012 and 2018, and displacements, in arc seconds, and position
angles of their proper motion.
Source Position in 2012 Position in 2018 offset PA of PM
RA(J2000) Dec(J2000) RA(J2000) Dec(J2000) (′′) (deg)
C1 02:25:40.835±0.002 +062:05:54.276±0.016 02:25:40.840±0.003 +62:05:54.353±0.025 0.08±0.03 24±22
Q5EJ 02:25:40.783±0.002 +062:05:52.542±0.007 02:25:40.771±0.002 +062:05:52.328±0.031 0.23±0.04 200±7
K8 02:25:40.861±0.001 +062:05:53.452±0.007 02:25:40.861±0.002 +062:05:53.531±0.013 0.08±0.01 5±12
Q7 02:25:40.760±0.001 +062:05:52.139±0.006 02:25:40.746±0.001 +062:05:51.840±0.017 0.31±0.02 198±5
Q8 02:25:40.800±0.001 +062:05:52.874±0.012 02:25:40.817±0.002 +062:05:53.107±0.014 0.26±0.02 27±5
Q9 02:25:40.749 ± 0.001 +062:05:51.109±0.022 02:25:40.750±0.002 +062:05:50.926±0.017 0.18±0.03 178±5
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3.3.2.2 G173.4839+02.4317
Two radio sources, A1 and A2, detected by Purser (2017) in 2012, were detected
in 2018 (see Figure 3.6). A third source, A3, located to the east of A1, was
also detected at 5σ. A1 and A2 manifest a slight increase in flux, however, their
positions have not changed significantly. For example, the peak and integrated
flux of A1 are 0.11±0.02 and 0.22±0.04 mJy while in 2012 the peak and integrated
flux were 0.15±0.02 and 0.16±0.03 mJy respectively. The fluxes of A1 and A2
imply constancy given the large and overlapping uncertainties. Uncertainties in
the fluxes include errors due to calibrations, estimated at 10% of the flux and
added in quadrature. Identifying the nature of the sources is not straightforward
from the limited available information, however, their relative stability in position
and flux, low reddening seen in the 2MASS infrared image and bright Brγ emission
in A1 (Cooper et al., 2013) suggests that they may be HII-regions (Purser, 2017).
Strong Brγ emission is expected from sources whose electron temperatures lie in
the range T=8,000-10,000 K while the electron temperature of weak Brγ emitters
is ∼6000 K (Tambovtseva et al., 2016). A lower resolution observation of the field
by Han et al. (2015), at 4.8 GHz, detected a single emission that encloses both A1
and A2. The spectral index of the emission can be estimated from its flux density
at 4.8 GHz Sν =1.1±0.06 mJy and the rms noise of the field at 1.4 GHz (Condon
et al., 1998), scaled to match the beam of the 4.8 GHz observation (Han et al.,
2015), setting a lower limit on the index, i.e αν > 1.38, further implying that
they may be HII regions. Also, the 2.12µm H2 map by Ginsburg et al. (2009)
does not show clear evidence of outflow, however, Navarete et al. (2015) detected
a single outflow in the SE-NW direction.
While the expansion rates of HII regions can be estimated from observations
of different epochs (Welter, 1980), A1 does not show any significant increase in
size. Detectable displacement of a feature on the ionization front of A1 should
be at least the size of the synthesised beam of the observation, ∼0.′′3. The upper
limit of the velocity needed to cover such a distance is v . 46 km s−1, given the
time difference of five and a half years and the distance of the object. Indeed, the
typical velocities of ionization fronts is ∼10s km s−1 e.g. Butterfield et al. (2018)
and Reynolds (1976).
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Figure 3.6: UKIDSS RGB colour (left) and C-band contour maps (right) of G173.4839+02.4317. The black and red
contours correspond to observations of 2012 (Purser, 2017) and 2018 respectively. Contours levels are -3, 3, 5, 7, 9,
14, 17σ.
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G173.4815+02.4459
The size of the primary beam during the observation of G173.4839+02.4317 en-
abled the detection of another MYSO, G173.4815+02.4459, located in the S
233 star-forming region (Ladeyschikov et al., 2016) i.e α = 05h39m13.02′′ δ =
+35d45m51.3′′. This MYSO, which is also an RMS source, was approximately
52′′ away from the phase centre of the observation. Three radio sources, E1, E3
and E4, were detected within its field unlike in Purser (2017) where six radio
sources were detected. Purser (2017) identified E1, a methanol maser source
(Minier et al., 2000), as a core of an ionized jet while E3 and E4 were classified
as lobes. Indeed the displacement of both E3 and E4 towards the west implies
that they are lobes and their driving sources are located to the east. This field
is known to host three mm cores (Beuther et al. 2002, Beuther et al. 2007b) and
multiple outflows, identified from CO and shock excited H2 emission (Ginsburg
et al. 2009, Navarete et al. 2015, Varricatt et al. 2010). One of the cores is co-
located with E1 (Purser, 2017), reaffirming that it is a core, however, it not clear
if it is the driver of the jet that harbours lobes E3 and E4. The displacement vec-
tors of E3 and E4, shown in Figure 3.7, suggest the presence of a precessing jet or
multiple jet drivers. Magnitudes of the displacements of E3 and E4 are 0.30′′ and
0.18′′, translating to proper motions of 530±50 and 320±30 km s−1 respectively,
assuming that the distance of the source is 2.0±0.4 kpc (Kawamura et al., 1998).
Flux densities of the radio sources, derived from the 2018 observation, were
found to be comparable to the 2012 fluxes (Purser, 2017) i.e 0.35±0.01 mJy,
0.05±0.02 mJy and 0.04±0.02 mJy for E1, E3 and E4 respectively.
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Figure 3.7: Colour map of UKIDSS RGB image of G173.4815+02.4459. Contour maps of the fields at C-band in
2012 (Purser, 2017) and 2018 observations are also shown in black and red colours respectively. Contours levels are
-3, 3, 5, 7, 9, 14, 17σ.
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3.3.2.3 G192.6005-00.0479
G192.6005-00.0479 is located in the S255 star-forming region. Its continuum map
at both C- and K-bands exhibits the presence of a protostellar core, denoted as A
(also known as S255 NIRS 3) and five jet lobes named C, D, F, G and J (see Figure
3.8 and Table 3.6). The core was resolved at both C- and K-bands, showing an
elongation in a NE-SW direction at a position angle of 55◦±1. Its orientation is
similar to the alignment of A, C, D, F, G and J. Moreover, the infrared emission
in the field has a similar orientation, further confirming the presence of a jet in
the NE-SW direction. Besides the protostar, there are other radio sources in the
field, i.e B, E and K that do not show any clear association with NIRS 3. B was
detected at C- but not K-band indicating that it is a non-thermal lobe. Source
K, on the other hand, was detected at K- and not C-band implying that it is
a thermal source, perhaps an HII region. E, detected at both frequency bands
has a spectral index of 1.18±0.08, another potential HII region. Only two of the
radio sources in the field, A and L, have sub-millimetre counterparts (Liu et al.,
2018) i.e thermal cores. L whose sub-millimetre counterpart is SMA2 was weakly
detected at C-band and not K-band where rms noise is 10 mJy/beam. A third
sub-millimetre core, SMA3, does not have a radio counterpart at both C- and
K-bands.
Previous C-band observation of the region by Purser (2017) revealed a similar
distribution of the radio sources. The morphologies of the radio sources are also
comparable. A and C, for example, are elongated in the NE-SW direction even-
though C seems to be evolving into a new shape, perhaps due to an interaction
between the fast-moving particles of the jet and its slow-moving clumpy counter-
parts. Cesaroni et al. (2018) also detected the core, A, and its lobes but their
images were more extended due to the lower resolution of their observations.
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Table 3.6: Positions, flux densities and peak intensities of the radio sources that were detected in the field of G192.6005-00.047
in 2018
Object
Position Integrated Flux (mJy) Peak flux (mJy/Beam) α
CK
Nature
Dec RA C-band K-band C-band K-band
A 06h12′54.02′′ +017◦59′23.1′′ 15.11±0.09 24.72±0.80 11.47± 0.04 11.28± 0.25 0.37±0.02 Core
B 06h12′54.04′′ +017◦59′24.1′′ 0.13±0.03 < 0.06 0.06± 0.02 < 0.12 > −0.58 Lobe
D 06h12′53.84′′ +017◦59′21.9′′ 0.55±0.03 0.27± 0.04 0.32±0.02 0.12± 0.03 −0.53± 0.12 Lobe
E 06h12′54.00′′ +017◦59′26.1′′ 0.17±0.04 0.83± 0.07 0.15±0.02 0.84± 0.04 1.18± 0.08 HII-region
F 06h12′53.74′′ +017◦59′21.78′′ 0.19±0.03 < 0.08 0.06±0.02 < 0.12 > −0.64 Lobe
G 06h12′54.33′′ +017◦59′24.5′′ 0.65±0.04 0.26± 0.05 0.34±0.02 0.11± 0.03 −0.68± 0.15 Lobe
J 06h12′53.80′′ +017◦59′22.1′′ 0.17±0.03 < 0.07 0.07±0.02 < 0.12 > −0.66 Lobe
K 06h12′54.07′′ +017◦59′23.7′′ <0.05 0.30± 0.06 < 0.12 0.10± 0.02 > 1.33 HII-region
L 06h12′53.85′′ +017◦59′23.5′′ 0.09±0.02 <0.07 0.05±0.01 < 0.12 < 0.11 thermal core
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Figure 3.8: RGB colour image of G192.6005-00.0479’s field made from UKIDSS J,H,K images. Contours of C- and
K-band emission of the field are also shown at levels 3, 5, 7, 11, 20, 50, 150, 300 & 900σ, in blue and black colours
respectively. The red asterisks represent locations of sub-millimetre cores in the field (Liu et al., 2018).
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Properties of S255 NIRS 3
The core of G192.6005-00.0479, also known as S255 NIRS 3, is a thermal radio
source of spectral index 0.36±0.05. It displayed a significant rise in flux density af-
ter July 2016 (Cesaroni et al., 2018). The flux density in 2012 was 0.79±0.02 mJy
(Purser, 2017), a value comparable to Cesaroni et al. (2018)’s estimates of March
and July 2016. Cesaroni et al. (2018) monitored the core from 11th March 2016
to 27th December 2016, a period totalling six epochs, following earlier reports of
maser flaring (Fujisawa et al., 2015) and IR brightening (Stecklum et al., 2016)
of the source. Their observations at both C- and K-bands manifest a clear in-
crease in flux density of the core as shown on the right-hand panel of Figure 3.9.
There is a time-gap of approximately one year between the start of the rise in
the intensity of methanol masers and IR emission, and the onset of outburst in
radio emission. This period may be interpreted as the time taken by the central
object to accrete the material, eject part of the accreted mass, and allow for the
travel of the ejected particles away from the vicinity of the central object.
The data from Cesaroni et al. (2018), Purser (2017) and this observation,
shown in Table 3.7, were plotted to display the changes in the flux of the core for
the period covering the eight epochs. As observed by Cesaroni et al. (2018), the
core experienced an exponential rise in radio flux after July 2016. However, the
observation of 2018 shows a clear deviation of the fluxes from the initial trend
of the outburst. Whereas this deviation suggests that the outburst is either on
a decline or plateauing, its methanol maser light curve (Szymczak et al., 2018)
points to a decline. More evidence of the decline was reported by Liu et al. (2018)
after analysing the source’s 900µm continuum emission and 349.1 GHz methanol
maser emission.
Predicting the nature of the outburst is not straightforward given the large
Table 3.7: Flux densities of the S255 NIRS3 at different epochs, from 2012
(Purser, 2017) to 2018. The 2016 data were taken from Cesaroni et al. (2018).
Date
2012 2016 2018
Nov. Mar. Jul. Aug. Oct Nov. Dec. Mar.
Wavelength (mJy) (mJy) (mJy) (mJy) (mJy) (mJy) (mJy) (mJy)
λ = 1.34 cm − 2.7±0.3 2.2±0.2 3.1±0.3 6.6±0.7 11±1 18±2 15.11±0.09
λ = 5.00 cm 0.79±0.08 0.87±0.09 0.79±0.08 1.1±0.1 2.6±0.3 4.8±0.5 7.9±0.8 24.72±0.80
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Figure 3.9: Evolution of spectral index (left) and the fluxes (right) of the outburst.
Least square fits of the functions used to predict the trend of the fluxes and
spectral index of the outburst are also shown in continuous lines. The horizontal
line of the right panel is the approximate flux of the source at quiescence. Day
zero corresponds to onset of the outburst.
time gap between data from Cesaroni et al. (2018) and the 2018 observation. To
understand it further, the evolution of its spectral index was studied (see left
panel of Figure 3.9). The spectral index of the outburst, at each of the epochs,
was derived using a combination of data from 2018 observation and the C- and
K-band data from Cesaroni et al. (2018). Uncertainties in the fluxes were all
assumed to be 10% of the flux for consistency with the errors used in Cesaroni
et al. (2018). The indices show a continuous decrease with time i.e αν =0.84±0.06
in March 2016, 0.76±0.06 in July 2016 during the early stages of the outburst and
0.36±0.05 on the six hundred and twenty seventh day of the outburst. Taking
10th July 2016 as the onset of the outburst i.e t = 0 (Cesaroni et al., 2018),
the spectral index αν of the radio emission shows a linear relation with time t i.e
αν = −(6.5±0.5×10−4)t+0.75±0.01. If the linear trend continues, the emission
from the outburst should transition into the optically thin regime (αν = −0.1)
after ∼ 1400 days unless a restoring mechanism acts. The continued downward
trend in spectral index implies a constant drop in optical depth. Some of the
factors that can result in the decline of the optical depth along a line of sight
through the jet are; a drop in the jet number density n, a decrease in the path
length through the jet ∆s, a rise in the temperature T of the jet and a drop in
its ionization fraction x (Reynolds, 1986) i.e τ = κν∆s = aκn
2x2T−1.35ν−2.1∆s.
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Effectively, the drop in optical depth suggests a number of possibilities which
may include a combination of; recombination of charged particles, a decrease in
the jet density due to expansion and diffusion of jet particles. While a model of
an expanding ionized gas, suggested by Cesaroni et al. (2018), has the potential
of explaining some of the features of the outburst, the anti-correlation in the
evolution of its flux and spectral index suggests the presence of non-thermal
emission near the core whose intensity increases with the outburst. A similar
property is seen in nova outbursts e.g Nelson et al. (2014).
Evolution of the spectral index during the outburst shows a well-behaved
linear correlation with time, implying that the knowledge can be used to predict
the flux of the source at a given frequency. The equation, logSC = logSK +
αν(t) log
(
ν
C
ν
K
)
, where log
(
ν
C
ν
K
)
is the slope and logS
K
is an intercept, relates
the C-band flux SC , C- and K-band frequencies νC and νK respectively, evolving
spectral index αν(t) and evolution time of an outburst t. The collinearity between
logSC and αν(t) implies that logSC has a linear relation with time as well. Least-
squares fitting of a logarithmic function of the form described above on the flux
vs time data points displays a trend that points to a plateauing outburst.
Finally, in addition to continuum emission, S255 NIRS 3 radiates 6.7 GHz
methanol maser emission and 22.2 GHz water maser emission. Contour maps of
the intensities of the water and methanol maser emission for the 2018 observation
are shown in Figure 3.10. The methanol maser is marginally resolved and does
not show a clear morphology of its distribution, however, the water masers trace
a resolved structure that is well aligned with the continuum emission. Moscadelli
et al. (2017) compared the locations of the 6.7 GHz methanol maser, before and
during the outburst, and noticed that most of the maser locations were closer to
the core during the outburst, implying a change in the circumstellar environment
of the source (Cesaroni et al., 2018). Szymczak et al. (2018) analysed data, col-
lected through long-term monitoring of 6.7 GHz methanol maser emission from
S255 NIRS 3, reporting a rise in its intensity in two epochs. In the 2018 observa-
tion, the flux density of the emission is 43.4±2.7 mJy, comparable to its intensity
during quiescence. The intensity map of the water masers displays three peaks
which are potential locations of the jets’ knots. The peaks are arranged in a linear
fashion with angular separation between A, B and C displaying a quasi-regular
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pattern, implying that the processes that are responsible for their formation may
be semi-regular i.e periodic ejection or precession.
Radio Lobes in G192.6005-00.0479
Four radio sources, D, F, G and J, were found to have negative spectral indices,
typical of non-thermal lobes. They are also aligned in a direction similar to the
orientation of the radio emission of A and infrared emission in the field. This
implies that they are lobes of a jet whose core is A. B and K, located to the north
of A are its closest neighbours, however, the location of B and spectral index of K
are inconsistent with lobes of a jet that is driven by A. K is a thermal radio source
of spectral index α > 1.33 while B is a non-thermal lobe whose index α > −0.58.
A spectral index map of the field was generated from C- and K- band data of
similar uv-coverage. The full uv-coverage of C- and K- band data are 11−950 kλ
and 37 − 2600 kλ respectively, however, the overlap which occurs at 38-950kλ
was used. The map, shown in Figure 3.11, reveals the thermal core A and two
non-thermal lobes, G and D. G and D appear to be internal bow-shocks similar
to the bow shocks seen in the infrared image of HH212 (Reipurth et al., 2019).
They are the brightest radio lobes in the field and their orientation, clearly seen
in the K-band observation of 2018, is also perpendicular to the direction of the
flow of jet particles i.e perpendicular to line GD. J and F, on the other hand,
seem to stem out of D, perhaps due to a build-up of pressure occasioned by the
accumulation of energy and materials at the bow shock. The misalignment of
some of the radio lobes e.g D, J and F, also suggests precession. A precession
model of precession angle α = 2◦ and period p =50 years, assuming that the jet
drives out mass at a velocity v =500 km s−1 and is inclined at an angle of 90◦
seems to fit the distribution of the radio sources (see Figure 3.11).
Considering that the bow shocks, G and D, maybe internal and not termi-
nating shocks, it is not possible to estimate the kinematic length and age of the
jet with certainty. However, the angular separations of D and G from core A
are ∼ 2.5′′ and 4.8′′ respectively, translating to physical distances of 0.02 pc and
0.04 pc respectively. Assuming a jet velocity of 500 km s−1 implies that it took
39 years and 78 years for the jet particles to travel from the core to D and G
respectively. Their minimum energy and minimum magnetic field strengths, cal-
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Figure 3.10: Colour map of 6 GHz continuum emission and contour maps of
6.7 GHz and 22.2 GHz maser emission are shown in gray and white colours re-
spectively. The red asterisk represents the K-band location of the core.
culated from equipartition theorem described in section 2.5.2.3, are 4.5×1041 ergs
and 1.1 mG respectively. In both F and J, the minimum B-field is 0.8 mG while
their minimum energies are 2.3×1041 ergs and 2.1×1041 ergs respectively.
The lobes do not show any significant change in position and flux. There are,
however, slight angular displacements displayed by the peak emissions of C and
D. Adjacent to lobe D is a new lobe labelled J. This lobe was not detected in
2012 (Purser, 2017), perhaps a new condensation, stemming out of D (see Figure
3.12). The angular displacements of the peaks of C and D were found to be 0.2′′
and 0.14′′, translating to proper motions of 316±30 km s−1 and 220±20 km s−1
respectively, at the distance of the core i.e 1.8 kpc. Also, the fluxes of the lobes
are relatively constant between the two epochs (see the right panel of Figure
3.12). The flux of D in 2012 was compared with the sum of the fluxes of D and
J in 2018 since J may be part of D in the 2012 observation.
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Figure 3.11: Spectral index map (top) and corresponding errors (bottom) of the
field. The indices were only calculated if the flux of a pixel is higher than 3σ in
both frequency bands. The dashed lines represent a precession model in which
the jet is perpendicular to the line of sight.
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Figure 3.12: Left: Comparing the locations of the radio sources in G192.6005-
00.0479. Their positions in 2012 are shown in black contours while 2018 locations
are represented by the red contours. Right: Comparing the C-band fluxes of the
radio lobes that are associated with core A. Blue dots represent the fluxes in 2018
while the black dots represent 2012 fluxes.
3.3.2.4 G196.4542−01.6777
The C-band map of the field, star-forming region S269 (Jiang et al., 2003), man-
ifests emission from two radio sources, an extended emission that harbours three
other radio sources; A1, A2 and A3, and a point source labelled A4 (see Figure
3.13). The orientation of the C-band emission is comparable to the alignment of
infrared emission in the field, suggesting that A1, A2, A3 and A4 are components
of a jet aligned in the same direction. A near-infrared study of the region by
Jiang et al. (2003) also detected H2 emission knots that are aligned in a NE-SW
direction. A2 was detected at both C- and K-bands while A1, A3 and A4 were
only detected at C-band, implying that A2 is the core of the jet and A1, A3 and
A4 are its non-thermal lobes. The spectral index map of the field, derived from
images of similar uv-coverage, also confirms that A2 is the core while the rest
are non-thermal lobes (see Figure 3.14). A list of the radio sources, their flux
densities and spectral indices is given in Table 3.8. The radio sources do not show
significant changes in flux and position except the flux of A1 which dropped by
∼25%.
Besides continuum emission, radiation from methanol and water masers were
also detected in the field. The methanol and water masers are of frequencies
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6.7 GHz and 22.2 GHz, and flux densities 6.4±0.4 mJy and 34±7 mJy respectively.
Their peaks are located ∼0.3 ′′ and 0.5 ′′ to the SW of the core. The peak of
the 6.7 GHz emission coincides with the location A3 while that of the 22.2 GHz
emission manifest an elongation that spreads from A3 towards the SW (see Figure
3.15). These masers appear to be tracing the outer parts of the jet, away from
the core.
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Figure 3.13: Left: RGB map of UKIDSS J, H, K images. Right: C- and K-band contours are of levels; -3, 3, 7, 11,
14, 17, 25σ and -3, 3, 6, 9σ, shown in blue and black colours respectively.
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Table 3.8: C-band positions, flux densities and spectral indices of radio sources within
the field of G196.4542−01.6777
Object
Position Integrated Flux (mJy) α
CK
Nature
Dec RA C-band K-band
A1 06h14′37.09′′ +013◦49′36.6′′ 0.30±0.02 <0.08 <-1.33 Lobe
A2 06h14′37.06′′ +013◦49′36.4′′ 0.10±0.02 0.13±0.02 0.20± 0.19 Core
A3 06h14′37.05′′ +013◦49′36.2′′ 0.09±0.02 < 0.05 < −0.44 Lobe
A4 06h14′36.98′′ +013◦49′35.8′′ 0.07±0.02 < 0.05 < −0.25 Lobe
3.3.3 Mass Loss Rates
The morphology and spectral indices of the central MYSOs suggest that they
have cores that drive out winds whose density ρ decreases with distance r as
ρ ∝ r−2, except A1 in G173.4839+02.4317 which may be a HII region. The mass-
loss rates of the cores were estimated by Purser (2017). However, the mass-loss
rate of S255 NIRS3 was re-calculated using the C-band flux of 2018 since it was in
outburst. In the calculations, the jet parameters that were adopted in Cesaroni
et al. (2018) were used i.e a terminal velocity vt = 900 km s
−1, ionisation fraction
xo = 0.14 and an inclination angle of 85
o, giving a comparable mass loss rate of
M˙ = 3.1± 0.2× 10−5 Myr−1. This rate is approximately an order of magnitude
higher than its rate during quiescence i.e 2.91±2.19×10−6 Myr−1 (Purser, 2017).
Assuming Mout
Macc
∼ 0.1 implies an accretion rate M˙acc = 3.1 × 10−4 Myr−1 which
is lower than the estimate from Caratti o Garatti et al. (2017), suggesting that
the factor of 10% under-estimates accretion rates. Indeed Hartigan et al. (1994)
finds the ratio to be ∼1% in low mass stars, a value that generates a rate that is
comparable to Caratti o Garatti et al. (2017).
3.4 Conclusion
• Protostellar jets have cores whose positions are relatively fixed. Their lobes,
however, are transitional objects that undergo noticeable positional variabil-
ity. Fluxes of both cores and lobes manifest variability in some MYSOs.
Flux variability in MYSO cores can be attributed to accretion activities
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Figure 3.14: Spectral index (top) and error (bottom) maps of the field. C- and
K-band contours are also shown at levels; -3, 3, 7, 13, 18, 25, 50σ and -3, 3, 5, 7,
11σ respectively.
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Figure 3.15: Contour maps of C-band continuum (black), 6.7 GHz methanol
masers (red), and 22.2 GHz water masers (blue) emission of G196.4542
−01.6777. Their contour levels are -3, 3, 7, 14, 18 & 27σ; -3, 3, 5, 7, 15 & 25σ,
and -3, 3, 5, & 7σ respectively
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while in lobes, diffusion and recombination of ionized particles can result in
lower fluxes. Conversely, higher magnetic flux density and energised flow
can result in a higher radio flux.
• Estimates of the proper motions of the jet knots/lobes manifest a wide
range of jet velocities. The minimum and maximum estimates were found
to be 170±70 km s−1 and 650±50 km s−1 respectively. The spread in proper
motion is evident even within a single jet, implying that the lobes un-
dergo periods of acceleration and deceleration as they move away from
the core. A keen look at the change in the position of the lobes suggests
that they move both radially and tangentially manifesting precession e.g in
G133.7150+01.215.
• The study of S255 NIRS3, in outburst, revealed that it emits free-free emis-
sion whose opacity reduces as the outburst evolves, consistent with a model
of an expanding jet bubble or a bubble of diffusing or recombining particles.
Predictions suggest that the outburst is either plateauing or declining. The
mass-loss rate of S255 NIRS3 during outburst shows that massive proto-
stars are capable of attaining the high accretion rates needed to overcome
radiation pressure through accretion bursts.
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Chapter 4
Radio Emission From Jets of
Massive Protostars
4.1 Introduction
Cores of massive protostellar jets radiate thermal emission that are detectable as
radio continuum at centimetre wavelengths (Purser et al. 2016, Moscadelli et al.
2016). To date, the model that has been used as a standard for interpreting
the nature of the emission is the analytic model by Reynolds (1986). Other
models, on the other hand, employ specific theories to simulate the properties
of particular objects e.g Shang et al. (2004). Most simulations of the jets focus
on their hydrodynamics properties, for example, how they are collimated (Canto
et al., 1988) or entrained (Lee et al., 2001). Additional properties of interest
include; precession (Smith & Rosen, 2005), pulsation (Stone & Norman, 1993b),
and their interaction with ambient medium and disk winds (Tabone et al., 2018).
Having verified the thermal nature of the cores in Chapters 2 and 3, it was im-
perative to simulate their continuum emission, first, to compare the results with
Reynolds (1986) model, and secondly, to simulate variability properties of their
emission, which cannot be explicitly inferred from the Reynolds (1986) model
e.g. monitoring of flux variability. The simulation is a two-step process. It starts
with modelling the hydrodynamics properties of the jets followed by calculat-
ing the intensities of their emission using a ray-tracing code. This is the first
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study that involves calculations of radio emission from numerically solved hydro-
dynamics jets, at several epochs, comparable to long-term monitoring of a jet.
The calculated spectra also cover a wide range of radio wavelengths, from 0.1 to
100 GHz.
Owing to the integral nature of the hydrodynamics segment of the simulations,
a large section of this chapter is dedicated to describing the characteristics of
numerical hydrodynamics simulations, and the hydrodynamics code that was
used in the calculations. The nature of the hydrodynamics jets, generated during
the testing of the code, are also described in detail. The second part of the
chapter details how the emission was calculated and analysed.
4.2 Description of Jets
Jets, defined as narrow streams of fast-moving fluids, are ever-present in nature.
Examples of jets that we interact with every day include; jets from showers,
garden sprinklers and cosmetic sprays (Eggers & Villermaux, 2008). On the
largest scales are the astrophysical jets. All jets, regardless of size and power,
can be simulated as fast-moving particles that flowing through a stationary or
slow-moving surrounding medium. Simulations of astrophysical jets assume that
the jets and their ambient medium are made up of pure fluids even though they
have small traces of dust, ∼1%. Furthermore, the inter-particle distances in the
fluids are large enough to assume that the force of attraction between them is
weak, and the viscous drag is negligible. The jets can thus be treated as inviscid
fluids flowing through undisturbed and slowly varying ambient media of higher
density.
Both pure hydrodynamics and magneto-hydrodynamics jet models can repro-
duce some properties of real jets. Pure hydrodynamic jets are characterised by
beams of thermal matter, at supersonic speed, enveloped by working surfaces
and cocoons (Norman et al., 1982). These working surfaces are associated with
shocks (Raga & Noriega-Crespo, 1993) whose strengths are determined by the
Mach number of the beam. The shocks can emit radiation at almost all frequen-
cies (Rodr´ıguez et al. 2012a, Gu¨del et al. 2007) e.g DG Tau’s HH 159. X-ray jets,
for example, emit due to heating at the shocks (Takasao et al., 2017) when their
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fast-moving particles decelerate while radio jets emit via free-free and synchrotron
processes.
An idealised stellar jet has three main parts; a jet beam, a cocoon and a
bow shock at its front (Chernin et al., 1994) as illustrated in Figure 4.1. Its
beam is the region along the r = 0 axis. It has the lowest number density and
contains most of the collimated and ionized particles at supersonic speeds. Most
of the ejections from the core flow through this region. Jet beams are expected
to take the shape of a cone of a given opening angle but the rate at which mass
flows through them can be approximated assuming a cylindrical geometry i.e
zero opening angle. The mass-loss rate M˙j through a bipolar cylindrical jet of
radius rj, density ρj and velocity vj is therefore equal to M˙j = 2pir
2
jρjvj (Smith,
2004). This rate is expected to reduce as a protostar evolves. Considering low
mass classification of protostars, jets of Class 0 protostars of number densities nj
are expected to have a higher mass-loss rate compared to more evolved Class II
objects (e.g see equations 4.1 and 4.2; Smith 2004)
Class 0 M˙j ≈ 1.3× 10−5
( rj
500AU
)2( nj
105 cm−3
)( vj
100 kms−1
)
Myr−1 (4.1)
Class II M˙j ≈ 1.6× 10−8
( rj
100AU
)2( nj
103 cm−3
)( vj
300 kms−1
)
Myr−1 (4.2)
Outside the beam is the jet cocoon which is a region of shocked ambient gas.
At the boundary of a jet beam and cocoon, supersonic beam particles drag the
ambient gas as they flow, causing Kelvin-Helmholtz, Rayleigh-Taylor and thermal
instabilities within the jets (Micono et al., 1998). The instabilities give rise to a
dense shell that harbours filaments and blobs (de Gouveia dal Pino et al., 1996).
This region has a higher number density of particles compared to the beam. Its
temperature is equally high due to collisional heating.
As the front part of the beam interacts with the subsonic ambient medium,
a bow shock, commonly known as the Herbig-Haro (HH) object is formed at the
2Astrophysical Research With Enhanced Numerics
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Figure 4.1: The distribution of density of particles of an adiabatic jet of mass-loss
rate M˙ =10−6 Myr−1, velocity v=500 km s−1 and age t=140,000 years. The jet,
generated using the ARWEN2 code (developed by J. Pittard), was injected into
an ambient medium of density ρa=10
6 cm−3 and temperature T=100 K. The jet
is axisymmetric and its lower part is a reflection of the upper section about the
line r = 0.0 pc. It was simulated on an 800 × 200 grid.
jet head. They are the most powerful and brightest shocks in a jet. Other weaker
shocks, called knots, also form along the beam and perhaps the cocoon. Shock
waves (or simply shocks) are formed when a wave moves faster (supersonic) than
the sound speed in a medium. They are distinguished from other kinds of waves
by their abrupt discontinuity in pressure, temperature and density.
4.3 Numerical Hydrodynamic Simulations
4.3.1 Introduction
The simulation of astrophysical processes and systems is a computational astro-
physics technique which makes use of computing tools to imitate the astrophysical
processes and systems. Numerical simulations in astrophysics can be traced back
to the 1950s and 1960s (Norman, 1997), however, notable astrophysical compu-
tational hydrodynamics started in the late 1960s and early 1970s (Larson 1969,
Wilson 1971). Both Larson (1969) and Wilson (1971) simulated the formation of
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a star under the influence of gravity. Later, more powerful hydrodynamics codes
e.g GADGET (Springel et al., 2001) were developed to simulate more complex
cases such as the interaction of galaxies and the formation of structures in the
early universe.
Numerical simulation is a powerful tool that is used by both engineers and
scientists to conduct virtual experiments. Astronomers, for example, cannot mon-
itor the life of a star from birth to death but can reproduce such processes by
numerically solving the equations of hydrodynamics that govern the processes.
Through simulations, therefore, astronomers have an opportunity to emulate evo-
lution of stars, astrophysical jets, galaxies and other objects in detail even though
in reality they can only observe what nature sends to Earth (Zingale, 2014) and
take snapshots of their features. Secondly, simulations provide astronomers with
an opportunity to probe additional dimensions of structures (Norman, 1997).
There are various numerical techniques for fluid dynamics (Teyssier, 2015)
e.g. smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH), grid-based hydrodynamics and
moving mesh codes. Both SPH and moving mesh techniques are not discussed
here. The techniques make use of equations that describe physical processes and
initial conditions, normally estimated from observations, to solve the equations
numerically and monitor how physical quantities such as density and temperature
evolve with time. Some of the numerical hydrodynamics codes that are used in
astronomy include; FLASH (Fryxell et al., 2000), ZEUS-3D (Clarke, 2010), VH-1
(Hawley et al., 2012), PLUTO (Mignone et al., 2007), ATHENA (Stone et al.,
2008), RAMSES (Teyssier, 2002), ENZO (Bryan et al., 2014), AREPO (Springel,
2010) and GIZMO (Hopkins, 2015).
4.3.2 Equations of Hydrodynamics
The properties of real gases can be approximated by assuming that they behave
like an ideal gas. An ideal gas is one whose particles are identical, have a volume
that is negligible compared to gas scales or volumes and only experience force
when they undergo elastic collision within negligible time (Adkins, 1983). Real
gases tend to behave like an ideal gas when their densities are low and temper-
atures are high e.g in various astrophysical flows. A gas can be described by
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any of the following quantities; density, number density, velocity, temperature,
sound speed, isothermal sound speed, pressure, internal energy, internal and to-
tal specific energies and total specific enthalpy. Three of the quantities namely
density, velocity and internal specific energy are independent variables while the
rest are not i.e all the other quantities are linked to these three. An equation
relating pressure, P , number density, N and temperature, T , of an ideal gas is
given as P = NkBT =
ρkBT
µ
, where kB and µ are Boltzmann’s constant and the
gas particles’ mean mass respectively.
The movements of fluid particles can be described mathematically by fluid
dynamics equations, derived from conservation laws of their energy, mass and
momentum. The equations govern signal/fluid propagation and changes in the
fluid variables with time. They can be presented as a set of partial differential or
integral equations (Murawski & Lee, 2011). Solving partial differential equations
(PDE), in a suitable coordinate system, can be done numerically using any of
the three widely used grid-based techniques i.e finite-difference, finite-volume or
finite-element methods (Guille´n-Gonza´lez & Redondo-Neble 2014, Murawski &
Lee 2011).
The flow of fluids can be described as Eulerian or Lagrangian (Rieutord, 2015).
In a Lagrangian flow, a fluid element is tracked in space and time while in a Eu-
lerian flow an element is watched as it passes through a specific location in space.
The properties of a fluid element in a Lagrangian flow are estimated by follow-
ing the element as it moves while in a Eulerian flow a field of the property is
utilised as illustrated on Figure 4.2 (Shadloo et al., 2016). PDEs of hydrodynam-
ics processes can be written to describe either of the two forms of flow (Rieutord,
2015).
The hydrodynamic equations, also known as the Euler equations, are a set
of non-linear hyperbolic PDEs derived from conservation laws of a compressible,
adiabatic, inviscid fluid with zero thermal conductivity and magnetic field. The
equations can be derived by considering a fluid’s conserved quantities namely
mass density ρ, momentum components ρux,y,z and total energy per unit mass E
(Toro, 2009) as described in the next section.
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Figure 4.2: An illustration showing a Eulerian flow to the left and a Lagrangian
one on the right (Shadloo et al., 2016).
4.3.2.1 Conservation of Mass
This law says that mass flowing into and out of a fluid element is conserved.
Consider a fluid element of volume dV and surface area dS. The total mass
of fluid within the element and its time derivative are given by
˝
V
ρdV and
d
dt
˝
V
ρdV respectively. The change in mass within the volume element with
time, d
dt
˝
V
ρdV , is equivalent to the mass flux through its surface −‚
S
(ρ~u).~n dS.
Thus d
dt
˝
V
ρdV = −‚
S
(ρ~u).~n dS; where ~u and ~n are a velocity vector and a unit
vector normal to the surface of fluid element dS. Applying the Leibniz integral
rule on the left hand side of the equation and the divergence theorem to its right
hand side yields
˝
V
∂
∂t
ρdV = −˝
V
∇ · (ρ~u)dV which is the mass conservation
equation, ∂ρ
∂t
+∇ · (ρ~u) = 0.
4.3.2.2 Conservation of Momentum
The conservation of momentum of flowing fluids can be derived from Newton’s
second law of motion which states that the rate of change of momentum of a
body is proportional to the total forces causing it and takes place in the direction
of the forces. Some of the forces acting on a fluid element are related to its
body e.g gravity while others result from the fluid element surface e.g viscosity
and pressure. The rate of change in momentum within the volume element and
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through its surface are equivalent to d
dt
˝
V
ρ~udV and
‚
S
ρ~u~u.~n dS respectively; as
a result, the linear momentum equation can be written as:
∑
~F =
d
dt
˚
V
ρ~udV +
‹
S
ρ~u~u.~n dS (4.3)
Here, only the force due to pressure P exerted by particles surrounding the ele-
ment is considered i.e force F = −‚
S
P~ndS. This is because the flow is assumed
to be non-viscous and the gravity acting on the particles is assumed to be negli-
gible. Substituting this force with the sum of forces in equation 4.3 and writing
P~n in-terms of a unit tensor ~I as P ~I · ~n yields d
dt
˝
V
ρ~udV +
‚
S
ρ~u~u · ~n dS =
−‚
S
P~ndS = −‚
S
P ~I.~ndS, the momentum conservation equation. Introduction
of a unit tensor allows for the use of divergence theorem on the surface integrals,
giving:
d
dt
˚
V
(ρ~u) dV +
˚
V
∇ · (ρ~u~u) dV = −
˚
V
∇ ·
(
P ~I
)
dV (4.4)
The volume integral can then be removed because any arbitrary volume can be
chosen, giving;
∂
∂t
(ρ~u) = −∇ ·
(
ρ~u~u+ P ~I
)
(4.5)
Rearranging it gives:
∂
∂t
(ρ~u) +∇ · (ρ~u~u) +∇P = 0 (4.6)
4.3.2.3 Conservation of Energy
Conservation of energy states that the rate of change of energy in a system is
equivalent to the change in its internal heat and the work done by the system.
It can be represented mathematically in a manner similar to the first law of
thermodynamics as δQ = dU + pdV . The total energy density of a fluid is given
by the sum of its internal energy density U
V
= eρ and kinetic energy density
Ke
V
= 1
2
ρu2 i.e ρ(1
2
u2 + e) = ρ, where e, ρ and  are its internal specific energy,
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physical density and 1
2
u2 + e respectively. The total energy of the system is
thus given by E =
´
V
ρ(1
2
u2 + e)dV . Clearly, part of this energy is transferred
through the fluid surface S as heat while the rest does work on the surface due to
pressure P that builds up as the energy increases. This relationship between the
change in energy, heat transfer and work done on a system can be represented
mathematically as shown below:
∂
∂t
ˆ
V
ρ(
1
2
u2 + e)dV = −
ˆ
S
ρ(
1
2
u2 + e)~u · ~ndS −
ˆ
S
P~u · ~ndS
ˆ
V
∂
∂t
ρ(
1
2
u2 + e)dV = −
ˆ
V
∇ ·
(
ρ(
1
2
u2 + e)~u
)
dV −
ˆ
V
∇ · P~udV
(4.7)
The differential form of the equation is given as:
∂ρ
∂t
+∇ ·
(
ρ(
1
2
u2 + e)~u
)
+∇ · P~u = 0 (4.8)
∂ρ
∂t
+∇ · ρ~u+∇ · P~u = 0 (4.9)
4.3.2.4 Material Derivatives
The material derivative is a measure of the rate at which a quantity changes
with both time and position as it flows through a given gradient. It provides a
means to compute the flow fields of fluids. The derivative is also known as total
derivative, convective derivative, substantial derivative, substantive derivative or
co-moving derivative. With the derivative, the Eulerian form of hydrodynamics
equations can be transformed into Lagrangian; also known as non-conservative
form of the conservation equations. Equation 4.10 illustrates how the derivative
is related to the rate of change of a physical quantity f = f(x, t) at a particular
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point O that is fixed in space (see Figure 4.3).
Df
Dt
=
d
dt
f
(
x(t), y(t), z(t)
)
=
∂f
∂t
+
dx
dt
∂f
∂x
+
dy
dt
∂f
∂y
+
dz
dt
∂f
∂z
=
∂f
∂t
+ ux
∂f
∂x
+ uy
∂f
∂y
+ uz
∂f
∂z
=
∂f
∂t
+ ~u · ∇f
(4.10)
In the equation, ux, uy, uz and x, y, z are the fluid element’s velocity and position
components respectively. The equation can be written generally as D
Dt
= ∂
∂t
+~u·∇.
To demonstrate its need further, consider Figure 4.3. It is clear that the velocity
of a fluid particle changes as it flows along a line of flow e.g through O, leading
to acceleration as it passes the constriction. Such a description is plainly ignored
in the conservative form where emphasis is given to a single point in space (e.g
point O).
Figure 4.3: An illustration showing fluid flowing through a tube of flow.
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4.3.3 The Lagrangian Forms of the Hydrodynamics Equa-
tion
4.3.3.1 Mass Conservation Equation
The mass conservation equation, ∂ρ
∂t
+∇ · (ρ~u) = 0, also known as continuity
equation can be written in Lagrangian form by writing its second term ∇ · (ρ~u)
as ρ∇ · ~u+ ~u · ∇ρ (vector identity). The equation then becomes:
∂ρ
∂t
+ ρ∇ · ~u+ ~u · ∇ρ = 0
∂ρ
∂t
+ ~u · ∇ρ+ ρ∇ · ~u = 0
Dρ
Dt
+ ρ∇ · ~u = 0
(4.11)
4.3.3.2 The Momentum Conservation Equation
The first and second term of the momentum conservation equation (Eq 4.6) can
be written as ρ∂~u
∂t
+~u∂ρ
∂t
and∇·(ρ~u~u) = ~u∇·(ρ~u)+ρ~u·∇~u respectively resulting;
ρ
∂~u
∂t
+ ~u
∂ρ
∂t
+ ~u∇ · (ρ~u) + ρ~u · ∇~u+∇P = 0. (4.12)
This yields,
ρ
(∂~u
∂t
+ ~u · ∇~u
)
+ ~u
(∂ρ
∂t
+∇ · (ρ~u)
)
=
0
+∇P = 0. (4.13)
The term ∂ρ
∂t
+ ∇ · (ρ~u) in equation 4.13 is the continuity equation which is
equivalent to zero. Hence, the final Lagrangian form of the momentum equation
is:
ρ
(∂~u
∂t
+ ~u · ∇~u
)
+∇P = ρD~u
Dt
+∇P = 0 (4.14)
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4.3.3.3 The Equation of Conservation of Energy
The first and second terms in the equation of conservation of energy, equation
4.9, can also be expanded. This yields:
ρ
∂
∂t
+ 
∂ρ
∂t
+ ∇ · ρ~u+ ρ~u · ∇+∇ · P~u = 0
ρ
(∂
∂t
+ ~u · ∇
)
+ 
(∂ρ
∂t
+∇ · ρ~u
)
=
0
+∇ · P~u = 0 (4.15)
and the Lagrangian form for the conservation of energy equation:
ρ
D
Dt
+ P∇ · ~u = 0 (4.16)
4.3.4 Numerical Methods
A numerical method is a technique which approximates the result of a mathe-
matical problem whose exact solution cannot be determined. Methods used in
hydrodynamic calculations are finite difference, finite volume or finite element,
all of which rely on discretization.
4.3.4.1 The Finite Difference Method
In finite differencing, a continuous function, e.g the 1D advection equation shown
in 4.17, is discretized along grid points. In the equation, q is the flux of the
quantity being advected, u is the velocity of flow and x is the co-ordinate of flow.
∂q
∂t
+ u
∂q
∂x
= 0 (4.17)
Derivatives and fluxes in the equations can be approximated by expanding the
equation using the Taylor series:
f(x) = f(a) + f ′(a)(x− a) + f ′′(a)(x− a)
2
2!
+ f ′′′(a)
(x− a)3
3!
+ ....
+fn(a)
(x− a)n
n!
+ ....
(4.18)
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So if ui is the velocity of the system at i
th location, its value at i+1th point, ui+1,
is:
ui+1 = ui +
(
∂u
∂x
)
i
∆x+
(
∂2u
∂x2
)
i
(∆x)2
2!
+
(
∂3u
∂x3
)
i
(∆x)3
3!
+ ....
+
(
∂nu
∂xn
)
i
(∆x)n
n!
+ ....
(4.19)
This equation can be rearranged to approximate the function’s first derivative:(
∂u
∂x
)
i
=
ui+1 − ui
∆x
+
(
∂2u
∂x2
)
i
(∆x)
2!
+
(
∂3u
∂x3
)
i
(∆x)2
3!
+ ....
+
(
∂nu
∂xn
)
i
(∆x)n−1
n!
+ ....
(4.20)
If equation 4.20 is truncated in such a manner that only the first order terms are
included then it is said to be first order accurate i.e (∂u
∂x
)i =
ui+1−ui
∆x
+ O(∆x),
where O(∆x) is the difference between the actual value of the derivative and
its approximation (Zingale, 2014). A numerical equation of the form (∂u
∂x
)i =
ui+1−ui
∆x
+O(∆x) is said to be forward difference and first order accurate. Similarly,
there is a rearward difference equation where a preceding value is used i.e (∂u
∂x
)i =
ui−ui−1
∆x
+ O(∆x). Apart from forward and rearward differencing, there is also
a central difference equation which makes use of both successive and preceding
points: (
∂u
∂x
)
i
=
ui+1 − ui−1
2∆x
+O
(
∆x2
)
(4.21)
This finite difference method is called a central differencing scheme and its equa-
tion is second order accurate.
4.3.4.2 The Finite Volume Method
Unlike the finite difference method where discretisation is associated with a point
in space, discrete data in the finite volume method are represented by averages
within assigned control volumes, also known as cells. For example, the average
value of the function f(x, t) at the ith cell, bounded by interfaces at i − 1
2
and
i + 1
2
, can be written and illustrated as shown in equation 4.22 and Figure 4.4
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respectively.
< fi >=
1
∆xi
ˆ xi+1/2
xi−1/2
f(x)dx (4.22)
Figure 4.4: A plot illustrating how the solutions of finite volume method appear
on a one dimensional grid (Zingale, 2014).
The other significant difference between the finite volume and finite difference
methods is the form of the conservation laws that they solve. The finite volume
method solves integral forms of partial differential equations. As an illustration,
consider the 1D advection equation:
d
dt
ˆ xR
xL
Udx+ F (U)|xR − F (U)|xL =
ˆ xR
xL
S(U, t)dx (4.23)
where U is the conserved quantity, F is the flux and S is the source term. Setting
the source term to zero yields:
d
dt
ˆ x
i+12
x
i− 12
Udx+ F (U)|x
i+12
− F (U)|x
i− 12
= 0
∆xi
dUi
dt
+ F (U)|x
i+12
− F (U)|x
i− 12
= 0
(4.24)
This equation gives the time rate of change of the average quantity at cell i,
dUi
dt
= 1
∆x
d
dt
´ x
i+12
x
i− 12
Udx, which is equivalent to the difference between the inward
and outward fluxes flowing through xi− 1
2
and xi+ 1
2
respectively. However, it does
not tell us about the solutions at the cell boundaries which can only be calculated
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by assuming that the solution convects with a velocity u(t). The solution at xi+ 1
2
,
the boundary between the quantities Ui and Ui+1, at time t
n+1, after one time
step is given by:
U(xi+ 1
2
, tn) =
{
Ui(t
n) if u(t) > 0
Ui+1(t
n) if u(t) < 0,
(4.25)
Where tn is the initial time. Fluxes of the quantities can also be calculated from
the value of U using:
F (xi+ 1
2
, tn) =
{
u(t)Ui(t
n) if u(t) > 0
u(t)Ui+1(t
n) if u(t) < 0
(4.26)
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Finite volume methods naturally result in the Riemann problem, described as an
initial value problem when the initial data consists of two constant states that
are separated by a jump discontinuity, due to the discretisation of grids. Thus,
the method calculates the exact solutions of the Riemann problem at each of
the cell boundaries using the method of characteristics, a technique for solving
partial differential equations by reducing them to systems of ordinary differential
equations which can be computed from initial conditions. An average solution
for a cell can then be computed and updated after a time step (see illustration
in Figure 4.5). Details of the method, called the Godunov scheme (Godunov,
1959), are described in Toro (2009). The original Godunov scheme uses piecewise
constant values for the cells. This has been improved in the intervening decades
by calculating gradients within each cell e.g piecewise linear method (PLM) and
the piecewise parabolic method (PPM; Colella & Woodward 1984). PPM is a
third-order accurate solver that sharpens any discontinuities but still avoids both
undershoots and overshoots (Sweby, 1999).
The numerical calculations in this thesis use the ARWEN hydrodynamics
code. ARWEN is an acronym for Astrophysical Research With Enhanced Nu-
merics and makes use of the Godunov scheme (Godunov 1959, Toro 2009). It
uses the PPMLR method, a lagrangian update using PPM and then a remap
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back onto the original fixed grid (Sweby, 1999).
Figure 4.5: Upper panel: An illustration of a one dimensional Riemann problem
and how the Godunov method can be used to update the inter-cell flux (Teyssier,
2015). The lower panel shows how the possible solutions to Riemann problems
appear on a position-time plot (Sweby, 1999).
4.4.1 The Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) Condition
Courant et al. (1967) noted that the distance through which a function is ad-
vected, u∆t, should be less than or equal to the grid spacing, ∆x, otherwise the
function is advected over a larger distance (more than a grid spacing) in a single
time step, giving rise to unrealistic outcomes. The permitted time steps, set by
the Courant condition, imply that ∆t ≤ ∆x
u
. This requires that ∆t = C∆x
u
, where
C is called the Courant number. The maximum allowed value of ∆t corresponds
to a Courant number C = 1. The correct time step guarantees convergence and
stability of a numerical process. In practice, C<1 is used e.g C=0.6 for a 1D
PPMLR.
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4.4.2 Boundary Conditions
Computational grids are populated by both active (real) zones and inactive cells
called ghost zones. Ghost zones, normally located on the outer parts of active
grids, are meant to store values temporarily to update neighbouring active cells
at a later time. The data stored in ghost zones are largely the information about
neighbouring cells, parent grid and boundary conditions which are later updated
when required (Bryan et al., 2014). ARWEN has three ghost zones.
The calculations in this thesis were performed on a 2-dimensional rectangular
grid. Its horizontal line, labelled z-axis, represents a half of the axis of a bipolar jet
while its vertical line, the r-axis, represent a half of the mid-plane of an accretion
disk associated with the jet. The other two boundaries of the grid are the sides
that are opposite and parallel r- and z- axes. The inner z- and r-boundaries
are reflective while their outer counterparts are outflow boundaries i.e allow jet
materials to flow freely (Lee et al., 2001). Reflective axes may lead to unrealistic
density values since particles can be trapped on the boundaries, especially along
the z-axis. If the 2D jet is rotated through an angle of 360 degrees, about the
z-axis, followed by a reflection on the r-axis, it outlines a bi-conical structure,
similar to bipolar jets. This approximation, however, may be more accurate near
the axis of the jet, unlike along the boundary of the jet and its cocoon, and the
bow-shock where the effects of turbulence are maximum.
Since the jet is symmetric about the z- and r- axes, the component of velocity
of the fluid that is normal to these boundaries is set to the opposite value in
ghost zones. To set the jet to flow, its launch region is assigned values which are
reset after every time step. The properties of particles within the launch regions
are calculated from initial conditions, i.e. the simulation does not focus on the
launch properties and origin of the jets.
4.4.3 Ionization, Heating and Cooling
The gas surrounding a protostellar jet is largely composed of atomic hydrogen,
helium and metals in the ratio 0.7381 : 0.2485 : 0.013 respectively (Asplund et al.,
2009). As jet material flows through the medium, the atomic components are
ionized into energies, Ei, of different states, i, from which the ionization fraction,
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x(Ei), can be calculated as x(Ei) = n(E
i)
n(E)
. In the equation, n(E) =
∑K
i n(E
i), is
the total number density of all the atoms (Frank & Mellema, 1994).
The percentage of heavy metals in the ambient media is insignificant, in effect,
minimally contributing to the mass and electron number densities of the gas.
The number densities of the ambient gas can thus be approximated by equation
4.27, where mp is the mass of a proton. With equation 4.27, it is possible to
estimate the pressure P of the gas from its temperature T since they are related
by the expression, P = (n(H) + ne)kBT (Rijkhorst et al., 2006), where kB is the
Boltzmann constant.
ρ = mp
(
n(H) + 4n(He)
)
ne = x(H
1)n(H) + x(He1)n(He) + 2x(He2)n(He)
(4.27)
Interaction between a jet and the ambient medium may occasion collisional
heating and ionization. The rate of collisional ionization Γcoll can be approxi-
mated by the formula Γcoll ≈ kcollneρn, where ne, ρn and kcoll, given by equation
4.28, are the electron number density, mass density of neutral species and colli-
sional ionization rate coefficient respectively (Tenorio-Tagle et al. 1986, Krumholz
et al. 2007).
kcoll ≈ 5.84× 10−11
√
T
K
e
−13.6 eV
kBT cm3s−1 (4.28)
The ionized particles can either recombine radiatively or non-radiatively. Radia-
tive recombination results in cooling if a photon, emitted by a captured electron,
escapes the jet environment without any form of interaction while non-radiative
recombination results in vibration of the particles and heating of the system. The
recombination rate can be estimated from the equation αR = αR(10
4K)
(
Te
104
)−σ
by Frank & Mellema (1994) where values of αR can be taken from Osterbrock
& Ferland (2006) and σ is 0.8 for hydrogen particles. A jet undergoes both
heating and cooling processes at the rate E˙ = ρ
mH
(
Γ − ρ
mH
Λ(T )
)
, where Γ =
2.0× 10−26ergs s−1 is the rate of radiative heating and Λ(T ) is the cooling rate.
The cooling rates for T > 104 K were calculated from the MEKAL code (see Fig-
ure 4.6), developed by Mewe et al. (1995). Below 104 K, the cooling rates come
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from the fit by Koyama & Inutsuka (2002) and corrected according to Va´zquez-
Semadeni et al. (2007).
Figure 4.6: The cooling function adopted in the numerical simulation.
4.4.4 Testing ARWEN
ARWEN, like any other hydrodynamics code, solves equations of fluid motion
and computes the values of the physical quantities that describe the fluid (e.g
temperature, density, pressure and velocity) as it evolves. This means that the
solutions from ARWEN and other codes should be comparable, however, this is
not always the case as different codes use varied solvers with underlying numerical
effects. There are several ways through which the accuracy of a simulation code
can be verified e.g comparing results from different codes as well as making use
of analytical approximations.
4.4.4.1 Analytic Approximation
The energy injected into an ambient medium by a jet is largely retained within the
jet environment, building up pressure that leads to adiabatic expansion (Scheuer,
1974). Part of this pressure is released into the cocoon, collimating the jet beam
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as well as advancing the cocoon towards the ambient medium. The velocity
of the advance of a jet cocoon can thus be approximated analytically from its
luminosity and the density of the ambient medium (de Gouveia Dal Pino, 2005)
by equating the thrust that a jet exerts on its head/bow shock, ρj(vj − vbs)2Aj,
to the ram-pressure force developed by the ambient medium, ρav
2
bsAbs (Cioffi &
Blondin 1992, Begelman 1996). In the equation, vj is the jet velocity, vbs is the
velocity of advance of the bow shock, ρj is the density of the jet, ρa is the density
of the ambient medium, Aj is the area of the jet beam of radius Rj and Abs is
the cross-sectional area of the jet head of radius Rh i.e ρj(vj− vbs)2R2j ≈ ρav2bsR2h.
The equation can also be written in the form vbs ≈ vj
(
1 + (ηα)
−1
2
)−1
, where
η = nj/na is the ratio of jet to ambient number densities and α = (Rj/Rh)
2. If
vbs << vj the equation reduces to vbs ≈ vj( ρjρa
Rj
Rh
)
1
2 .
An analytic approximation of vbs for a jet of velocity vj =500 km s
−1 and
mass loss rate M˙ = 10−6 Myr−1 was used to test the accuracy of ARWEN. The
analytic calculations of the velocities were found to be comparable with numerical
estimates as seen in Figure 4.7. In the analytic calculations, the radius of the
jet Rj was assumed to be equal to that of the jet head Rh i.e Rj ∼ Rh. The
average vbs of the numerical estimate is vbs =8.5±0.3 km s−1, however, it reduces
as the jet head decelerates uniformly from vbs ∼ 15 km s−1, in the first few years,
to ∼ 2 km s−1.
4.4.4.2 Comparing Outputs From ARWEN and ZEUS-2D Codes
Lee et al. (2001) used ZEUS-2D, a numerical hydrodynamic code (Stone & Nor-
man, 1992), to simulate a molecular jet. They modelled a jet whose velocity
vj = 120 km s
−1, mass-loss-rate M˙ = 1.2× 10−7 Myr−1, temperature Tj = 270 K,
density ρj = 1.6× 10−20 g cm−3 (i.e number density n = 7× 103 cm−3) and radius
Rj = 2.5× 1015 cm. The jet was injected into a cold and uniform ambient cloud
of density ρa = 1.6× 10−20 g cm−3 and temperature T = 30 K. It was then al-
lowed to evolve for 650 years on a 600 by 60 grid of numerical resolution R ∼
2.08×1014 cm. The maps of the density, temperature and pressure of their jet, af-
ter 650 years, are shown in Figure 4.8. A similar jet was simulated using ARWEN,
resulting in the outputs shown in Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.7: Relationship between the position of the jet head with time. The jet
head has an average speed vbs = 8.5± 0.3 km s−1 .
Figure 4.8: Distributions of number density, temperature, and pressure of the
steady jet by Lee et al. (2001), at t =650 years. The vectors shown represent the
velocity structure.
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Figure 4.9: Snapshots showing the distributions of number density, temperature,
and pressure of a jet simulated using ARWEN at t = 480 years. The jet by
ARWEN flows off the grid faster, after 480 years.
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4.5 Initial Conditions: Numerical Input Parameters
Both ARWEN and ZEUS-2D generated jets of comparable number densities,
temperatures and pressure. However, their morphologies and velocity of jet-
heads are dissimilar. In ARWEN, for example, the average velocity of the jet-
head is 80 km s−1, approximately 20 km s−1 higher than in ZEUS-2D. The velocity,
however, is in agreement with the analytic estimate which is vbs ∼85 km s−1, given
that the average values of the ratio of the jet to ambient densities and jet to head
radii are 1 and 0.5 respectively.
Cocoons of both jets also show clear differences. The jet by ARWEN shows
stronger Rayleigh-Taylor and Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities (see figures 4.8 and
4.9), perhaps due to the differences in cooling functions and numerical solvers
of the codes. Use of comparable cooling curves (MacDonald & Bailey 1981,
Dalgarno & McCray 1972) produce jets of similar cocoon morphologies (see Figure
4.10). Differences in viscosities have diffusive/dissipative effects (Neumann &
Richtmyer, 1950) and may also contribute to the variation in instabilities. Similar
instabilities were, however, present in Clarke (1996) and Stone & Norman (1993a).
4.5 Initial Conditions: Numerical Input Param-
eters
The relevance of simulations is connected to their ability to maintain closeness
with physical systems. The initialization of such simulations should, therefore, be
based on the physical properties of the objects of interest. Identifying observable
quantities of the jets for initialization is thus a significant step towards simulating
Figure 4.10: A snapshot of a 480 year old jet generated by ARWEN using cooling
rates comparable to ZEUS-2D. The distribution of number density is similar to
that of ZEUS-2D.
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realistic jets. Some of the quantifiable properties of massive protostellar jets
which can be used to initialize their models include; their velocities vjet, mass loss
rates M˙jet, opening angles θjet and temperatures T . Besides, one may simulate
their structures may be straight, ballistic (Devine et al., 1997), or even twisted
(Hartigan et al., 2005). Observationally, the quantities manifest a broad range of
values, however, the typical values of the parameters were used in constraining
and initialising the simulations. Typical values of some of the quantities are
discussed in sections 4.5.1 to 4.5.5
4.5.1 Mass-Loss Rates
Radio observations show that massive protostellar jets drive out mass at rates
that lie in the range 10−7 to 10−5 Myr−1 (Obonyo et al. 2019, Purser et al. 2016,
Bally 2016). The use of NIR emission, on the other hand, derives slightly higher
rates e.g the jet driven by IRAS 13481-6124 (Fedriani et al., 2018). Calculations
of momentum and accretion rates of the objects also suggest that their mass loss
rates are ∼ 10−5 Myr−1. For example, momentum rates by Moscadelli et al.
(2016) are in the range 10−3 − 1.0 Myr−1 km s−1, translating to mass-loss rates
M˙jet ≈10−6 − 10−3 Myr−1, assuming a jet velocity of 103 km s−1. Again, mass
loss rates are known to be related to the accretion rates of protostars (Kuro-
sawa et al., 2006), implying that the accretion rates estimated by Pomohaci
et al. (2017) and Haemmerle´ & Peters (2016) translate to mass loss rates whose
values lie in the range M˙jet ∼ 10−6 − 10−4 Myr−1. Rates that lie in the range
10−7 − 10−5 Myr−1, estimated from radio observations, were therefore adopted
as realistic estimates for simulating jets of massive protostars, however, the modal
value, 10−6 Myr−1, was used in most of the simulations.
4.5.2 Lifespan
The jet driving phase of massive protostars is short-lived. It is the period that
lies between the time when the high mass protostellar cores, hosted within the
infrared dark clouds (IRDCs), collapse and the instance when the protostars are
hot enough to form ultracompact HII regions (UCHII) (Zinnecker & Yorke, 2007).
It is approximated to last ≈ 7× 104 yrs in ≈ 105 L objects and ≈ 4× 105 yrs in
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≈ 104 L objects (Mottram et al., 2011). Purser et al. (2016) set an upper limit
on the lifespan of jets of MYSOs at 6.5×104 yrs. A maximum age of 2×105 years
was adopted to cater for a wide spectrum of their masses.
4.5.3 Opening Angle
Materials flowing through a protostellar jet are normally launched at an angle
to the axis of the jet. The angle, known as an opening angle, can be estimated
observationally. At radio wavelengths, semi-opening angles of massive protostellar
jets are approximated to lie in the range 10◦− 30◦ (Moscadelli et al., 2016). The
angles can reduce along the jet depending on the presence and strength of the
magnetic field of the jet (Ferreira, 1997). For example, in AGNs, the jet opening
angles can be as wide as 60o (Junor et al., 1999) or as narrow as 12o and still drop
exponentially with distance from the black hole (Horiuchi et al., 2006). Angles
derived from optical jets are smaller i.e ∼ 1−10o and yet they still show a change
with distance from the protostar (Mundt, 1993). Opening angles of radio jets are
generally wider near the source with typical values being several tens of degrees,
perhaps an effect of poor resolution or collimation. A semi-opening angle of 10◦
was adopted to avoid a premature lateral flow of the jet away from the grid.
4.5.4 Length
The lengths of protostellar jets grow gradually, sometimes up to 10 pc (Bally et al.,
2007), before the formation of a terminal bow shock. Mundt (1993) compiled a
list of lengths for optical jets of massive protostars. They range from ∼ 0.14 −
2.40 pc and have an average value of 0.9± 0.8 pc. Radio jets, on the other hand,
manifest shorter lengths since radio emission largely traces the core of the jets.
For example, the average size of radio jets in Anglada et al. (2015) is ∼ 0.003 pc.
Jets of length .1 pc were adopted in the simulations to capture their features
beyond the core.
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4.5.5 Velocity
The radial velocities of jets manifest a wide range of values (Mundt, 1993). Op-
tical jets, for example, have velocities that range from 75 to 620 km s−1. Radio
jets also depict similar velocities (Anglada et al. 2015, Anglada et al. 2007). Typ-
ical velocities of the jets were thus taken to lie in the range ∼ 200-1000 km s−1,
however, most of the calculations were performed assuming a jet velocity of
500 km s−1, estimated from the average proper motion of the lobes in W3 IRS5,
rounded off to the nearest hundred.
Table 4.1 summarises the observational parameters and their typical values.
These values were used in initialization of jet simulations by injecting jet material,
at the mentioned values, into the ambient media (see illustration on the 2D grid
shown in Figure 4.11). The ionised particles were introduced at an angle θo to
the z-axis, which is also the jet axis. The first 15% of the cells of the z-axis
and the injection angle were used in calculating the number of cells to populate
with the energetic, hot and high-velocity particles during injection i.e cells around
z = 0, r = 0.
4.6 Results: A Steady Jet
A jet is said to be steady if its velocity and mass loss rates are constant during
the entire simulation period. Such a jet was simulated by injecting ionized parti-
cles whose average mass and temperature are µ¯m = 1.0×10−24 g (∼ 0.5 amu for
pure hydrogen gas; Phillips 2001) and T =104 K respectively into a cold and uni-
form cloud of number density na =1.0×106 cm−3 (Evans, 1999) and temperature
T=100 K.
Table 4.1: Range of observation quantities that were considered in setting up the
initial conditions of the simulations.
Observation quantity Typical Values
Velocity of jet vjet 200 − 1000 km s−1
Mass loss rate M˙jet 10
−7 − 10−4 Myr−1
Length 0.01 − 1.00 pc
Semi-opening angle θo 10 − 20◦
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Figure 4.11: An illustration representing the 2D Eulerian grid and how jet ma-
terials are injected into an ambient medium, represented by the empty grid cells.
A steady jet whose half opening angle, velocity and mass loss rate are 10◦,
500 km s−1 and 10−6 Myr−1 respectively was simulated (see Figure 4.12). The jet,
simulated on a 2000 by 500 grid of numerical resolution 0.0001 pc (∼ 3.1×1014 cm),
remained divergent for a short period, ∼3000 years. Thereafter, its particles were
collimated and directed parallel to the jet axis by its cocoon i.e ram pressure.
Its head travelled a distance of 0.125 pc in 20,000 years, translating to an average
velocity of ∼ 6 km s−1 while the cocoon spread laterally to a maximum radius
of 0.042 pc at a lower rate of ∼ 2 km s−1. The analytic speed of the jet head,
6.2 km s−1, is similar to the calculated average velocity of the jet head. These
findings show that the velocity of a jet is almost 100 times higher than the veloc-
ity of its advance into the ambient medium.
Density, pressure and temperature plots of the steady jet do not show evidence
of internal structures e.g knots, expected in protostellar jets, perhaps because the
jets have a constant velocity. Radiative cooling can also result in a less collimated
jet with fewer and weaker or no internal shocks (Blondin et al., 1990), especially
if a jet is flowing through a uniform medium. Nonetheless, some knots begin to
appear within the jet beam once its head is out of the grid, and some of the gas
from the cocoon begins to flow into the beam. Likewise, an initially homogeneous
ambient medium becomes in-homogeneous as the jet materials interact with it,
generating weaker shocks within the cocoon due to mass loading. Knots are
normally more pronounced in precessing and pulsating jets (Bonito et al., 2010).
Jets of lower mass-loss rates and/or longer lengths also manifest shocks due to
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Figure 4.12: Snapshots showing the number density and direction of flow of par-
ticles across the jet at 3,000, 20,000, 40,000 and 60,000 years, displayed from the
top to bottom respectively. The length and directions of the arrows represent the
relative magnitudes and actual directions of the particles’ velocities respectively.
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mass-loading by the jet-head, followed by off-loading to the cocoons due to the
longer lifespans of the jets.
The supersonic flow of the jet occasions two strong shocks; the jet shock
(reverse shock) and a bow shock (forward shock), which sandwich the shocked
regions. A density profile along the axis of the jet displays the four sections (see
Figure 4.13). Particles of the jet beam which are located near the jet head form a
thin region of hot shocked gas, the jet shock. These particles are the hottest. They
get decelerated from their high velocities to lower velocities at the working surface
as they interact with the slow-moving but dense jet head, giving rise to the high
temperatures (Blandford & Rees, 1974). The working surface is not limited to the
jet head but it surrounds the beam, occasioning a thin surface of hotter gas around
the beam. This collisionally generated heat is quickly radiated away, resulting
in a shocked ambient medium that is cooler (∼ 100 K). The pressure along the
axis of the jet also reveals a contact discontinuity between the shocked jet- and
ambient- gas, a surface separating sections of different densities and temperatures
but similar pressure (Marsh, 1970) i.e does not allow for the flow of mass across
it. The relationship between axial number densities ρn of the unshocked jet
particles and their distance, z, from the driving source, estimated through the
method of least squares, display the characteristic property of spherical winds i.e[
ρn
cm−3
]
= 1036.8×
[
z
cm2
]−2
, where z is the distance of a particle from the source of
the jet. Their temperature T and pressure p also show a decrease with distance z
i.e temperature T = 1017× z−0.78 and pressure p = 1038.2× z−2.8. These findings
suggest that as the jet spreads, its density and pressure decrease, causing the
gradual cooling of the beam. Part of the injected heat may also cause adiabatic
expansion of the cocoon, cooling the inner part.
Owing to the large difference between the velocities of beam particles, and
the particles of the cocoon and ambient medium (see Figure 4.12), the velocities
of all the particles in the field were normalized to unity, as shown in Figure 4.14,
to display any patterns of evolution. Indeed, the velocity profiles of the beam,
cocoon and ambient medium show significant differences. This is clearly seen at
the time the jet is 20,000 years old. Within the beam, velocities of the particles
are largely aligned parallel to the jet axis, while on the outer parts of the beam,
the particles have velocities that are directed at a small angle to the jet-axis.
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This flow is partly caused by the jet opening angle and collimation of the beam
particles by the cocoon (Lee et al., 2001). Particles of the cocoon, on the other
hand, flow towards the beam. As the particles of the cocoon begin to interact
with the supersonic particles of the beam, their flow is directed parallel to the
jet axis. Lastly, the gas in the outer parts of the cocoon displays an outward
motion, occasioned by the spread of an expanding cocoon. A look at the velocity
distribution across the jet at different times (see Figure 4.12) displays evidence
for the evolution of the jet velocity. The velocities of beam particles evolve from
higher magnitudes and larger angles to lower values, implying deceleration and
collimation of the beam particles. The interactions between the particles of the
jet beam and the cocoon are also responsible for slowing down the beam particles,
even though mass loading of the jet head may be the main cause of deceleration.
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Figure 4.13: Number density, temperature and pressure along the axis of the jet at t=20,000 years.
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4.7 Radio Emission From the Simulated Jets
4.7.1 Introduction
Calculation of radiative fluxes requires tracing of the radiation along a path to
generate synthetic spectra (van Hoof et al., 2014). The spectra of the simulated
2D jets were therefore calculated after rotating them through an angle of 360◦
about their z−axes to form conical jets. The cylindrical grid through which the
ray is traced, therefore, is made up of cells which form concentric circles that are
perpendicular to the jet axis. Each of the cells contains information about the
density, pressure and the velocity of the hydrodynamic jet. The temperature, T ,
of the cells was calculated from the pressure P , density ρ and the average mass
of the particles mµ, in units of mH , using the equation T =
Pmµ
ρkB
.
Information contained in each of the grid cells was read by a computation code
(Pittard et al., 2006) which calculates the emission and absorption coefficients
of free-free emission, black body brightness Bν(T) and brightness temperature.
Kirchhoff’s law of thermal radiation for a system in thermodynamic equilibrium
which relates the brightness Bν(T), emission coefficient jν and linear absorption
coefficient αν of the system (Condon & Ransom, 2016) as Bν(T ) =
jν
αν
was used to
calculate Bν(T ). This is because the thermal radiation of a system in equilibrium
only depends on its temperature and not its contents or the nature of its cavity
walls.
The coefficient of free-free emission, jν , of the jets can be derived from the
power of their emission per unit volume, per unit frequency and per unit solid
angle, εffν , by dividing it by 4pi as shown in equation 4.29 in CGS units (Rybicki
& Lightman, 1979). In the equation, Z is the charge number, ne and ni are the
electron and ion number densities respectively, T is the temperature of gas, ν is
the frequency, kB is Boltzmann’s constant, h is Planck’s constant and gff is the
free-free Gaunt factor.
jν =
εffν
4pi
=
dW
dV dtdνdΩ
=
6.8
4pi
× 10−38Z2neniT− 12 e
−hν
kBT gff (4.29)
Non-relativistic Gaunt factors for free-free emission gff were calculated as de-
scribed in Hummer (1988) to cater for any deviation of the calculated power of
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Figure 4.14: Snapshots showing the number density and direction of flow of
particles across the jet at 3,000, 20,000, 40,000 and 60,000 years, displayed from
the top to bottom respectively. The arrows show the directions of flow of the
particles. Magnitudes of the particles’ velocities are normalised to unity.
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free-free emission from quantum mechanical aspects. The absorption coefficient
(Rybicki & Lightman, 1979), in units of cm−1, and the brightness temperature
(Condon & Ransom, 2016), in Kelvin, were calculated using equations 4.30 and
4.31 respectively, in CGS units.
αν = 3.7× 108T− 12Z2neniν−3(1− e
−hν
kBT )gff (4.30)
Tb =
Bν(T )c
2
2.0ν2kB
(4.31)
4.7.2 Radiative Transfer Scheme
Synthetic spectral maps of the simulated hydrodynamic jets were constructed on
two-dimensional images of size z by 2r using a code that was developed by Julian
Pittard (Pittard et al., 2006). To construct the image, imaginary rays, parallel to
the line of sight and passing through the implied cylindrical jet, were traced from
the back of the jet to the image plane. The image plane is placed perpendicular
to the line of sight as illustrated in Dougherty et al. (2003).
The intensity Ii of the radiation that emerges after crossing the i
th cell of
length ∆s in the direction along the line of sight is given by equation 4.32, where
αi and εi are the absorption and emission coefficients of the cell. Ii−1, the intensity
of the (i− 1)th cell, is attenuated as it crosses the ith cell. The resultant intensity
Ii−1e−αi∆s then combines with intensity εiαi due to the brightness of i
th cell, part
of which is attenuated as it crosses ∆s i.e εi
αi
e−αi∆s. The intensity In that emerges
after crossing n cells along the line of sight is the final derived intensity along
the line of sight. An image grid of intensities is then constructed from intensities
of other lines of sight that pass through the cylindrical grid. The total flux at
a given frequency was then calculated by summing up the intensities of all the
pixels within the map.
Ii = Ii−1e−αi∆s +
εi
αi
− εi
αi
e−αi∆s
Ii = Ii−1e−αi∆s +
εi
αi
(
1− e−αi∆s) (4.32)
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4.7.3 Radio Emission and Numerical Resolution
High numerical resolution is desired in hydrodynamic simulations due to its
ability to display fine structures (Nagel et al., 2008), and in radiative transfer,
to correctly sample the region that emits radiation. The characteristic radius
of emission for spherical winds can be estimated using the equation R(ν) =
2.8× 1028γ 13 g
1
3
ffZ
2
3T−
1
2
(
M˙
µvν
) 2
3
cm, where γ is the ratio of electron to ion number
densities, gff is the free-free Gaunt factor, T is the temperature in K, M˙ is the
mass loss rate in Myr−1, µ is the mean atomic mass, ν is the frequency of emis-
sion in Hz and v is the velocity of particles in km s−1 (Wright & Barlow, 1975).
The mass-loss rates were scaled using the equation M˙ ' 2
1−cosθo M˙jet to match the
rates in conical flows of opening angles θo. Indeed, Reynolds (1986) observed
that a smaller mass loss rate in conical winds M˙ (jet) can lead to the same radio
brightness as higher mass loss rates of spherical winds M˙ (spherical wind; Panagia
& Felli 1975) i.e for a given mass-loss rate, jets are more opaque at smaller radii.
The Gaunt factors used in the calculations were approximated using the formula
given in Reynolds (1986) and Beckert et al. (2000).
The characteristic radii of emission for conical winds of different mass-loss
rates, velocity v=500 km s−1 and temperature T=10,000 K are shown in Figure
4.15. At a frequency of 45 GHz, the approximate value of the turnover frequency
of free-free emission from jets (Anglada et al., 2018), the radii are 0.002 pc ('
412 AU), 0.0005 pc (' 103 AU) and 0.0001 pc (' 21 AU) for M˙ = 10−5Myr−1,
10−6Myr−1 and 10−7Myr−1 respectively. Resolution for a jet of mass-loss rate
M˙ = 10−6Myr−1 was estimated by sampling its emitting radius with a minimum
of ten cells, translating to a resolution R'0.00005 pc (' 1.54 × 1014 cm/10 AU).
This resolution also allows for proper sampling of the typical launch radius of
protostellar jets ro . 1015 cm (' 0.0003 pc/62 AU; Reynolds 1986, Estalella et al.
2012).
The effectiveness of the resolution was checked by calculating radio emission
from jets of length l =0.02 pc and distance d =1.0 kpc on grids of different resolu-
tions. An ideal jet was simulated by populating all the cells of a grid of physical
size 0.02 pc by 0.005 pc with number densities that are typical of a jet of mass-
loss rates M˙ =10−6 Myr−1, velocity v =500 km s−1, opening angle θo =10◦ and
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Figure 4.15: Characteristic radii of free-free emission at different frequencies of
emission and mass-loss rates (Wright & Barlow, 1975).
temperature T =104 K (see Figure 4.16). Grids of size 200 by 50 cells, 400 by 100
cells, 800 by 200 cells and 2000 by 500 cells were used, translating to resolutions
of 1×10−4 pc, 5×10−5 pc, 2.5×10−5 pc and 1.0×10−5 pc respectively (see Figure
4.17). The validity of the scheme used in generating the spectra was tested by
comparing its results with calculations of Reynolds (1986).
Clearly, the turn over frequencies of the spectra change with resolution (i.e gas
density), however, the slopes of their optically thick parts are relatively constant,
∼ 0.6, regardless of the change in resolution. Their turnover frequencies are
above 40 GHz when the resolution is . 2.5×10−5 pc, implying that jets simulated
on higher resolution grids have α ∼0.6 for frequencies ranging from 1.0-50 GHz,
the frequency range of interest. The spectral indices, shown in Figure 4.17, were
calculated using fluxes at 1.5 GHz, 6 GHz and 44 GHz to match the observations
in Obonyo et al. (2019).
4.7.4 Radio Emission from Simulated Cores
Radio emission from a core of mass-loss rate M˙ = 10−6 Myr−1 and velocity
v =500 km s−1 was calculated by assuming an inclination angle i = 90◦ and
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Figure 4.16: Grid of resolution 1.0×10−4 pc showing how the density distribution
of a jet of M˙ =10−6 Myr−1, velocity v =500 km s−1, opening angle θo =10◦ and
temperature T =104 K appears without interacting with the ambient medium.
Figure 4.17: Spectra of conical winds at different resolutions are shown as solid
lines. Their spectral indices were calculated using fluxes at 1.5 GHz, 6 GHz and
44 GHz to match the observations in Obonyo et al. (2019). The dashed lines are
lines of best fit for these three frequencies while the dotted line represents the
analytical result for a standard conical jet (Reynolds, 1986) of similar properties.
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distance d =1.0 kpc. The radio emission from the core, simulated on a 2000 by 500
cells grid, manifests significant changes as the jet evolves. The jet has an ejection
region that contains dense ionized gas of spectral index α = 1.77. Once the jet is
set to flow, its gas spreads out, lowering the opacity of the low-frequency emission
significantly in about 100 years. The spectral index of the emission thus decreases
to a value that is comparable to the indices of ionized winds from protostellar
jets. The drop of the index continues gradually, fluctuating about α = 0.6, the
typical spectral index of ionized winds driven by jets (see Figure 4.18). This
change in the nature of emission can be attributed to collisional heating and
gradual expansion of the jet. Indeed, the spectrum of free-free emission radiated
by a single electron as it interacts with a nearby ion is affected by its velocity
and their impact parameter (Condon & Ransom, 2016), factors which are linked
to temperature and density of a jet.
Intensity maps of the jet at 1.5, 5.0 and 44.0 GHz, after 200 years of evolution,
shown on the upper panel of Figure 4.19 also show a reduction in the opacity of
the jet at the higher frequencies. Indeed the emission is highly transparent at
44 GHz where only the mapping region and extremely hot spots are emitting,
partly due to the transparent nature of the emission at 44 GHz, and perhaps
an effect of the convolving beam. Convolving the emission from the mapping
region with the L- and C-band beams, on the other hand, extremely weakens the
emission of the region. Besides the intensity map, a spectral index map of the jet,
shown on the lower panel of Figure 4.19, was also generated after convolving the
intensity maps of 1.5 GHz and 6 GHz emission with a beam of 1.′′0, comparable
to the beam of L-band observation in Obonyo et al. (2019). This map clearly
displays the thermal nature of the emission, with the working surfaces displaying
the highest opacity. This emission though rarely detected in jets of massive
protostars, compared to the strong synchrotron emission, was observed in HH
80-81 (Rodr´ıguez-Kamenetzky et al., 2017), and in some protostars in Obonyo
et al. (2019).
The spread of the jet into the ambient medium is non-uniform. The expansion
rate is higher at the early stages of evolution, however, this slows down with
time due to mass loading at the jet head. This non-uniform expansion of the
jet, together with the redistribution of temperature due to collisional heating,
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Figure 4.18: Spectra of conical winds as they interact with ambient medium are
shown in red, green and magenta while the spectrum representing the analytic
calculation is shown in yellow solid lines. The blue line represent the spectrum
of particles within the launch region of the jet. The black asterisks represent the
L-, C- and Q-band fluxes of G126.7144.
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Figure 4.19: Top: Intensity maps of a 200-year-old jet at 1.5, 5.0 and 44 GHz
shown in grey, white and red contour of levels 3σ,7σ,11σ,... The jet was convolved
with circular beams, shown on the lower-left corner of the plot, to mimic the
observations.
Bottom: Spectral index map of the jet, generated after convolving L- and C-band
intensity maps of the jet with a circular beam of size 1.′′0. The bar appearing
across the map seems to be an effect of the convolutions.
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may be responsible for the deviation of the shape of the spectrum from that
of analytic calculations (Reynolds, 1986). The spectrum of the jet manifests
an S-shaped curve with a plateau at lower frequencies unlike in the analytical
calculations where the slope is relatively uniform. The high-frequency plateau,
however, is due to the numerical simulation as it is present at t = 0.0 years.
Despite the variations in the spectra of an evolving jet, the average spectral
index of its emission, calculated using average fluxes at L-, C- and Q-bands is
0.77±0.17, typical of the indices of ionized winds that are driven by jets. This
means that the variation in the spectra does not correspond to a significant
difference in the spectral index of the jet over the evolution period. The simulated
fluxes were also compared with observations. The L-, C- and Q-band fluxes of
G126.7144-00.8220, located at a distance of 0.7 kpc, and driving out mass at
the rate M˙ = 1.2± 0.3× 10−6 Myr−1 were scaled to match the fluxes of the
simulations i.e. assuming a distance of 1.0 kpc. The flux densities from the
observations are higher than the simulated fluxes, especially at frequencies higher
than L-band, perhaps due to the nature of the spectra of simulated jets and
the higher mass-loss rate of the source. However, its L- and C-band fluxes are
consistent with the simulated fluxes within the uncertainties.
The stability of the radio emission from protostellar cores was investigated
further by monitoring the evolution of fluxes at certain frequencies. A core of
mass-loss rate M˙ = 10−6 Myr−1 and velocity v =500 km s−1, simulated on a
lower resolution grid of 400 by 100 cells, was used to allow for faster calculations
of their fluxes. The fluxes, taken at intervals of one year for a period of 1000
years show relative stability. Emission of the jet at 6 GHz, for example, has an
average flux density of 0.35±0.01 mJy, translating to an average uncertainty of
3% (see Figure 4.20). The relatively constant fluxes are accompanied by some
instantaneous rise in flux with the maximum value being∼14% above the average.
Spectral indices of the jet at the different epochs are equally stable, having an
average value of 0.59±0.02, throughout the evolution period.
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Figure 4.20: Left: Variation of 6 GHz flux of a steady jet as it interacts with the
ambient medium, taken at intervals of one year for a period of 1000 years. Right:
Evolution of corresponding spectral indices of its emission.
4.7.5 Variability in Jets
4.7.5.1 Variable Velocity
Protostellar jets show evidence of fluctuating velocities (Caratti o Garatti et al.,
2009). Evolution of radiation from a jet of variable velocity was investigated
by monitoring the flux of a jet whose velocity v varies with time. The veloc-
ity was modelled to mimic a function that repeats itself after 800 years i.e v =
400+100×sin t (yrs)
250
×sin t (yrs)
50
km s−1, setting its lowest velocity at v ∼320 km s−1
and the maximum as 500 km s−1, typical of jet velocities. The opening angle and
mass loss rate of the jet were maintained at θ =10◦ and M˙ = 10−6 Myr−1 respec-
tively. The fluxes show anti-correlation with velocity i.e. Sν (mJy) ∝ 1v (1000 km s−1) ,
corresponding to the relationship between the density of a jet and the velocity of
its particles. Therefore, the lower the velocity, the higher the density and flux of
emission. Figure 4.21, showing the variation of fluxes at 6 GHz with time, clearly
demonstrates the relation. Again, the figure shows that a drop in the velocity
of the jet by 50% corresponds to a rise in its flux by 30%, implying that such
changes are detectable in most observations as the typical uncertainty in observed
fluxes is ∼10%.
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Figure 4.21: Left: Evolution of the flux of a jet flowing with a variable speed.
The velocity profile of the jet is also displayed on the plot using a dashed line.
Right: Evolution of the spectral indices of the jet as its velocity change with time.
4.7.5.2 Variable Mass-Loss Rate: Simulating an Outburst
The effect of varying mass-loss rate in jets was investigated by increasing the rate
of a steady jet by a factor of five, from 10−6 Myr−1 to 5 × 10−6 Myr−1, for a
period of five years. The increase occasioned a corresponding rise in the intensity
of the jet’s radio emission at all frequencies with higher frequencies displaying
greater increase. The uneven increase in the flux across the different frequencies
also prompted a rise in the spectral index of the jet’s radio emission. The flux
of the jet, at a given frequency, and the spectral indices of its emission, at the
different epochs, remained constant after the outburst, comparable to the light-
curves of the outbursts in Bell et al. (1995), suggesting that the added particles
did not undergo either diffusion or recombination (see Figure 4.22). Indeed,
increasing the density of ionized particles in an already ionized system seems
to keep the density of the system high until the added particles flow out of the
system, a phenomenon whose timescales may be comparable to the lifespan of a
jet. Again, the decay periods of protostellar jets are generally longer than rises
(Hartmann & Kenyon, 1996)
Other than increasing the mass-loss rate to a higher constant value, it was
also modelled to increase in a manner that obeys a Lorentzian function. This
model that mimics a gradual increase in the rate followed by a drop, seen in some
variable objects (Choi et al., 2014), generated fluxes and indices that are highly
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Figure 4.22: Left: Outburst of a jet, modelled as single-step increase. Right:
Evolution of corresponding spectral indices of its emission.
random with no clear trend (see Figure 4.23). However, after the outburst, both
the flux and spectral index of the jet stabilised at relatively constant values which
are higher than their pre-outburst values.
It is clear from the simulations of variable jets that a rise in the number
densities of their charged particles occasioned a corresponding rise in their fluxes
and opacities. This result is inconsistent with the outburst in S255 NIRS3, where
the flux rises as the opacity drops during the outburst. It is likely, therefore, that
the emission from the S255 NIRS3 outburst is composed of both free-free and
synchrotron radiation as suggested earlier.
4.7.5.3 Relationship Between Mass-Loss Rate and Flux Density
The relationship between mass-loss rates and flux densities of protostellar jets was
explored by simulating fully ionized and steady jets of different mass-loss rates
on grids of resolution 2×10−5 pc. Their opening angles, sizes, and velocities were
fixed, i.e θ = 10◦, z =0.02 pc and v =500 km s−1 respectively, as mass-loss rates
were increased by an order of magnitude in subsequent simulations, generating
jets whose rates are 10−9, 10−8, 10−7, 10−6 and 10−5 Myr−1. Varying the mass-
loss rate of the jets affects the nature of their emission spectra. Jets of higher
mass-loss rates radiate optically thick emission of higher intensities and turn-over
frequencies while their counterparts of lower mass-loss rates e.g M˙ ≤ 10−8 Myr−1
are optically thin at all frequencies.
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Figure 4.23: Left: Variation of 6 and 22 GHz fluxes of the simulated jets with age.
The time gap between the fluxes is 100 years. Right: Evolution of corresponding
spectral indices.
To compare fluxes from jets of similar opacities, four jets of mass-loss rates
10−8, 10−7, 10−6 and 10−5 Myr−1 were simulated on grids of different physical
sizes. Their spectral indices lie in the range 0.5-1.0 (see Figure 4.24). It is clear
from Figure 4.24 that increasing the mass-loss rates leads to higher flux densities,
largely due to the increase in the number densities of the charged particles in the
system. At 45.0 GHz, for example, the mass-loss rates and the flux densities of
the jets are related according to equation 4.33.
Sν
[mJy]
= 108.8±0.4 ×
[ M˙
Myr−1
]1.4±0.2
(4.33)
The relation was also calculated for all the frequencies, estimating the average
value for the power of
[
M˙
Myr−1
]
as 1.3±0.1 and that of its coefficients as 108±1.
The power of M˙, derived from the simulations, is consistent with the analytic
calculations by Wright & Barlow (1975) and Reynolds (1986) i.e Sν ∝ M˙ 43 .
4.8 Conclusion
Hydrodynamics simulations of the jets show that particles of their cocoons tend to
flow towards their beams, in effect, aiding their collimation. Studies by Mellema &
Frank (1997) and Lee et al. (2001) also revealed that these jets have the potential
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Figure 4.24: Top: Spectra of optically thick jets of varied mass-loss rates and
sizes. Bottom: A plot showing how mass-loss rates of the ionized jet vary with
flux density at 45 GHz.
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to collimate as their particles flow away from the central object. In Mellema &
Frank (1997), for example, spherically flowing protostellar winds are collimated
as they interact with the material of its disk. The observation of W75N (B;
Carrasco-Gonza´lez et al. 2015), in 2015, was a confirmation that some massive
protostellar jets are hydrodynamically collimated. The collimation of the jets
is largely due to the interaction between the jet particles and particles of the
ambient medium. As the jet particles collide with ambient gas, they generate
heat, making the interface between the jet beam and its cocoon, normally called
a working surface, the hottest region. These working surfaces have been reported
in both computational (Raga et al. 2000, Rubini et al. 2007) and observational
(Purser et al., 2016) studies of protostellar jets.
In addition to studying the hydrodynamics properties of protostellar jets, the
nature of their emission were also explored. The study clearly shows, for the first
time, that the fluxes and spectral indices of steady jets are relatively constant and
stable during the entire evolution period of the jets. It was also shown that varying
the mass-loss rates and velocities of the jets led to corresponding changes in their
fluxes and spectral indices. Their velocities, for example, showed anti-correlation
with flux densities and spectral indices. Changes in mass-loss rates, however,
did not show a predictable trend but altered their fluxes and spectral indices
randomly before settling at higher values. Such variabilities have been observed
in massive protostars (Anglada et al. 2018, Cesaroni et al. 2018), however, it is
not clear whether the changes are due to variation in velocity, mass-loss rates or
both.
While many factors, e.g. the opening angle and the angle of inclination of a
protostellar jet, can affect their flux densities, the significant factor is the num-
ber density of charged particles. The two factors that highly affect the number
densities of charged particles in jets are their velocities and mass-loss rates. The
relationship between the mass-loss rates and flux densities of the objects was
thus explored, and found to be given by the equation,
[
Sν
mJy
]
∝
[
M˙
Myr−1
]1.4±0.2
, in
optically thick jets. This relation is similar to the analytical calculations by both
Wright & Barlow (1975) and Reynolds (1986).
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5.1 Conclusion
This research aimed to establish the prevalence of non-thermal/synchrotron emis-
sion in massive protostars. The emission is expected from magnetically driven jets
(Shu et al. 1994a, Blandford & Payne 1982) which are indirect indicators of disk-
fed accretion. The recent discovery of polarised sychrotron emission in HH80-81
(Carrasco-Gonza´lez et al., 2010), a massive protostar, showed that some of these
objects harbour magnetic jets. Subsequent observations of large samples of mas-
sive protostars at frequencies ν & 6 GHz e.g Purser et al. (2016), Rosero et al.
(2016) and Moscadelli et al. (2016) also established that some of the massive
protostars drive out jets with non-thermal lobes.
The findings in Purser et al. (2016) were followed up by selecting a sample of
fifteen massive protostars from Purser (2017) to systematically search for evidence
of non-thermal emission. The objects were observed at a lower frequency, 1.5 GHz,
where synchrotron emission is brighter. Analysis of the fifteen objects showed that
40% have non-thermal lobes, especially sources of higher bolometric luminosity.
Even though a non-thermal lobe may be generated when the particles of a jet
interact with the magnetic field of its ambient medium, the alignment of lobes
with the infrared emission from reflection nebula shows that the magnetic fields
may be associated with the jets.
The fraction of non-thermal lobes detected in the sample is comparable to
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Purser et al. (2016) and Moscadelli et al. (2016), however, the preferential detec-
tion of non-thermal lobes in objects of higher bolometric luminosities, and the
increase of mass-loss rates with the luminosities suggests that low luminosity ob-
jects may have weaker jets and fainter lobes. Also, lobes of protostellar jets have
been shown to manifest intrinsic variability (Vig et al., 2018) which may make it
difficult to detect them. The energies and magnetic field strengths of the lobes
were estimated using a minimum energy requirement. Their typical values were
found to lie in the range 1040 - 1042 ergs and 0.4-1.1 mG respectively, comparable
to the estimates in HH 80-81 (Carrasco-Gonza´lez et al., 2010). Analysis of the
extent of Zeeman splitting of OH maser emission from a large sample of mas-
sive star-forming regions (Fish et al., 2003) also derived magnetic field strengths,
0.1≤ B ≤10 mG, that agree with the B-fields of the lobes. The atomic compo-
nent of the interstellar medium, however, has weaker magnetic field strengths,
typically a few µG (Ferrie`re, 2011). Ferrie`re (2011) also found out that the fields
in the atomic clouds increase with density.
While the lobes of massive protostellar jets may be thermal or non-thermal
(Rodr´ıguez-Kamenetzky et al., 2017), all their cores were found to be thermal with
an average spectral index of 0.42±0.27. Massive stars have radiative envelopes
that emit far UV radiation. The UV radiation can ionize their surroundings which
then emit free-free radiation, however, a simulation by Hosokawa et al. (2010)
showed that at the protostellar stage, their envelopes go through a convective
phase where they can generate magnetic fields via the dynamo effect like low
mass stars (White et al., 1992). The difficulty in detecting synchrotron emission
from the objects may be occasioned by the presence of dusty envelopes which are
capable of absorbing energetic electrons that are responsible for generating the
emission. Likewise, there was no detection of synchrotron emission from the cores
in Obonyo et al. (2019), however, the nature of emission from S255 NIRS3, which
was in outburst, may be an indicator of the presence of synchrotron emission. It
displayed a rise in flux and a corresponding drop in the spectral index. It may,
therefore, be interpreted as emission comparable to radiation from an expanding
ionized bubble or an object that emits a combination of synchrotron and free-free
emission.
The relationship between radio and bolometric luminosities of the cores, at
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L-band, was also explored. The trend was found to be comparable with results
from other frequencies (Anglada et al., 2018), confirming collisional ionization
of jets. Use of Reynolds (1986)’s model in estimating the mass-loss rates of the
cores put the rates at 3×10−7 to 7×10−6 Myr−1, approximately two orders of
magnitude higher than low mass stars (Hartigan et al., 1995b). Such high mass-
loss rates correspond to higher accretion rates which are necessary for overcoming
the strong radiation pressure from accreting high mass protostars (Hosokawa &
Omukai, 2008).
The technique used in determining the nature of emission from massive proto-
stars, spectral indexing, revealed that some of the sources are variable and could
introduce uncertainties associated with their variability. A new set of data was
therefore selected from a previous observation and re-observed in 2018, at the
same frequency, to search for evidence for both positional and flux variability.
A total of four objects were observed. In all the cases, the cores did not show
any change in position, however, some lobes displayed proper motion. Two of
the sources, S255 NIR3 and W3 IRS5, displayed significant evidence of flux and
positional variabilities respectively. Indeed S255 NIR3 was in outburst showing
that these objects undergo radio bursts whose spectral indices fall with time. The
radio burst was considered a manifestation of an accretion burst, a likely solution
to the high accretion rates expected in massive star formation. W3 IRS5, on the
other hand, displayed precession and proper motion. The proper motions of the
lobes were found to lie in the range 80 km s−1 to 600 km s−1, showing similarity
with the previous estimates i.e 100 to 1000 km s−1 (Anglada et al., 2018). These
lobes also displayed evidence of acceleration followed by deceleration, farther away
from the core, perhaps due to their interaction with the ambient medium. Similar
properties were seen by Marti et al. (1995) in HH80-81.
This observational study of the jets was finally complemented with hydrody-
namics and ray-tracing simulations. The observable properties of the jets were
simulated. It was clear from the simulations that the interaction between jets
and the ambient medium can collimate the jets. Radio emission from the jets
was calculated and found to be relatively constant during their entire evolution
periods unless the mass-loss rates or velocities of the jets were varied. The veloc-
ities of the jets showed anti-correlation with fluxes and spectral indices, however,
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an increase in their mass-loss rates results in a corresponding rise in flux and
spectral indices.
Overall, therefore, massive protostellar jets have properties that are compara-
ble to those of low mass counterparts, except in some features e.g the magnitude
of mass-loss rates, suggesting that massive star formation is a scaled-up version of
low mass star formation. However, there are several unresolved questions. Unlike
in low mass stars where the accretion luminosity can be estimated and used in
calculating the accretion rates directly, in massive star formation the ratio,
M˙jet
M˙acc
,
from low and intermediate mass stars has been used. This implies that the rates
derived in massive protostars may have large uncertainties if the mechanisms that
are responsible for accretion and outflow in low and high mass star formation are
different. Indeed the accretion rates that are derived from the observation of
massive protostars, for example, are lower than the rates needed to overcome the
strong radiation pressure for an O-star to form i.e. ∼ 10−4 Myr−1 (Krumholz
et al., 2009). Moreover, only a handful of MYSOs are known to harbour accretion
disks which are essential in driving protostellar jets, the objects needed to release
part of the radiation pressure in massive protostars through their cavities. Also,
only forty per cent of the MYSOs displayed the presence of non-thermal lobes
which is a strong pointer to the existence of magnetic jets and disk-fed accretion.
The sources of the lobes are equally not clear. Whether they result from the
interaction between the jets and the ambient gas or intrinsically connected with
the central object is yet to be established. Finally, the driving mechanism for the
jets which lack non-thermal lobes is also unclear.
The jets driven by massive protostars also play significant roles in star forma-
tion in general. The presence of shocks and the proper motions derived confirm
that the jets are energetic enough to destroy their natal molecular clouds, hinder-
ing the formation of new stars (Arce, 2003). Precession of the jets further aids the
disruption of the clouds and redistribution of their materials which may contain
metals to the outer regions of the cloud. There, they are cooled and compressed
by shock waves of the jets awaiting the formation of future generations of stars
(Lee et al., 2005). The metals are equally necessary for the formation of planets
and life (Heger et al., 2003).
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5.2 Future Work
There is the potential for studying a larger sample of MYSOs in the southern
hemisphere with MeerKAT, a radio telescope consisting of 64 antennas in the
Northern Cape of South Africa. MeerKAT whose longest baseline is 8 km con-
ducted an L-band survey of the Galactic plane at a resolution of ∼ 6′′ and a
sensitivity, ∼ 6µJy, favourable for studying the extended emission of a jet.
These observations can be cross-matched with the RMS catalogue to identify
and characterise the sources. Once the Square Kilometre Array telescope (the
SKA) whose baseline is projected to be 3,000 km will be fully operational, deeper
and high resolution (∼13 mas at L-band) observations will be conducted to study
any diffuse non-thermal emission and the ejection radii of the jets. The origin of
the jet lobes will also be identified. Polarization and radio recombination lines
of the jets will also be explored in the future observations of higher sensitivity.
With the detection of fainter cores, it will be possible to explore the low radio
luminosity regime of the radio vs bolometric luminosity plot. It is not yet clear
if the correlation is affected by limits on sensitivity or a physical property of the
protostellar jets.
Estimating the brightness temperatures of the cores of massive protostars has
remained elusive due to their large distances. With eMerlin (enhanced Multi-
Element Radio Linked Interferometer Network), the actual sizes of the objects
can be resolved at C-band given its high resolution i.e ∼ 40 mas at C-band. This,
coupled with observing the non-thermal lobes, at higher resolution, for more
accurate proper motions can be explored with eMerlin. In addition, a search for
discs from objects whose jets are well studied can be done at higher frequencies,
∼30-1000 GHz, using ALMA (Atacama Large Millimeter Array) to complement
the studies. A search for binaries in hosts of precessing jets can also be carried
out using the ALMA observations.
One of the difficulties encountered while studying jets of massive protostars
is estimating their launching radii. This radius is approximated to be . 1015 cm
(∼67 AU; Reynolds 1986) even though there is evidence that jets are collimated
at smaller radii (Mundt, 1985). Recent estimate, in a low mass star, puts it
at 0.5 AU (Anglada et al. 2018, Estalella et al. 2012). These revised radii will
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require a telescope of high resolution like the SKA, at full operation, and the
next generation VLA, ng−VLA, to observe. In addition, the high-resolution
observations will enable astronomers to distinguish between the two competing
models (Shu et al. 1994a, Blandford & Payne 1982) that were proposed to explain
the driving mechanisms of magnetic jets. Finally, simulations of the protostars
can be done in three dimensions, at higher resolutions, using a high-performance
supercomputer. Other properties of jets, e.g precession and ionization fraction
can be modelled using better launching radii.
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